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Abstract:
Presently the automotive industry is facing enormous pressure due to global
competition and ever changing legislative, economic and customer demands. Both,
agility and reconfiguration are widely recognised as important attributes for
manufacturing systems to satisfy the needs of competitive global markets. To facilitate
and accommodate unforeseen business changes within the automotive industry, a new
proactive methodology is urgently required for the design, build, assembly and
reconfiguration of automation systems. There is also need for the promotion of new
technologies and engineering methods to enable true engineering concurrency between
product and process development. Virtual construction and testing of new automation
systems prior to build is now identified as a crucial requirement to enable system
verification and to allow the investigation of design alternatives prior to building and
testing physical systems. The main focus of this research was to design and develop
reconfigurable assembly systems within the powertrain sector of the automotive
industry by capturing and modelling relevant business and engineering processes.
This research has proposed and developed a more process-efficient and robust
automation system design, build and implementation approach via new engineering
services and a standard library of reusable mechanisms. Existing research at
Loughborough had created the basic technology for a component based approach to
automation. However, no research had been previously undertaken on the application of
this approach in a user engineering and business context. The objective of this research
was therefore to utilise this prototype method and associated engineering tools and to
devise novel business and engineering processes to enable the component-based
approach to be applied in industry. This new approach has been named Configurable
and Collaborative Automation Systems (COAS). In particular this new research has
studied the implications of migration to a COAS approach in terms of I) necessary
changes to the end-users business processes, 2) potential to improve the robustness of
the resultant system and 3) potential for improved efficiency and greater collaboration
across the supply chain.
In order to study the application of the proposed COAS approach within a real
industrial environment, Ford's engineering centre at Dunton and their Dagenham engine
plant in Essex, UK were targeted. It was necessary to first understand the existing (As-
Is) business and engineering processes and then be able to propose the COAS approach
within the business context of the end-user requirements. This has been achieved
through adopting state-of-the-art enterprise integration and modelling approaches. A set
of required machine design capabilities were also identified which led to the refinement
of the engineering tools required to support the new business model.
The research continued by specifying new business and engineering processes and
supply chain interactions. The proposed model was designed based on the end-user
requirements and engineering services required to meet those requirements. The new
model was also subjected to process modelling, simulation and validation. The existing
(as-is) and COAS (to-be) models were then compared on the basis of business
performance metrics, e.g. robustness, time, cost and resources, criteria specified by
Ford. The results provide predictions on the impact of introducing the new COAS
business model to the existing engineering systems.
This research has contributed new understandings, concepts and methods in the field
of powertrain assembly systems. In particular:
• The modelling of a novel business and engineering approach to automation
system realisation within the automotive sector.
• The identification and mapping of a new set of design tools within
engineering process to improve agility, reconfigurability and lifecycle
support.
• The outline definition of an integrated, vendor independent engineering
environment for more efficient interaction between globally distributed
supply chain partners.
• The development of an assessment tool to quantify process models prior to
their implementation.
Keywords: Automotive Industry, Automation Systems, Agility, Collaboration,
Enterprise Integration and Modelling, Business and Engineering Processes, Robustness.
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List of Definitions
1. Automation System: In context of this thesis the term automation system refers
to the design and build of production facilities for the manufacture and assembly
of powertrain products.
2. Process: A partially ordered set of activities that can be executed to achieve
some desired end-result in pursuit of a given objective (Adapted from ISO
19439 Standard).
3. Robustness: In the context of this thesis the term robustness refers to a metric to
measure the design soundness of new automation systems, i.e. predicting the
capability of such systems to deliver intended functionality.
4. Issue: The term issue refers to typical problems which are evident during
automation system design, build and implementation (Based on terminology
used by the Ford Motor Company, UK).
In this thesis, the author has used the following six terms to categorise "issues"
used by powertrain engineering and management teams at Ford Motor
Company, UK.
_ "Product Design/Derivative" is the ability to introduce a new range of
products (i.e. engines) to a manufacturing programme .
.. "Volume" refers to the ability to achieve planned volume from new
production facilities within the planned time period after Job].
_ "Machine Design" refers to the ability to achieve the required design
solutions. Design related problems are typically due to inappropriate
methods and lack of advanced and open/generic solutions.
.. "Tooling Design" refers to the design related problems with tooling
design. Typically such problems are due to poor reuse of tooling
components.
,. "Breakdown" refers to the ability to recover from faults occurring during
machine operation. This includes breakdown and downtime in the
commissioning and launch phases.
~ "Productivity" refers to the ability of production machinery to achieve
required cycle time performance.
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Chapter 1
Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Research Motivation
At the present time the automotive industry is under enormous pressure,
traditionally business plans in the automotive industry were designed for 10 to 15 year
major product cycles but today's need is to accommodate changes in 6 to 9 months [1].
For rapid response to ever changing market demands, the western automotive industry
is under pressure to shorten production lifecycle time when introducing new engine
models. The time taken by western automotive companies to design a new engine
model, build production lines and commence mass production is typically about 42
months while Japanese automotive companies achieve 36 months [2-4]. Also it has been
recognised in the automotive industry that 6 months delay in the launch of a new
product such as a motor vehicle or large subassemblies e.g. transmission units and
engines, could cause a one third reduction in profit margin [5].
Another big challenge to the automotive industry is the advent of globalisation
with businesses, manufacturing practices, organisational and information structures
changing rapidly. Highly flexible and agile manufacturing systems are needed to
accommodate unpredictable business changes [6]. This innovation is needed in all
manufacturing sectors and especially in the automotive sector, as a result the operational
domain in the automotive industry, is moving progressively from mass production to
make to order and ultimately to a mass customisation philosophy [4]. The current
lifecycle support for automation systems does not sufficiently provide capabilities for
rapid change and flexible reconfigurations and therefore are not appropriate when
viewed in the flexible business context oftoday's manufacturing systems [7]. Therefore
to become more responsive in the global markets, automotive industries need
reconfigurable automation systems with faster ramp-up (i.e. time to make and prepare
production line as fast as per schedule to run different products), better life cycle
engineering support and remote expert assistance. For instance, Harrison and Colombo
[1], report that a 50% saving in the ramp-up time could potentially save around 20
million Euros on a typical European automotive engine production line installation
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project. Better engineering and remote expert support could also save up to 6000
Euros/min by minimising stoppages on such a production line once operational [1].
The existing state-of-the-art approaches to manufacturing automation systems are
facing fundamental limitations related to their complexity to reconfigure, integrate and
optimise. Because of a traditional hard-coded deterministic approach to the logic control
of most production automation systems, they are now typically too rigid and inflexible
to enable efficient configuration and robust operations [1], which is true when existing
plant is being upgraded or a new production system is being installed. The migration
from today's control and management strategies to more flexible, intelligent
manufacturing systems is one of the most difficult tasks facing industry today. Rapid
response to changing business plans in the automotive industry can potentially be
achieved by adopting a more proactive engineering and life cycle support oriented
approach to automation systems, making them easier to design, install, reconfigure and
maintain [8].
Within the automotive industry, the Ford Motor Company is one of the world's
largest manufacturers involved with globally distributed suppliers for their automation
systems design and development. Rapidly changing global business plans are now the
norm across the automotive industry including Ford. With ever growing emphasis being
placed on global production systems and critical out of hours processes (24 hours a day,
7 days a week and 365 days a year), service and lifecycle support has become an
integral part of the manufacturing system. To support the activities of engineering
partners during different phases of lifecycle, mostly ad-hoc integration methods and
mechanisms are currently being employed. Throughout the lifecycle of automation
system, there is no common representation/visualisation of engineering activities,
between supply chain partners. Also the required support for re-configuration (i.e. to
introduce a new engine model) and ramp-up time are currently too costly and time
consuming in the global business context.
1.2 Research Scope
In today's automotive sector rapidly changing global business plans are the norm.
Despite the technological advancements within the last few decades in computer aided
design and manufacturing systems, the existing solutions to business needs are still
2
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fragmented and typically target only a few phases of the production lifecyc1e. The
engineering support required for the design and lifecycle management of manufacturing
systems is not sufficiently developed. In particular, there is no established integrated
approach to the lifecyc1e of manufacturing powertrain automation systems.
This research study forms part of a larger research project at Loughborough
University in collaboration with the Ford Motor Company (end-user) and their supply
chain partners. In recent years, a significant achievement of the Loughborough
University researchers was development of component-based modular automation
systems to design, build and reconfigure powertrain assembly lines. Since it is a
reconfigurable assembly system it provides the greatest value adding activity in
manufacturing, an area where it is most difficult to accommodate more frequent product
changes.
Within the scope of this research, the author has devised novel business and
engineering processes to enable the effective utilisation of this component-based
approach and associated new engineering services required for the lifecyc1e support of
automated powertrain assembly lines. To address future business needs of the end-user
and their supply chain partners, business and engineering process models are developed.
Such process models integrate the end-user business requirements to the new functional
capabilities of the engineering tools required for implementing the new business
approach. Both existing and a new innovative approach to plan, design, build and
implement powertrain automation systems are captured, modelled and analysed
qualitatively and quantitatively in this thesis. The aim of the new innovative approach is
to reduce the development time for production facility (i.e., automation systems) and to
make these systems more robust and responsive to the market changes. In order to
address and achieve the research aim, this research was planned to:
1. Study current powertrain assembly systems design and development within the
automotive industry, in particular Ford Motor Company, and to identify their
weaknesses to be able to cope with market changes.
2. Introduce new engineering approach by considering business and integration
requirements of globally distributed supply chain partners (i.e. end-user,
machine builders and control vendors) involved in the design and
implementation of powertrain automation systems.
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3. Study migration path from existing practice to a more integrated and vendor
independent environment and conceive a novel way of realising automation
systems within the automotive industry by capturing and modelling new
business and engineering processes. Also to propose more proactive engineering
and lifecycle support required for future automation systems i.e. making them
easier to design, install, reconfigure and maintain the system. Furthermore, to
promote technologies and methods that are under end-user control rather than
controlled by the supply-chain.
4. Implement formalised approaches such as modelling to capture and assess
potential improvements in agility and reconfigurability could be achieved by the
application of new proposed engineering approach.
5. Evaluate the potential impact of the proposed system on the existing engineering
system in terms of user business criteria such as robustness, time, cost and
resources.
1.3 Thesis Structure
This research is structured into eight chapters. Chapter I describes the research
motivation, hypothesis, and business challenges faced by the automotive industry in this
globalisation era, this raises fundamental research questions.
Chapter 2, presents the state-of-the-art, the evolution of different manufacturing
systems and their limitations in response to future trends. The main focus is not only
agile manufacturing systems but also to highlight agility as a business need in all
manufacturing sectors and in particular in the automotive sector. Lifecycle support and
higher levels of collaboration require new business models, i.e. PLM to facilitate cost
and time effective reconfigurable manufacturing systems.
The second part of chapter 2 is a review of the state of art frameworks for
collaboration between enterprises. Enterprise integration is a fundamental step towards
less costly and more responsive agile manufacturing systems. Also enterprise
integration methods and modelling tools are reviewed for the analysis and assessment of
4
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existing and proposed new approaches to automation system. Such approaches being
needed later in the thesis for the assessment of the proposed COAS approach.
Chapter 3, entitled "Research Approach and Objectives" aims to open a wider
discussion on existing approaches to automation systems design and development, this
is concluded with a summary of research issues. Chapter 3 also describes the research
vision and "V" system engineering model, as adapted by the Ford Motor Company to
design and develop automation systems. As the primary focus in this research is to
study, capture and model exiting and proposed new business and engineering approach
followed by "V" system engineering. Therefore what relationship exists between
business/engineering domains and "V" system is highlighted in section 3.3 (chapter 3)
to describe lifecycle domains of the automaton system. Also a research overview is
presented to describe different steps in this research to attempt to identify the problem
and then propose solution. Finally, fundamental research aim, number of objectives and
potential research benefits are described.
In chapter 4, entitled "Configurable and collaborative Automation Systems
(COAS) - The Proposed Research Concept" a new conceptual approach is presented to
make agile and robust automation systems aligned to future business needs. A new
integrated engineering envirorunent i.e. Collaborative Work Centre (CWC) is proposed
between supply chain collaborators to design and build automation systems. Also in this
chapter an assessment of the COAS approach is discussed in order to measure the
potential research benefits i.e. robustness, time, cost, and resources.
Chapter 5, "Capturing and modelling the current powertrain engineering
lifecycle" describes a real example of Ford manufacturing facilities as a research case
study. The case study's main focus includes the capturing and modelling of "As-Is" and
"To-Be" business/engineering processes required to achieve the design and
development of automation systems involving globally distributed supply chain
partners. This chapter is focused on capturing and modelling and evaluating the As-Is
business/engineering approach. Initially static models are developed using an enterprise
reference architecture in compliance with ISO standards and finally the Arena
simulation tool was used to develop dynamic models to measure time, cost, robustness
and resources.
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Chapter 6, "Applying COAS to the powertrain engineering lifecycle" describes
the application of COAS to design, build and implement powertrain assembly systems
within the Ford Motor Company. As a result "To-Be" business/engineering processes
are captured and modelled i.e. static and dynamic models.
Chapter 7 describes process simulation results related to the improved robustness,
reduced time, cost and resources for the novel COAS approach in detail. Finally,
chapter 8 provides final conclusion from the research and makes recommendations for
future work.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review: State-Of-The-Art Manufacturing
Systems & Enterprise Reference Architectures
Today, it is recognised that within the automotive industry the time, cost and
reconfiguration of manufacturing automation systems is of increasing importance. The
pressure to produce more product variants, quicker and at lower cost has never been
greater. This necessitates use of new production paradigms such as mass customisation
and the accommodation of unforeseen business changes between globally distributed
supply chain partners. In response to this pressure, there is a need to provide efficient,
robust and proactive support to an entire lifecycle of manufacturing automation
systems.
Therefore the purpose of the first part of this chapter is to review the evolution of
different state-of-the-art manufacturing systems paradigms and to understand first why
agile manufacturing systems are required and secondly what are the essential
requirements for agility i.e. reconfiguration, collaboration and lifecycle management
methodologies. In the second part of the literature review, focuses on the importance of
enterprise engineering (section 2.6) and key enabling reference architectures (section
2.7) to assist and reduce enterprise integration complexity by formally capturing and
modelling enterprise knowledge.
2.1 Introduction
Nowadays the global business environment is changing very quickly. The product
lifecycle shrinks while product variety and complexity increase and profit margins
decrease and therefore the operation of manufacturing firms become more difficult [9].
Shop floor level traditional centralised manufacturing systems are struggling to meet
such requirements [1]. In recent years, significant changes have been made to enterprise
strategies and manufacturing paradigms, particularly for companies trying to remain
competitive in today's volatile markets. In this regard, a number of concepts have
emerged such as the agile manufacturing enterprise, virtual enterprise, extended
enterprise and so called next generation manufacturing enterprise [10]. Such new
concepts refers to the application of new models, methodologies and information
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technologies with the goal of preparing manufacturing companies to become more
competitive in a global and networked environment [9]. Therefore today's
manufacturing enterprises are forced to reassess their production paradigms, so that
manufacturing systems are designed and operated efficiently in the turbulent, uncertain
and ever-changing business environment [11].
2.2 Manufacturing Systems
During product development manufacturing is a most critical stage [12].
Manufacturing involve activities to transform raw materials into products using
manufacturing resources and knowledge according to external demands [13]. The
ultimate objective is to gain profit, reputation and market share [11]. In response to
customers individualistic desires [14], existing approach to manufacturing is quickly
moving away from pure mass production to mass customisation [15]. To enhance the
flexibility and reusability of manufacturing systems, so far research has led to various
types of manufacturing systems from job shops to mass production, flexible
manufacturing and potentially reconfigurable manufacturing systems [16, ]7]. The
lifecycle of the manufacturing system includes system design and synthesis against a set
of specified requirements and objectives. Such initial design is followed by modelling,
analysis and simulation and finally realised, implemented and used in production.
However, the significant time reduction in the product development and faster
introduction of new products is not paralleled with the design and development of
manufacturing systems [18].
Based on capacity, functionality and required responsiveness of the future
manufacturing systems, production systems can be categorised into dedicated, flexible
and reconfigurable manufacturing systems as shown in Figure 2-1 [19]. Typically
dedicated manufacturing systems are designed for product mass production based on
push-type business models (i.e., design-make-assembly-sell). On the other hand,
flexible manufacturing systems are built for generalised product customisation based on
mixed type business model called push-pull (i.e. design-make-sell-assembly) [20,21].
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Figure 2-1: Comparison between different Manufacturing Systems [22]
However, to operate enterprises in a dynamic, innovative and challenging
environment, mass customisation is a general trend that is widely spread and apparent
as a future production paradigm [13]. To address product mass customisation needs, the
available technological solution is Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems (RMS),
based on pull type business model (Le. sell-design-make-assemble) [21]. RMS responds
to change by offering focused flexibility on demand by both physicallhard and
soft/logical reconfiguration of the manufacturing system [18].
Before looking at what are essential requirements to achieve mass
customisation, the next section initially reviews and develops a better understanding on
different manufacturing systems and their limitations in today's and future business
context.
2.2.1 Dedicated Manufacturing System (DMS)
In 1913 Henry Ford marks the beginning of mass production with the invention
of the moving assembly lines. The purpose of DMS is to achieve mass production Le. to
produce extremely high quantity of identical products [21]. In this process usually
interchangeable parts are added to a product in a sequential manner using optimally
planned logistics to create a finished product much faster than with handcrafting-type
methods. The best known early realisation of this approach was achieved by Ford Motor
Company between 1908 and 1915 [23]. The average Ford assembler cycle time was
reduced from 514 minutes to 2.3 minutes and later this time was further reduced to 1.19
minutes [13, 24]
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The technology used for mass production typically consist of rigid assembly
lines or some time called transfer lines with fixed tooling and path conveying systems
and is controlled by control systems. The main objective is to make specific
product/part in high volume, at the required quality level and cost effectively [25, 26].
The essential requirements for mass production are stable input variables, for instance
market demands, labour force etc. But in the 1970s and 1980s these parameters became
less stable due to common economic fluctuation, increase of consumer power and the
start of global competition [13]. Also in the late 1950s, Japanese automobile
manufacturers realised that to satisfy evolving market trends product differentiation was
required and that a mass production management strategy did not fit into such a
requirement. This realisation resulted in the formation of the Lean Manufacturing
concept [27]. With increasing demands for product variety, several assembly re-
arrangements were introduced to improve the flexibility of the assembly lines, namely
the introduction of alternative work part pathways. I n response, what was initially
simple and efficient became increasingly complex and typically productivity dropped
due to unbalanced production lines, even in some cases a numbers of stations were
replaced by CNC machines to increase the machining flexibility [28].
2.2.2 Flexible Manufacturing System
In the 1980s, the concept of flexible manufacturing was introduced in response
to the need for mass customisation and greater responsiveness to change in products,
production technology and markets [22, 29]. Askin and Standridge [30], defined FMS
as "a set of computer numerically controlled (CNC) machine 1001s and supporting
workstations that are connected by an automated material handling systems and are
controlled by a central computer". Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS) can produce
a variety of products with changeable volumes and mixes, on the same system [31].
Shim and Siegal [32], characterise a FMS as "a computer controlled process technology
suitable for producing a moderate variety of products in a moderate .flexible volume".
Mehrabi [19], defined FMS as "a machining system configuration with .fixed hardware
and fixed, bUI programmable software to handle changes in work orders, production
schedules, part programs, and toolingfor several types of parts".
As FMS is a group of highly automated processing workstations interconnected
by means of automated material handling and storage system such as robots and
automated storage and retrieval system (AS/ AR) and controlled by a distributed
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computer system [33]. Therefore it allows changing individual operations, processes,
parts routing and production schedule [18], to meet mid-volume, mid-variety production
needs [29]. According to Scholz and Freitag [34], theflexibility of FMS is designed as a
kind of corridor wherein the assembly system can be changed regarding product
variants and production volume. This corridor is .fixed and system changes beyond it
require a laborious reconfiguration. As a result FMS provides generalised functionality
(flexibility) and capacity [29], and it cause larger waste by containing more and more
functional characters into manufacturing systems in spite of customer's actual need
[26].
The key concept behind FMS concept was an attempt to reduce the time spent
on non-processing activities and thereby compete with the higher production rates
achievable with mass production techniques [28]. The promise of equipment reusability
is firmly coupled with a FMS approach but with certain limitations [J 9].
2.2.3 Limitations in Dedicated and Flexible Manufacturing Systems
The mass production focus is on high volume and cost reduction. Also lean
manufacturing is not considered to be a new technique rather than an enhancement to
mass production because its emphasis is on continuous improvement i.e. product quality
while decreasing product costs [25]. Therefore in today's rapidly changing global
economy mass production is no longer a competitive weapon. The biggest limitation in
the DMS is that it has simplified the product and ignored customer's different needs.
Once the design of the product has been changed, the manufacturing systems can not be
fit for the process of new product. So it has to be changed or even rebuilt. Generally the
application ofDMS is in the car industry, where change in product requirements is quite
often. As a result, the average efficient capacity factor of DMS is only about 53% [26].
At the same time FMS made it possible to manufacture a variety of products, but: this
system has certain limitations noted by Mehrabi and also Elkins [19, 35]. In particular
FMS are:
• Expensive, since in many cases they include more functions than needed.
• Utilise inadequate system software, since developing user-specified software is
extremely expensive.
• Not highly reliable, often due to their relative complexity.
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• Subject to obsolescence, due to advances in technology and their fixed system
software/hardware.
In addition to mentioned limitations, a survey was conducted and reported in 2003
by CIRP working group on "Flexible Automation-Assessment and Future". This survey
shows industry dissatisfaction in FMS due to high investment and maintenance cost
[21]. Automotive companies have in some cases been disappointed by FMS used for
machining applications, because the cost reduction promise for equipment reuse has not
materialised as expected. In practice to quickly respond to changing market demands,
an FMS requires significant additional expenditure and sufficient time to convert or
adapt to new "unplanned" products. Thus, FMS do not always meet the agility criteria
i.e. rapid and cost effective reuse in response to changing product demands [35].
In addition, FMS are built with all the available flexibility and functionality, even,
though this may not be needed at installation time. The logic behind this is buy just in
case it may one day be needed, however in these cases capital lies idle on the shop floor
and a major portion of the capital investment is wasted [19]. Therefore the investment in
flexible production systems often becomes one of a manufacturer's most troubling
problems. Because nowadays advancement in technologies is a matter of short cycles of
months rather than years. Therefore today's most efficient production system can
become inefficient over a short time period due to current customer driven markets and
increased demands [19].
In general there is recognition that manufacturing industry is under great pressures
due to global competition and a different attitude amongst customers, who demand high
quality and customised products at a lower cost. This recognition has been observed in
various articles [2, 36]. Therefore new business strategies are required to reconfigure
the manufacturing systems easily, rapidly and with minimum skill level. Also one of the
six grand challenges for manufacturers mentioned in the vision for 2020 is "to
reconfigure manufacturing enterprise in order to rapidly respond to changing needs and
opportunities" [11].
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2.3 Need for Agility, Flexibility and Changeability
Today's business environment is dominated by quick change and uncertainty [37],
as a result product lifecycle is shortened and product high quality and low cost are
prerequisites for survival [38]. In response manufacturing industry requires
modification in manufacturing operations to assure: (1) better and faster response to
customer requirements (2) ever higher quality products and (3) increased flexibility
[39]. In addition, effective and efficient manufacturing operations and ability to quickly
and readily reconfigure manufacturing systems are key factors to survive in an
increasingly competitive business environment [40, 41]. To survive, manufacturing
enterprises are under unprecedented pressure to become leaner and more agile [40]. As
a result, agility, adaptability and high performance of manufacturing systems are driving
new manufacturing paradigms [42]. Such new paradigms are linked to agility
philosophy and refer to the term "agile manufacturing" to denominate "flexible
manufacturing" [43].
Agile manufacturing is defined as the capability of manufacturing systems to
survive and prosper in a competitive environment of continuous and unpredictable
change by reacting quickly and effectively to changing markets driven by customer
designed products and services [38]. According to Vernadat [44], agility is the ability
to closely align enterprise systems to changing business needs in order to achieve
competitive performance. Hirani defined agility as "a comprehensive response to the
business challenges of profiting from the rapidly changing, continually fragmented
global markets for high quality, high performance, customer-configured goods and
services" [45]. Gunasekaran and Yusuf [36], defined agility in manufacturing as "the
capability of an organisation by proactively establishing virtual manufacturing with an
efficient product development system, to meet changing market requirements, maximise
customer service level and minimise the cost of goods, with an objective of being
competitive in a global market and/or an increased change of long term survival and
profit potential. This must be supported by flexible people, processes and technologies".
In fact, agility is defined in different ways from different perspectives, however
common aspect between all definitions is that it is moved away from mass production
[43].
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The concept of agile manufacturing is closely connected with flexible
manufacturing [43, 46]. However, the concept of flexible manufacturing system is
demonstrated by its ability to change its mix, volume and timing of its output reactively
without changing its configuration [29]. On the other hand, agile manufacturing is
proactive strategic ability of an entire company to open up new markets, to develop the
requisite products and services and to build up necessary production capacity [47]. As a
result, different key attributes are associated with agile manufacturing paradigm as
highlighted in the Figure 2-2. These attributes are adaptability, responsiveness,
reconfigurability, robustness, virtual enterprise, dynamic teaming and transformation of
knowledge. Among these attributes, reconfigurability is an approach to satisfy unknown
or changing demands when a manufacturing system is in the operational phase [46].
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Figure 2-2 Scope of Agile and Flexible Manufacturing [46]
To distinguish between flexibility and reconfigurability, the concept of
changeability is introduced by EIMaraghy and Wiendahl [18], and identified different
types of changeability by considering different production levels (i.e. station,
cell/system, segment, site and network) with associated product hierarchy (i.e. feature,
work piece, sub product, product, product portfolio) [29]. Figure 2-3, shows different
classes of changeability and are briefly elaborated below [47].
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Figure 2-3 Levels of Changeability [47]
• Changeover ability designates the operative ability of a single machine or
work station to perform particular operations on a known work piece or
subassembly at any desired moment with minimal effort and delay.
• Reconjigurability describes the operative ability of a manufacturing or
assembly system to switch reactively and with minimal effort and delay to
a particular family or work pieces or subassemblies through the addition
or removal of single functional elements.
• Flexibility refers to the tactical ability of an entire production and
logistics area to switch reactively and with reasonably little time and
effort to-although similar-families of components by changing
manufacturing processes, material flows and logistical functions.
• Transformability indicates the tactical ability of an entire factory structure
to switch to another product family. This calls for structural interventions
in the production and logistics systems, in the structure and facilities of
the building, in the organisation structure and processes and in the area of
personnel.
• Agility means the strategic ability of an entire company to open up new
markets, to develop the requisite products and services and to build
necessary manufacturing capacity.
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In the context of this research only reconfigurability and agility will be treated
further. As this research is focused on development of agile and reconfigurable business
and engineering processes required to design and build new powertrain assembly
systems within the automotive industry. Therefore, in the context of this research
"agility" is the strategic ability of company to open new markets and "reconfigurability"
refers to operative ability of manufacturing or assembly systems to switch with
minimum delay to fulfil new market demands. As a result, the targeted manufacturing
system should be able to change or evolve quickly and adapt easily to new changes
[48]. Furthermore, agile manufacturing focuses on the manufacturing enterprise
business practices required to adapt to a global changing market characterised by
uncertainty [19,49].
2.4 Agile Manufacturing Enablers
Agility is more a business approach that teaches how to respond to challenges
posed by a business environment dominated by change and uncertainty [50]. By agility,
it can mean that manufacturing systems have to respond to production changes both in
volume and variety rapidly, effectively and reliably with low cost [45]. Such change is
not only limited to the technical systems but it is also essential to extend it to the
organisation and employees to achieve an adequate level of changeability. Such a
transformation process becomes an important business process that must be pre-planned
and managed effectively [28]. Production model for agile manufacturing is to consider
integration between technology, human resources and the organisation through
information and communication technologies to enable firms to react effectively in a
coordinated manner to changes within the highly automated manufacturing plants [43,
51].
Different key enablers for agile enterprise are highlighted in the literature. Related
to this research work, three of them are reconfiguration, virtual manufacturing and
collaboration required to design and build manufacturing systems, these are described in
more detail below.
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2.4.1 Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems
Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems (RMS) is a new manufacturing paradigm
that aims at achieving cost-effective and rapid system changes by incorporating
principles of modularity, integrability, flexibility, scalability, convertibility and
diagnosability. RMS promises customised flexibility on demand in a short time as
compared to generalised flexibility offered by FMS [38]. Reconfigurable manufacturing
systems are widely considered as one of the promising key technologies to enable
responsiveness in the new production era known as mass customisation [52]. The
concept of RMS falls within the scope of agile manufacturing [53]. This concept is
similar to the concept of modular manufacturing by Tsukune et a1. 1993 and
component-based manufacturing systems by Harrison et al., 2001 [2, 11]. As the
changing manufacturing environment is characterised by aggressive competition on a
global scale and rapid changes in process technology, it requires careful attention to
prolong the life of manufacturing systems by making them easily up-gradable with new
technologies and new functions [22]. Reconfigurable manufacturing is emerging as a
key technology for competitive business in today's environment, where product
lifecycles are short and product turnover is high [54]. The aim of a manufacturing
system reconfiguration is to allow the addition of the extra capacity when required and
to add the additional functionality when needed [22]. Another aim is to meet the
competitive market advantages and economic goals as shown by Figure 2-4. The
economic objective of FMS is to make possible the cost effective manufacturing of
several types of parts that can change over time, with shortened changeover time and on
the same system at the required volume and quality. On the other hand, RMS goes
beyond the economic objectives of an FMS by permitting a) lead time reduction for
launching new systems and reconfiguring existing systems b) the rapid manufacturing
modification and quick integration of new technology or functions into existing systems
[20].
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Figure 2-4: Importance of Reconflguration In Global Economy [23]
Koren and Ulsoy [55], define RMS as "a reconjigurable manufacturing system is
designed for rapid adjustment for production capacity and functionality, in response to
new circumstances, by rearrangement or change of its components". Therefore at
production system level, reconfiguration is the ability of changing production volumes
and product types, with minimum efforts and delays [56]. Instead of providing general
flexibility, RMS provides customised flexibility and aims to offer a scalable output and
an adjustable functionality. In addition the design of RMS is to cope with situations
where both productivity and the ability to react to changes are of vital importance [29,
57]. Forecasting long term trends for manufacturing systems is difficult 'because
changes are happening at a very fast pace. But the future trends can be extrapolated
from the current situations by analysing and specifying the key drivers behind these
changes [58]. Therefore the motivation for introducing reconfigurable manufacturing
systems is based on the belief that some economic benefits can be obtained by
increasing reusability and reducing the excess capacity and excess functionality present
in other types of manufacturing systems [22]. To go beyond the objectives of mass, lean
and flexible manufacturing, the future manufacturing systems technology must satisfy
the following objectives:
a. Lead time reduction (including ramp-up time) for launching new manufacturing
systems.
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b. The rapid upgrading and quick integration of new process technology and new
functionality into existing system [19,22].
The importance of these two objectives is obvious to the entire manufacturing
system and in particular to manufacturing assembly systems. Reconfigurable Assembly
Systems (RAS) are a subset of RMS. As the assembly process provides the greatest
value adding activity in an entire manufacturing process, therefore this is a key area
where reconfigurability can make a telling impact [54]. This is particularly true within
the context of powertrain assembly systems to reconfigure production machines and
reuse them more efficiently in order to maximise return on investment [59]. RMS
promises customised flexibility on demand in a short time. Such flexibility in the
manufacturing systems can be classified in two different aspects. This includes physical
and logical configurations [22].
2.4.2 Virtual/Digital Manufacturing
Modem manufacturing systems require emergmg technologies in order to
achieve agility [60]. In response virtual manufacturing and virtual engineering have
been recognised as key enabling technologies for agility [36,45]. Virtual manufacturing
has been around since about 1990 [41] and is defined as a set of tools that work with 3D
data to support tool design, manufacturing process design, ergonomic design and other
analysis to optimise production processes [61]. Virtual manufacturing is also described
by Moore et al, 2003 [45], "carry out manufacturing activities with a simulation model
of the actual setup. which mayor may not exist. It holds all the information relating to
the process, the process control and management and product specific data. It is also
possible to have part of the manufacturing plant as real and the other part virtual",
Virtual engineering is now well established in the product engineering field and
can enable to visualise, optimise and predict performance well before physical
engineering of production prototypes, thereby compressing the product lifecycle as
highlighted in the Figure 2-5. Also in the manufacturing domain, digital manufacturing
is already being utilised strongly in both CNC and robotic application domains. But in
the field of assembly automation systems its use is much less established particularly in
the domain of special purpose machinery [8]. The development of a manufacturing
system based on such special purpose machines is extremely complex and encompasses
a wide variety of engineering activities from machine design and control to operational
management and plant services 161].
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Figure 2-5: Future Need for Virtual Manufacturing [16]
In addition, rapid product and process realisation is required to meet the
continually changing customer needs in an increasingly segmented market [62]. In
response many western automotive companies including Ford Motor Company have
realised the importance of a virtual environment within manufacturing engineering and
wished to migrate from an existing state where virtual engineering is product focused to
a future state of virtual environment as highlighted in lower part of Figure 2-5 [8] where
it encompasses as aspects of manufacturing. To achieve this major components of the
enterprise (i.e. manufacturing system) need to perform in an integrated manner to
develop and modify manufacturing systems using virtual modelling and simulation
techniques to ensure that the proposed system will work as planned [62]. Highly
flexible and responsive operations to meet the customer expectations can be achieved
through collaborative and cooperative manufacturing strategies. Such strategies need
support of suitable technologies to share information according to agreed mechanisms
and rules that should cover the entire product lifecycle [50].
2.4.3 Collaborative LifecycleSupport
Business success is the ability to identify the needs of the customer and quickly
develop products to fulfil the customer desires at low cost with the shortest delivery
time [63]. This success of manufacturing companies is not merely a marketing and sales
issue, nor solely a design or manufacturing problem. Instead, it is a collaborative
product fulfilment issue during lifecycle of product development [40].
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Today companies do not posses all the knowledge and resources for product
development therefore relying on other organisations. In response to this, the research
community developed a solution know as "Collaborative Product Development (CPD)".
The CPD system is "an internet based computational architecture that supports the
sharing, transferring knowledge and information of the product lifecycle amongst
geographically distributed companies to aid the right engineering decisions in a
collaborative environment" [64].
Today products need to be not only innovative but also affordable, reliable and
fast to market. Such holistic products with supporting services are limited by an
information gap during different phases of product lifecycle [65]. However a new
generation of collaboration, e-commerce has emerged in the last decades. The key
enabling technologies required for CPD are, 1) communication tools 2) engineering
applications 3) product model, and 4) knowledge representation [64].
However, current product design and development in most companies still
encounter a number of difficulties. This is typically because traditional application
systems such as computer aided design (CAD), Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM)
or Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP), that helped to make design process more
efficient, are usually separated from manufacturing company's mainstream operations
[66]. Therefore although collaboration at the higher level could be viewed as an
integrated framework to connect people, processes and data (information), this
integration cannot occur without an effective higher level framework i.e. Product Life
Cycle Management (PLM) [7].
2.5 Product Lifecycle Management (PLM)
To boost innovation between product design and process development new
business models are emerging. Therefore the status and scope of PLM systems is now
reviewed in detail.
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2.5.1 Background
In the early 1980s, engineering design entered into a new era with the advent of
CAD to enable designers to create, reuse and manipulate geometric product models
[67]. In parallel to this, Computer Aided Manufacturing and Engineering (CAM/CAE)
tools and Product Data Management (PDM) systems appeared for easy, quick and
secure access to data during the product design process. The first generation of PDM
systems, although effective within an engineering domain, but failed to encompass non-
engineering areas within the enterprise such as sales, marketing and supply-chain
management as well as external agents like customers and suppliers [68]. With the
evolution of PDM systems, the first wave of enterprise applications such as Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP), Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and Supply
Chain Management (SCM) and so on, were introduced. The purpose was to streamline
and improve the manufacturing business practices. But the focus of each enterprise
application solution is on specific lifecycle processes and cannot adequately address the
need for collaborative capabilities throughout the product lifecycle [66]. As a result
POM systems were not able to provide the necessary support for ERP/CRM/SCM. This
was because PDM systems were designed for handling engineering data and usually
require resources having engineering and technical knowledge [67]. Secondly, in
today's business world, multinational companies work with project teams spread all
over the globe, PDM offers insufficient support for global communication within the
system [68].
During the mid I990s, the concept of PLM evolved [69], with the aim of
streamlining product development and boosting innovation in manufacturing by
managing all the information about an enterprise throughout the product lifecyc1e[70].
The entire product lifecycle consists of a set of processes, which include customer
requirements, product strategy, product portfolio planning, product specifications,
conceptual design, detailed design, design analysis, prototyping and testing, process
planning, inventory management, sourcmg, production, inspection, packing,
distribution, operation and service, disposal and recycle. This clearly indicates that
processes throughout the entire lifecyc1eare complex in nature [71]. To deal with such
complexity, PLM is a business strategy for creating a product-centric environment [67],
to rapidly plan, organise, manage, measure and deliver new products or services much
faster and cheaper in an integrated way [71]. Therefore PLM not only provides process
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management throughout the entire product lifecycle, but also distinguishes itself from
other enterprise application systems such as ERP, SCM and CRM by enabling effective
collaboration among networked participants [66]. The highest level of collaboration is
based on web based services allowing virtual collaboration, real time information
processing and real time process integration [7].
It has been recognised that current PLM implementations are document oriented,
with no customisable data models and facing many inter-enterprise integration
difficulties [72]. In addition PLM seeks to extend PDM system beyond design and
manufacturing into other areas like marketing, sales and after sale service, whilst at the
same time addressing all the stakeholders in the product throughout its lifecycle [67].
Therefore appropriate enabling technology solutions for PLM are imperatively to
facilitate its effective implementation and deployment [66].
2.5.2 Status of Product Lifecycle Management
The world's leading universities, institutes and solution vendors recognise PLM
as a vital facet of the current enterprise application software market [71]. To date, the
greatest acceptance and usage of PLM solutions has been in automotive and aerospace
industries, both have large number of engineers located in distributed design centres that
need to be brought together [73]. A recent list of academic state-of-the-art efforts related
to PLM is highlighted and summarised in Table 2-1 .
leading unlver.ltles
• nd r•••• rch In.tltut. RH .. rch topic. & direction •
University of Tokyo:
Product Life Cycle
Modeling Group
Stanford University Center
for Design Researc~
MIT' Center for I,.,novatlor
for Product Development
UC Berkeley
Georgia Tech: Systems
~alizalion Lab
cambridge University
Engineering Design Center
Lancaster UniverSity:
Engineering Design Center
NISrUSA
FrSLrhofer.: Germany
Ufe Cycle Engineering, ute Cycle Design based on Simulation, life Cycle Planning Evaluation 01 Product
Fundlon & Quality. Modljler Design & DeSign for Upgradabi"y Modeling of Maintenance, Tolarance
Modehng for Part Reuse, Life Cycle Optimization, Reuse & Rapid Life CYCle, Eeo·Deslgn, Service Quahty
Mechanical Product Design & Development
Platform Architecture. Distributed Object-based Modeling ENironment. Information Flow MOdeling.
Product Development Integration
CyberCut' Web-based CADiCAPPiCAM system
Engineering Product. Product Family Design
DeSign process ar·o deSign knOWledge management
Computer aided concept deSign
FIPER Streamli,.,e the design 01 higt'ly &f1glneered procucts irtegratlrg legacy and best-ot-breeo design
end analysis tools through a web-enabled environmert
iViP Integrated Virtual Product cresnoo-uncer a uniform er-e user-Irierdly user Irterlace. rew toots for
produd conceptio(1, product design. product validalion prcci.ct data managemert ard
production planning
Table 2-1: Academic Status in PLM in 2005 1711
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Academic research groups as mentioned in Table 2-1 are listed with their core
research topics. The focus of these research groups is on product design and
development activities using modern computing and internet technologies to facilitate
design collaboration and potential innovation [66, 71].
Manufacturing companies currently invest over $2 billion annually in PLM
systems [70]. A recent state-of-the-art industrial survey of PLM solutions from world
leading vendors is highlighted in Table 2-2.
leading vendors ProckIcts, Hl'VlctI, capabilltln, and functions
OOS PLM solution CoIlaboraton Platfotm, Collaborative projea Management, PDM (Workftow & Lifecycle Management,
Change Management, Doc Management, ProdUd Structure Management), CAD/CAM, e-Manufacturing, e-Vis
PDM (Workftow & Lrtecycle Management, Change Management, Doc Management,
ProdUd Structure Management), ProjectLink, CAD/CAM
CATIA, ENOVIA, SMARTTEAM: Planning, Implementation. Oesgn, Engineering & Analysis, Manufa:turing,
SelVice aller sales, PDM & Collaboration
Collaborative Application: P'09'ams, projects. teams, documents; Ufecycle appications: product sourcing/
deVelopment'MlgisalesiselVice management; modeling studio: data sctlema:business
process/user-interface modeling
Product Definlion, Product/Change Collaboration, MIg Integration, Product Sourcing, Supplier Management
PTC/Windchill
IBMiDassault system
MatrixOne
/lQileSoft
Table 2-2: Recent Industrial status in PLM 1711
Whilst the high level of investment shows the importance of PLM to industry,
there is still a big gap between the increasing demands from industrial companies and
available solutions from vendors e.g., using traditional product data management
systems and exchanging engineering data with suppliers has proved difficult, slow and
has geographic limitations. Flawed coordination among teams, systems and data
incompatibility and complex approval processes are common [66, 71] _ Furthermore
serious data interoperability issues exist because the PLM systems that a company
employs to support its activities can be made of many components and each of those
components can be provided by different vendors [73].
2.5.3 Scopeof Product Lifecycle Management
PLM seeks to manage information throughout all the stages of a product's
lifecycle such as design, manufacturing, marketing, sales and after sale service. Today
PLM is primarily used in the automotive and aerospace industry. However PLM is still
mainly limited to product design as shown in the Figure 2-6. It can be seen from Figure
2-6, that PLM is used nearly to times less frequently in the service phase than in
product design [74].
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Figure 2-6: PLM Usage throughout Product Lifecycle [61]
The implementation of the PLM concept is not possible without proper Information
and Communication Tools (JCT) [69]. In addition Kopasci [69] enumerate few impacts
which PLM gives to leT solutions applied in manufacturing:
• Make closer connections between engineering and manufacturing and between
finance and marketing, assessing the criticality of design steps for after sale
service.
• Provide unified information model to take all relevant facts throughout lifecycle,
also fulfil needs directly or indirectly to stakeholders.
• Fill gaps between enterprise business processes and product development
processes.
2.6 Framework for Enterprise Engineering
2.6.1 Motivation
Business and engineering systems need to be implemented appropriately 111
order to effectively exploit the benefits of concepts and methods such as
reconfiguration, collaboration and lifecycle support. Enterprise engineering and
integration methods provide a means to both model and analysis the potential benefits
of new business and engineering system, hence the need for their inclusion here in this
thesis.
2.6.2 Background
According to Kosanke [75], enterprise engineering is to "define, structure, design,
and implement enterprise operations as communication networks of business processes,
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which comprise all their related business knowledge, operational information,
resources and organisation relations ".
Today, dynamic and competitive enterprises are required to ensure the highest
profits from their resources [76]. Also agile enterprises need to cooperate closely with a
large number of suppliers and sub vendors, this is due to the fact that very few
companies design and manufacture all components in house. Components and
subassemblies are manufactured outside the premises of the product vendor. In response
companies are focusing on their business processes, that encompass the entire chain of
value adding activities, i.e. "the supply chain" [39]. Supply chain describes the series of
linked activities amongst companies to describe the process of design, manufacture and
delivery of product and services [77]. Enterprise engineering is concerned with intra-
and-inter enterprise operations for building and maintaining an enterprise knowledge
base and its efficient use for decision support [75]. Therefore enterprise engineering is
responsible for capturing and describing processes, strategies, organisational structures,
resources, goals and constraints of the enterprise. It also specifies the business process
requirements to identify the solution options, present alternative designs and provide
implementation paths at strategic, tactical and operational levels of the enterprise [39].
In response, enterprise integration enables the value creation and transfer process, from
the suppliers to the end customer, therefore operating as a seamless chain along which
information, knowledge, equipment and physical assets flow [77].
2.6.3 Enterprise Integration
Globalisation brings new economic trends and is forcing companies to change
their strategic vision. To remain competitive and reactive, enterprise networks are
required to adjust constantly their objectives with fluctuating market conditions.
Enterprise integration is one way to pursue this goal [78]. According to Kosanke [75],
"enterprise integration is to provide the right information at the right place and at the
right time and thereby enable communication between people, machines and computers
and their efficient cooperation and coordination". Another broader definition of
enterprise integration is provided by Li and Williams [79], stating that "enterprise
integration is the coordination ofall elements including business, processes, people and
technology of the enterprises working together in order to achieve the optimalfulfilment
ofthe business missions of that enterprise as defined by the management".
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The focus of these two definitions is on enterprise functionality which includes
activities, decisions, resources and information flows in joint systems. This is presented
in such a way that everything behaves in a coordinated manner in order to satisfy
overall enterprise objectives [76]. Therefore enterprise integration is breaking down
organisational barriers to improve synergy within the enterprise so that business goals
can be achieved in a more productive and efficient way [6].
Within the manufacturing enterprise, the enterprise integration concept has been
developed to formalise the design and specification of manufacturing systems [80].
Three major levels of integration within the enterprise are considered and addressed by
Vemadat [44], Monfared [80] and Chatha [81].
• Physical system integration
• Application integration
• Business integration
The Physical System Integration is the interconnection of manufacturing automation
and data processing facilities to permit the interchange of information or physical
connectivity between system resources so that they can actually exchange the objects.
The Application Integration is the control and integration of applications. The
application integration is to provide sufficient information technology to permit a
system wide access of all relevant information in terms of information share-ability,
commonality of services, and interface unification, regardless of where data resides.
The Business Integration is the integration of those functions which manage. control
and monitor business processes with main focus on harmonising decision making
strategies within the enterprise and also with respect to relationships with other
enterprises. This requires good understanding about enterprise operations, rules and
structure in terms of functions, information system. resources, applications and
organisational units.
Successful flexible business integration can bring configurability and scalability
to manufacturing enterprises. Business integration is based on an enterprise model and
computational integrating infrastructure to integrate multi-vendor enterprises.
Implementing integration approaches using enterprise modelling methods in an
organised way can convey enterprise knowledge and deliver the correct information to
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the right place at the right time. Furthermore, information technology mechanisms can
underpin the development of an integration and modelling approach to facilitate the
development ofthe information services required to achieve enterprise integration [80].
Enterprise modelling can play an important role in creating a knowledge base and use it
for enterprise integration and operational decision support [75].
2.6.4 Enterprise Modelling
Enterprise Modelling is the art of representing enterprise knowledge, this adds
value to the enterprise [6]. Enterprise modelling covers the set of activities, methods,
and tools related to developing enterprise models for various aspects of an enterprise
[81]. The prime motivations behind the enterprise modelling are 1) managing system
complexity by understanding how the enterprise works, 2) documentation of enterprise
knowledge and know-how, 3) enterprise engineering and continuous process
improvement [82].
Enterprise modelling has many potential benefits for the lifecycle of a
manufacturing system and provides insight into system capabilities and highlights
alternative solutions and application scenarios. Business changes may influence many
facets of an enterprise, including its processes, communication systems, information
requirements and the way its resources are organised and operated. To satisfy new
business or environmental needs a deep understanding of cause and effect relationships
and constraints on change is required. Modelling methods can help to analyse
alternatives and determine new system configurations that best fulfil requirements
before any real system reconfiguration is activated [80].
The use of enterprise modelling potentially can reduce overall system lead-
times, costs and inherent complexity of the system with well organised use of
organisational structure. It can also be used for applying rapid changes and improve
performance between design requirements and manufacturing capabilities [80].
2.7 Reference Architectures for Enterprise Integration and Modelling
Based on ISOStandards
According to ISO 15704 [83], architecture is a description of the basic
arrangements and connectivity of parts of a system (either a physical or a conceptual
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object or entity) [84]. Therefore an architecture is a foundation for managing a modem
enterprise and planning enterprise integration. An enterprise architecture is an organised
collection of ingredients (tools, methodologies, modelling languages, models, etc.)
necessary to architect or re-architect whole or part of an enterprise. For a given
enterprise, the architecture describes the relationships among the mission assigned to
the enterprise, the work undertaken by the enterprise, the information the enterprise uses
and physical means, human labour, information technology that the enterprise requires
[78].
The common advantage of an enterprise architecture is to provide a common
view (in the form of models) of what is happening in the enterprise to the relevant
actors or shareholders of the enterprise. Thus enterprise modelling is central to
enterprise engineering and enterprise integration. The second decisive advantage is that
it provides a sound basis for the management of change that occurs throughout the
lifecycle of the enterprise. The IFAC-IFIP Task Force [83] on Architectures for
Enterprise Integration has defined two types of architectures Type 1 (system
architectures) and Type 2 (enterprise-reference projects).
a. Type 1 (system architectures) deal with the design of a system. For
instance, the computer control system part of an overall enterprise
integration systems.
b. Type 2 (enterprise-reference project) deals with the organisation of the
development and implementation of a project such as enterprise
integration or other enterprise development programme.
Some of the well-known Type 2 architectures include GRAIIOIM, ARIS, PERA,
CIMOSA [39, 78, 84]. The IFAC/IFIP task force has studied ORAl, PERA and
CIMOSA architectures and developed a Generic Enterprise Reference Architecture and
Methodologies (GERAM) [76]. On the other hand, the focus of ARIS and CIM-
BIOSYS (Computer Integrated Manufacturing- Building Open Systems is developed by
researchers at MSI Research Institute in Loughborough University, UK) is towards
integrated information system rather then whole enterprise integration [76, 85]. The
purpose of GERAM was to bring harmonisation within existing architectures 184, 86].
Today GERAM has been moved to ISO standardisation (i.e. ISO 15704- Requirements
for enterprise-reference architectures and methodologies) [83, 86]. GERAM has been
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developed with the significant contribution from CIMOSA (modelling constructs), the
GRAI integrated methodology (a methodology for enterprise engineering and PERA
(system life cycle) [82, 84, 87]. The aim of GERAM is to define a complete collection
of tools, methods, and models that can be employed by an enterprise engineering and
integration efforts [88]. The emphasis of GERAM is on enterprise system lifecycle as
the guiding concept of the reference architecture, therefore it provides a good
structuring concept and an identification of the required support for enterprise
integration [89]. However GERAM alone cannot be used to engineer an enterprise, but
it can be used to assess what is needed for a given enterprise task [88]. The type 2
architectures are briefly described below.
2.7.1 GRAI/GIM
To model production management systems, an integrated methodology, known
as "Graphs with Results and Activities Interrelated/GRAI" was developed by University
of Bordeaux in France [80]. The aim of the GRAI/GIM structured approach is the
lifecycle support of the manufacturing system which is to be designed [39], to provide
specifications for building a new manufacturing system in terms of organisation,
information technology and manufacturing technology viewpoints. This methodology
includes four phases, initialisation, analysis, design and implementation. The first phase
is to define the problem and collect user requirements. And make sure the system design
meets the objectives expressed by the user requirements and to ensure that the system
design is validated by the users before any development or implementation has started.
The second phase is to identify the elements and organisation of the production system
and elaborate on the model in a more understandable way by users. The design phase
has been split into two major sub-phases, user oriented specifications and technology
oriented specifications. The purpose is to detect and correct inconsistencies and to
specify the new manufacturing system. The specification consists of a set of models for
each view (information, decision, physical, functional).
Finally the implementation phase documents technological choice in terms of
information technology and manufacturing technology to be used. Computer tools have
been developed to support the use of the developed methodology 190].
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2.7.2 ARtS
ARIS stands for Architecture for integrated Information Systems, developed by
Prof. Scheer at the University of Saarbrucken in Germany. This approach focuses on
issues related to enterprise information system design. Therefore it provides specific
modelling support to the information technology part of the enterprise engineering
project [80]. Its overall structure is very similar to CIMOSA but instead of focusing on
computer integrated manufacturing it deals with more traditional business oriented
issues of enterprises (such as order processing, production planning and control,
inventory control, etc) [90].
2.7.3 PERA
The Purdue Enterprise Reference Architecture (PERA) and its related
methodology were developed by University of Purdue, USA. This methodology is
characterised by its layered structure [80]. PERA is a complete methodology and is
supported by a very simple graphical formalism and is easy to understand [90].
The PERA methodology covers various lifecycle phases of an enterprise starting
with identification of the business entity to be modelled, identifying its mission, vision,
management philosophy, mandates, defining project sponsors, leaders and members etc.
and ending with enterprise operation [80, 81]. PERA does not provide its own
modelling methods; however it can be supported by other modelling tools and
techniques. The framework of this methodology places a particular emphasis on human
issues in enterprise engineering projects [80].
2.7.4 CIMOSA
The Computer Integrated Manufacturing Open System Architecture (CIMOSA)
IS an open system architecture which has been developed for integration in
manufacturing but is also more widely applicable to the integration of any type of
enterprise. CIMOSA is the result of a joint R&D effort by more than 30 European
companies over the period 1985-1994 [91]. The goal of CIMOSA is to help companies
manage change and integrate their facilities and operations to face worldwide
competition and compete on price, quality and delivery time [80,90].
CIMOSA provides a consistent architectural framework for both enterprise
modelling and enterprise integration. The term "business process" is coined by
CIMOSA and introduced the process-based approach for integrated enterprise
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modelling, ignoring organisational boundaries, as opposed to function or activity-based
approaches [90]. In summary, representation of "business process" of an enterprise is to
define "what an enterprise should do and how should it operate in value added terms"
[92]. After ISO 15703, another achievement of IFAC-IFIP task force is the ISO 19493
standard [93]. This standard has been developed on the basis of European pre-standard
ENV 40003 [84]. The revised modelling framework for enterprise integration based on
ENV 40003 is shown in Figure 2-7.
Keyo reference part
particular part
~ not defined at the domain operation phase
Figure 2-7: Revised Modelling Framework for Enterprise Integration [93]
The framework described in this International Standard (i.e. ISO 19439) is structured in
three dimensions as highlighted in Figure 2-7 [93]. These three dimensions are briefly
described below.
1. Dimension of Enterprise Model Phase: This dimension is related to the lifecycle
of the entity being modelled. Further this dimension is divided into seven
enterprise model phases as highlighted in the Figure 2-7.
2. Dimension of Enterprise Model Views: This dimension enables the enterprise
modeller and enterprise model user to filter their observations for the real world
and their various usages of the model within its lifecycle by emphasizing on
those aspects that are relevant to their particular interests and context. In
addition, this dimension has following predefined views [93]:
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• The function view represents the business processes of the enterprise
domain, their functionality, behaviour, inputs and outputs.
• The information view describes the information related enterprise objects
(both material and information) of the enterprise as they are used and
produced in the course of enterprise operations.
• The resource view describes resource assets of the enterprise (human as
well as technological components) as they are used in the course of the
enterprise operations.
• The organisational view defines authorities and responsibilities regarding
functions, information and resources [80,93].
3. Dimension of Genericity (The concept of generalisation and specialisation): This
dimension describes the progression from one or more particular concepts to a
more general concept that represents their shared characteristics or essential
qualities. Further to reduce modelling efforts this dimension is divided into three
levels [80, 93]:
• Generic level contains a collection of modelling language constructs that
can be used to build partial models and particular models for specified
enterprise. Modelling language constructs described at this level have the widest
application in the representation of enterprise domains.
• Partial level contains a set of partial models. These partial models are
applicable to a specific kind of industry segment or industry activity.
• Particular level is related to one particular enterprise and it contain all
necessary knowledge of that enterprise in a way that can be used directly for the
identification, specification, implementation, operation and late
decommissioning of its enterprise operations [93].
2.8 Enterprise Engineering Assessment Methods
2.S.1 Risk Identification and Management
Regardless of how well enterprises perform their business processes execution,
there are certain issues that affect the total fulfilment of the products or services they
aim to provide. Such issues might have been foreseen at the beginning of the process or
may have occurred during the execution of the process. These issues are termed as
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threats to business process and are thus often referred to as "risks". Failures in one part
of the business process can generate failures elsewhere as well as materialising into
losses within units of the business process. Therefore there is a challenge to manage risk
in order to achieve enterprise aims and objectives. There are several tools, methods and
techniques used in risk identification e.g. checklists, brainstorming and interviews
sessions, typically involving the use of flowcharts, business process maps and UML
diagrams [94].
To determine the potential effects of failure, qualitative and quantitative risk
analysis approaches are commonly used to measure the impact of risk in terms of time,
cost and performance. A qualitative approach is used to determine the loss based on the
knowledge and judgement of a risk analyst rather than on precise monetary values. Such
approaches are performed by relevant stakeholders, subject matter experts and
facilitated by a number of questions such as what, why, when and who. Answering
these questions is an attempt to estimate and quantify the risks in terms of occurrence,
severity and detection using descriptive variables e.g. scale of 1 to 5 or 1 to 10 based on
the knowledge and judgment of an analyst [94, 95].
Mostly the process of risk identification and quantification is collectively known
as risk analysis or risk assessment. However risk analysis is the development of a
quantitative estimate of risk based on engineering evaluation and mathematical
techniques for combining estimates of incident likelihood and consequences. On the
other hand, risk assessment is the process by which the results of a risk analysis are used
to make decisions, either through relative ranking of risk reduction strategies or through
comparison with risk targets [94].
The risk analysis/assessment requires development of models of the system,
which must be able to describe the potential change and how it will impact on time, cost
and system performance [96]. There are many modelling tools available in the market
place. Some of these packages are just modelling tools, others are more powerful
analysis tools and some even include simulation engines [82].
2.8.2 Simulation
Discrete event simulation [97], permits the evaluation of operating performance
prior to the implementation of a system. It provides opportunity to companies to
perform powerful what-if analysis and can dramatically minimise the risk of changes
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during planning process. Also it gives the comparison of various operational
alternatives without interrupting the real system [98]. There are many modelling tools
commercially available for business process simulation and to provide a user-friendly
environment and graphical/statistical capability required for presenting simulation
results [99]. Related to this research work three of them are Arena, ithink and Witness.
2.8.3 Arena
Organisations throughout the world are now adopting process modelling and
simulation as an integral part of their' business decision-making and continuous
improvement initiatives [lOO]. Rockwell software Arena™ is used to design either a
new business process or analyse and improve an existing business process. It is also
used to show how an effective decision making framework in a business organisation
can be established [101]. The Arena is the modelling platform involving a simulation
engine that provides a dynamic environment, enabling users to gauge the performance
of the manufacturing or business system [60]. Flexibility and ease of use is provided in
this software by using a template concept. It also provides an integrated framework for
building simulation models in a wide variety of applications. Arena software provides a
user friendly model window. All models are developed in a model window by attaching
a template panel to the template toolbar, selecting modules from the template panel and
placing them in the model window. Finally modules are interconnected to form a logical
flow and module dialogs are edited to reflect the system parameters and characteristics
[102].
2.8.4 Ithink
ithinkTM is a commercial dynamic modelling software package developed by
High Performance Systems Inc. [80, 103] used for business process modelling [104].
Within the ithink environment, processes are represented by basic constructs including
activity, flows and variables [3]. Activities are interconnected by flows which are
constrained by equations made up of variables. Model building with ithink is achieved
in three parts 1) creating a flowchart like map of the process or pattern of influences that
need to be modelled, 2) configuration and tuning the model 3) running the model,
viewing and analysing its output via graphs and tables [80]. In addition the results from
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ithink can be exported to external statistical applications, which provide an opportunity
to analyse and classify the simulation data so that it can be used for the actual
assessment of system changes [104].
2.8.5 Witness
Witness simulation is a commercially available discrete event simulation tool
[105], to simulate the manufacturing system performance by modelling different
elements. For example, machines, conveyors, buffers and labour [106]. Witness
graphical environment is representation of shop floor resources with embedded logic
flow required for each element [107]. This graphical representation is modelling of
physical and logical elements. Physical elements are parts, machines, buffers,
conveyors, labour, vehicles, tracks etc and logical elements includes attributes,
variables, functions, distribution, time series etc. Modelling of physical elements is
carried out in three consecutive phases i.e. define (create), display (drawn and
positioned) and detail (provide various information contents) [107].
2.9 Related Research Projects
Research in this thesis is based on going research projects at MSI Research
Institute, Loughborough University. The focus of these research projects is to develop
methodologies and tools to support globally distributed engineering of powertrain
assembly machines. A major goal of this research is to achieve more efficient machine
design and reconfigurability using functionally modular, component-based approach to
automation. For the real implementation of this concept, a group of researchers is
investigating different key areas related to the design and development of new
powertrain assembly systems. This includes I) set of new engineering tools 2) control
systems 3) standard mechanism libraries and 4) manufacturing process lifecyc1e
management. Further details are in chapter 4.
Related to this research there are many research projects (European and Non-
European). For instance, NSF Engineering Research Centre for Reconfigurable
Manufacturing Systems [108], Radically Innovative Mechatronics and Advanced
Control Systems (RI-MACS) 1109], Model Driven Embedded Systems Design
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Environment for the Industrial Automation Sector (MEDEIA) [110], Distributed
Intelligent Sensing and Control (DISC) for Automotive Factory Automation [111],
Distributed IEC 61499 Intelligent Control of Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems
[112], Integrated Design, Simulation and Distributed Control of Agile Modular
Machinery [113] and Computerised Automotive Technology Reconfiguration System
for Mass Customisation (CATER) [114]. These research projects are briefly described
below:
• NSF Engineering Research Centre for Reconfigurable Manufacturing
Systems at Michigan, USA was formed in 1996 and their research areas are 1) system
level design 2) machine level design and 3) ramp-up and calibration. The purpose of
this ongoing research at NSF engineering centre is to develop new generation of
manufacturing systems made up of CNC machines, machine tools, modular controls,
robots that quickly designed, upgraded or reconfigured to provide the precise
production capacity needed to market demands. In addition to develop methodologies,
economic models and mathematical tools for systematic and cost effective design of
responsive manufacturing systems and enterprise. The research focus on system level
design is to reconfigure manufacturing systems for multi product variants through
optimal allocation of manufacturing resources and tasks to achieve highest productivity.
Also two additional projects named 1) Development of Decision Model for Mass
Customisation 2) Enterprise Level Supply Chain Management are under investigation,
further details are available on their web site [108].
• Radically Innovative Mechatronics and Advanced Control Systems (RI-
MACS) was European research project, initiated to address future challenges to
Automation Systems. The innovative aspect of this project was to bring flexibility
within manufacturing automation systems using Information Technology (IT) [115].
• Model Driven Embedded Systems Design Environment for the Industrial
Automation Sector (MEDEIA) is also European Commission funded research project.
The main focus of this research project is to address increasing inefficiency of
automation design process due to integration of various intelligent technologies into a
complex control system. Typically software design for such system requires several
programming environments. This is a significant issue for machine builders. Therefore
aim of this project is to provide design environment that will enable description of
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control strategies, communications schemes and automation hardware at a domain
expert's level in a common domain language [116].
• Computerised Automotive Technology Reconfiguration System for Mass
Customisation (CATER) is supported by the European Commission within the
framework of the 6th research program. Within the automotive industry, innovative
aspect of this research project is to achieve mass customisation using ICT tools
(internet). The focus of this project is on product engineering (i.e. vehicle) by enhancing
customer relationship management in various business processes of the product
development [117].
The research domain of the described research projects IS similar to
Loughborough's research projects in a wider context i.e. addressing reconfigurability of
manufacturing systems in terms of their hard/physical and soft/logical aspects.
However, the core of Loughborough's research project is to address existing and future
challenges faced by powertrain assembly systems within the automotive industry. This
research aims to facilitate 1) new engineering environment to build and configure
machines from reusable smart modules, 2) concurrent engineering between product,
process and control engineering to achieve up to 100% virtual design and validation of
manufacturing systems prior to build 3) offer lifecycle support from new set of
engineering tools, 4) vendor's independent environment and 5) provide support for
globally distributed engineering teams within the supply chain of powertrain assembly
systems (i.e., remote monitoring and maintenance).
2.10 Review and Discussion
To remain competitive manufacturers must respond to rapid product change without
significant disruption to production and at minimum investment cost for the required
quality and volume levels. Therefore different manufacturing systems were reviewed in
section 2.2 and their limitations and capabilities were highlighted in the present and
future business context.
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Within the context of this research I, there is a growing need for production
machines to be reconfigured and re-use in a more efficient way. The evolution of agile
manufacturing paradigm demands the ability to reconfigure manufacturing automation
system i.e. adding extra capacity and functionality as and when required. Therefore in
order to bring agility within this class of automation systems different key enabling
technologies are required. There are many enablers to bring agility as highlighted in the
literature. However related to the scope of this research work, three key enablers have
been reviewed in section 2.4., namely, reconfigurable manufacturing systems, virtual
manufacturing and collaborative lifecycle support. As mentioned in section 2.4.1, there
is a strong belief that economic benefits are associated with the use of reconfigurable
manufacturing systems due in part to the extensive reuse of existing facilities it can
enable. This reusability concept can be applied to both the physical and logical
(software) components of production machines. To support reconfigurability, one key
emerging technology, virtual manufacturing. is reviewed in the section 2.4.2. Using
virtual manufacturing effective collaboration is possible sharing the information and
knowledge required for new automation systems between globally distributed supply
chain collaborators. However, to support such collaboration there is a strong need for a
higher level collaborative framework, i.e. PLM. State-of-the-art academic and industrial
PLM solutions are briefly reviewed in section 2.5. Such solutions are well matured for
product engineering but less well established in support of the design and development
of manufacturing systems and offer little or no support for the automation systems.
The future manufacturing technologies, processes, and machine tools has been
reviewed by agility forum [58]. It is commonly agreed that manufacturing should be
viewed, designed and optimised as a system to achieve responsiveness in terms of a
shorter lead time and ramp-up time. Therefore fundamental understanding of
manufacturing processes, equipment, and technologies and their relations to the rapidly
changing market is required. There is a lack of available tools and methodologies to
analyse the trade-off among process, equipment, lifecycle costs, and initial investment.
Also there is lack of effective communication among product designers, process
designers and machine tool designers as it is necessary to design a better manufacturing
system [58]. However, all the PLM solutions from world leading vendors arc still using
1 This research work is focused on powertrain assembly system (automation systems) within the
automotive industry.
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general purpose engineering tools and are more focused on a product engineering
domain.
Business changes in all manufacturing sectors, particularly in the automotive sector
can be more effectively achieved if appropriate manufacturing systems are able to
support reconfiguration, faster ramp-up and better lifecycle support. Key challenges
within automotive powertrain assembly systems have been highlighted by Harrison et
at. 2006 [8]. Within the automotive industry the design, development and
implementation of a new production systems with subsequent lifecycle support involves
many globally distributed supply chain partners. Therefore to address these key
challenges, future powertrain assembly systems should encompass following three main
requirements. They should
• Be agile business driven systems (i.e. agile business processes to design and
build new automation systems).
• Support reconfigurable production automation, based on modular approaches.
• Support specific engineering tools to enable virtual engineering and
manufacturing activities to occur concurrently between globally distributed
supply chain partners.
In order to bring responsiveness, flexibility, reconfigurability, lifecycle support and
collaboration between enterprises, there is a need for better enterprise modelling and
integration to facilitate the realisation of new future manufacturing systems. Therefore
the role of enterprise engineering and establishing methods for enterprise modelling
were highlighted and reviewed in sections 2.6 and 2.7. In order to effectively model,
capture and formalise business/engineering processes, this research study has decided to
adopt the developed framework based on CIMOSA-ISO 19439 Standard for enterprise
modelling (section 2.7.4). This standard is based on revised version of ENV 40003
standard (CIMOSA), which has been developed for integration in manufacturing
enterprises, but widely applicable to other enterprises as well [91]. The major reasons
for choosing the CIMOSA (ISO 19439:2006 standard) are summarised below.
1. CIMOSA provides all the necessary constructs to provide a common
understanding among the users of enterprise operations and structure. In
particular:
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• Three fundamental types of flows within or across enterprise (Le.
material flow, information flow and decision/control flow).
• Four modelling views (i.e. function, information, resource and
organisation view).
• Three modelling levels (i.e. requirements definition, design specification
and implementation description).
Driven by the above fundamental requirements, one of the major achievements
of the AMICE consortium was the development of the CIMOSA language for
enterprise modelling, which provides constructs for function, information,
resource and organisation aspects in a unified formalism. Such a language uses
an event driven process based approach. Further CIMOSA is a part of
international standard (ISO 19439) and enable business process-model based
decision support leading to model based operation, monitoring and control [93].
CIMOSA views any enterprise as a large collection of concurrent processes
being executed on request to achieve defined business goals. These concurrent
processes are executed by interacting agents or functional entities either human
or technical [91].
2. CIMOSA modelling emphasises on the identification of relations to the
environment. Therefore modelling of extended enterprises or virtual enterprises
becomes very straightforward.
3. CIMOSA provides a process oriented modelling concept, which has been
applied to re-engineering projects, as well as operational decision support
applications.
4. CIMOSA has already been studied, tested and validated by many academic
research groups and by industrial end users in many manufacturing sectors.
In addition to static modelling methods, enterprise engineering assessment methods
were reviewed in section 2.8. The main objective here was to assess existing and future
approaches using simulation modelling techniques for dynamic business process
modelling. The simulation tool selected for adoption in this research work was Arena.
This selection was based on the following reasons:
• Arena is based on a hierarchical structure and modular elements provide good
understanding and case of use for users and developers. This is particularly
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important for complex manufacturing systems ID order to analyse different
segments of the system independently.
• Arena has built-in-process-based structure which provides complete consistency
between static and simulation models. For instance, assigning different views for
business and engineering processes based on the CIMOSA (ISO 19439
standard) architecture (e.g. Information, function, resource etc) can easily be
mapped to processes within the Arena software using variable modules.
• The software supports the random generation of entities (probability functions),
required by this research in order to measure and compare key performance
metrics of the existing and future engineering approaches studied.
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Chapter 3. Research Approach and Objectives
3.1 Introduction
The automotive sector is a very mature industry [104], however it is facing a very
tough time to remain competitive in today's era of globalisation. This is due in part to
rapid technological changes and increased product complexity [118]. At the same time
customers are demanding a much wider range of products at lower prices almost
immediately to market [119]. In response current production machines and associated
engineering methods needs to be more agile. In the context of machine design and
implementation the term "agile" implies the ability of a system to be readily and cost
effectively reconfigured to meet unforeseen business changes. Compressing the time to
market for new products makes the rapid creation and reconfiguration of the associated
manufacturing machinery of key importance [120].
The automotive production sector is a high risk and high investment industry,
therefore strategic alliances are looking at new ways to reconfigure automation systems
more readily by adopting:
1. New lifecycle support engineering tools to design and build agile facilities
and reduce production system development lead time.
2. New integration infrastructures with less engineering efforts and better
business and engineering process management between globally
distributed supply chain partners.
3.2 Approach to Automation System Design and Development
Global competition is increasing with pressure on prices, smaller orders, shorter
lifecycle, increased suppliers, more governmental regulations and increasing material
and energy costs [66]. Businesses in all industries and of all sizes arc constantly looking
for solutions that would enable them to run more efficiently and more cost effectively.
In order to achieve this, the design, development and implementation of new production
systems with subsequent lifecycle support at customer sites now typically involves
various globally distributed companies r 120].
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The state-of-the-art approach to the powertrain (i.e. engine assembly) automation
systems is summarised in Figure 3-1. This approach is supported by well established
and well proven methods [8]. For instance in the existing approach, the product
specifications are typically interpreted by process engineers to produce a suitable
machine configuration with process cycle charts written to specify the necessary timing
of machine movements, which are later interpreted by programmers to produce
structured control software. This is typically implemented in either ladder logic or
sequential function charts. Associated operator interface screens and machine
diagnostics and monitoring applications are finally added [2, 8].
Traditional Approach to Automation System
Fragmented Serial
Approach, little
modularity, difficu
to reconfigure
I/ntj~aratlon of mechanical, electrical Components
Figure 3-1: Existing Automation Approach [16]
Despite significant developments in the domain of assembly system design there
IS still a lack of well developed assembly system engineering techniques and
methodologies, highlighted by [2, 8, 120], for example:
• The existing state-of-the-art automation systems are relatively effective
but the approach to the system design and build process is almost
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entirely sequential and heavily segmented organisationally into different
engineering disciplines.
• Virtual engineering has been identified as one of the key enabling
technologies for agile manufacturing. However in manufacturing
engineering and in particular in a powertrain automation context,
physical engineering currently predominates with relatively little virtual
engineering support.
• Flaws in engineering solutions are only manifested in the commissioning
phase, which results in expensive modifications and delays in delivery.
• The launch of a new automation system and its subsequent operation
have limited remote expert assistance capability to visualise the plant
floor status and are therefore totally reliant on in house end-user skills or
on site vendor's support.
The present global and competitive environment poses formidable challenges to
global manufacturers including those in the automotive industry. To facilitate and
accommodate unforeseen business changes within the automotive sector, a new
proactive methodology is urgently required to design, build, assemble and reconfigure
automation systems. This requires promoting new technologies and engineering
methods to bring engineering concurrency (i.e. between product and process
development) and to investigate design alternatives prior to building and testing
physical systems. Also such technologies and methods need to be sufficiently end user
(e.g. in this case Ford) oriented, in order to meet their specific business needs.
To address user requirements such as 1) efficient reconfiguration capability for the
design, build and make of robust production systems, 2) improved performance and 3)
reliability of operations in the automotive powertrain facilities, a new modular
designlbuilt approach has been developed by Loughborough University researchers as
illustrated by Figure 3-2.
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The lifecycle view of automation system design and development is highlighted
in Figure 3-2 on the left hand side. The existing approach to new automation system
design, implementation, build and validation is shown in the upper right side of Figure
3-2. Based on ten years of experience with world leading automotive manufacturers (Le.
Ford and its supply chain collaborators), the Loughborough research group has
recognised that this present methodology for designlbuilt is causing fundamental
limitations and difficulties in the service, reconfiguration. integration and optimisation
of machines, particularly in the face of rapid and often unpredictable business changes.
The current engineering approach may offer adequate operational performance due to
well proven and established methods. However, it is not able to cope well with new
customer requirements and globally distributed manufacturing demands. The current
systems are typically dominated by the use of general purpose engineering tools and the
continual reinterpretation of paper-based specifications. Throughout the design process,
few tools are available to integrate and verify new designs before actual building them.
In addition the present automation business model is inevitably oriented towards
vendor specific systems and is highly dependent to the machine builders, as they have
significant influence on the end user design and production methods. Conventionally
the design activities of machine builders take place sequentially. beginning with
mechanical engineering followed by electrical and control engineering activities as
highlighted in the upper right of Figure 3-2. As a result the design activities for machine
hardware and control systems remain isolated from one another and overall verification
can only be carried out during final commissioning after build, which ultimately results
a longer and more costly ramp-up period.
A new engineering approach has been developed as shown in the lower right of
Figure 3-2, for future agile and reconfigurable automation systems. In order to support a
new engineering environment between globally distributed supply chain collaborators, a
new vision of a Collaborative Work Centre (CWC) is proposed (further details in
section 4.3). This research aims to enhance and maintain vendor independent generic
and configurable building blocks of machine families (i.e. process mechanisms) prior to
"product engineering". The proposed approach requires less business/engineering
process management effort and can provide better lifecycle support using pre-defined
and pre-commissioned softwarelhardware components, bridging the gap between the
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supply chain partners. Therefore ewe has significant potential to bring agility within
the manufacturing system with resultant reductions in cost and time. The new approach
can also enhance the robustness of the system design, improving the responsiveness and
competitiveness of automotive industry.
The above paragraph encapsulates the foundation on which this research work is
based, however prior to this thesis no rigorous business application had been developed
and tested in order to apply such a novel, shared and vendor independent way of
realising automation systems within the automotive sector.
3.3 Research Focus
Within the scope of this research, the author has focused on the possible
improvements to the design and development of powertrain assembly systems. As
business processes are core components of any enterprise and consist of a set of
activities linked in a structured way by inputs and outputs to describe the operations
required [121]. In the context of this thesis the required activities describe the operation
required to design, build and implement new automation systems.
The complete automation system design and development process is extremely
complex and involves a large number of simultaneous engineering activities. This
complexity is further increased due to these thousands of activities being globally
distributed across supply chain partners [2]. In order to reduce the complexity and make
the system design more responsive and robust, proven systems engineering methods
have been adopted. System Engineering (SE) is an appropriate approach to the design,
build, implement and execution of automation systems. SE is defined as "a formal
process /01' the development of a complex system, driven by a set of established
requirements. derived from the intended mission ofthe system and throughout its
lifecycle". Figure 3-3, illustrates the concept of SE using a "V" model [122]. The "V"
model reflects both the "top-down" and "bottom-up" approaches to design system.
Fundamentally, the "V" model can be split into three main parts. The first part is on the
len hand side of Figure 3-3 to define, design and decompose automation systems
through system, subsystem and component level requirements.
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The Systems Engineering IV'
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Requirements
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Detailed Design
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Installation &
Commissioning
\ I
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Build Processes
Figure 3-3: Relationship between Business/Engineering Process Management and the
"V" Model [122]
The next part is the bottom of the "V" model, i.e. automation system build,
which describes the actual building and implementation of new automation systems.
Finally, the right part of the "V" model depicts integration, test, and verification of
system components through subsystem and system testing.
Ford's powertrain management is responsible to establish, implement and
achieve enterprise mission, vision and goals via business and engineering processes
throughout automation system development. As a result, the required existing and new
business and engineering processes to design, build, implement and execute automation
systems is firmly linked with this "V" model as highlighted in Figure 3-3. Therefore,
the focus of this research is to study existing and required new business and engineering
processes in order to reduce the time needed to design, build and implement new
automation systems with proposed new engineering solutions required for future
automation systems (e.g. library of reconfigurable, reusable and executable virtual
engineering components), rather than intervention on a project by project basis. This
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will make future manufacturing automation systems more agile and reconfigurable with
enhanced planning robustness/ required in alllifecycle phases of automation systems.
3.4 Research Aim and Objectives
This research proposes and develops a more process efficient and robust automation
system design, build and implementation with the application of new engineering tools
and standard libraries of reusable, predefined and pre-validated mechanisms. As a
result, this research has developed and tested business and engineering process models
of automation systems in a sufficiently fine level of granularity to 1) identify current
problems, 2) propose new engineering solutions and 3) evaluate the impact of proposed
approach on the existing approach. In order to achieve this following were main
Research Objectives (RO):
ROt: To study, capture and model current (As-Is) automation system business and
engineering processes. This capturing and modelling includes definition of lifecycle
phases, detail role and interaction across the supply chain.
R02: To exploit new engineering environments (i.e. COAS) proposed by this
research, in which the majority of process engineering can occur parallel to product
engineering using component based reconfigurable modular automation systems. Also,
a new vision of a Collaborative Work Centre (CWC) was introduced to enable better
and more efficient utilisation of resources, lifecycle support and transparent interaction
between supply chain partners.
R03: Propose and model a new "To-Be" engineering approach to automation
system.
R04: Develop dynamic models (i.e. simulation models) for both the existing and
future business/engineering processes with provision of a user interface to calculate
system robustness, cost, time and physical resources.
1 The term "Robustness" in this research refers to a sound design of automation system that will minimise
issues during system design. build. testing. implementation and launch phases.
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R05: Specify and discuss the impact that the proposed engineering approach has on
the existing automation development.
Prior to capturing and modelling of business and engineering processes, literature
was reviewed on state-of-the-art manufacturing systems and available enterprise
integration and modelling approaches as covered in chapter 2. To assure the necessary
alignment with industrial needs, Ford's design and manufacturing facilities were
adopted as an industrial application. Figure 3-4 describes complete research journey
followed in this research study. The entire research process was carried out in five
research phases. Different research strategies and methods were chosen based on prime
grouping of activities during each research phase as described in section 3.5.
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3.5 Research Methodology Overview
This research was carried out in five phases as highlighted in the Figure 3-5. Each
phase is investigated and implemented with different generic research strategies and
methods. These research strategies and methods are briefly elaborated below:
3.5.1 Case Study Strategy
According to Moore [123], case study strategy is "used when it is necessary to
develop a detailed understanding of what is happening in complex circumstances".
From Yin [124], view "case studies are preferred strategy when 'how' and 'why'
questions are being posed and when the investigator has little control over events ..."
Therefore, this strategy is useful when there is need for rich understating about the
problem context. However, whatever method or approach is adopted for case study
research strategy, the quality of case study research is dependent on the quality of
researcher and their relation with the organisation [125]. In this research study,
understanding, capturing and modelling of existing approach to automation systems was
initial research requirement prior to introduction of new proposed research concept.
Therefore, based on case-study research strategy, existing business and engineering
workflow was captured and quantified (in terms of their time, cost, resources) from
company documents and discussions with domain experts (both industry and academia
experts).
3.5.2 Grounded Theory Strategy
.This research strategy is to develop initial understanding of the researcher based
on existing theories or concepts. After initial understanding, researcher aims to enhance
existing theories with newly produced research evidence and information [126].
According to the principles of the grounded theory, it involves a constant checking and
refinement of the analysis (theories or concept) against the findings during the process
of research [126]. Therefore, the essence of this strategy is to start research with an area
of study and what is relevant to that is allowed to emerge. Based on this strategy,
initially existing approaches to automation system design and development were studied
and urgent need for more agile and reconfigurable systems was recognised. Further, this
need was mapped with automotive industry future business requirements, in particular
for Ford Motor Company, UK.
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3.5.3 Experimental Strategy
According to Moore [123], experimental research is an attempt to conduct a test,
observe results and then compare with existing results. In addition to other techniques,
the obtained results are validated through replications to ensure that results are not the
product of random chance [123]. This strategy was used in this research to compare and
analyse potential benefits offered by the application of COAS with the existing
approach to automation system design and development.
3.5.4 Descriptive Research
A research study can be carried out with different objectives, for instance
descriptive research is useful in order to describe issues. problem, a situation or
phenomena [127]. Therefore. the aim of this method is to find out more about a
phenomenon and capture it with detailed information. As a result. this method helps to
identify the research focus and allows in-depth understanding followed by exploratory
research method, when applied to case study. Within the context of this research study,
this method was applied to powertrain manufacturing facilities at Ford Motor Company,
UK. in order to understand current problems faced by Ford's powertrain management.
3.5.5 Exploratory Research
The purpose of exploratory research is to explore research focus and examine
the feasibility of conducting research [127]. This method is "commonly used when new
knowledge is sought or certain behaviour and the causes for the presentation of
symptoms, actions or events need discovering". Therefore, in this method 'what' and
'why' questions are asked in order to deal with complex issues and to achieve set of
outcomes. when applied to case-study strategy [81,126]. Different techniques are
highlighted by Sanuders [128], to conduct exploratory research, this includes a)
literature survey, b) experts opinions on the subject c) conduct interviews. In this
research these three techniques were applied to review the state-of-the-art
manufacturing automation systems and detailed understanding was developed during
formal and informal sessions with domain experts on powertrain assembly systems.
3.5.6 Explanatory Research
This method attempts to answer 'why' question and clarify why and how there is
relationship between two aspects of a situation or phenomenon. As a result, this method
is useful when descriptive and exploration methods come up with a number of variables
which confuse rather than clarify the assumptions and hypotheses 1126]. In the context
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of this research, this method explains the application of proposed research concept i.e.
COAS within the automotive industry using process modelling approach, developed
through descriptive, exploratory and grounded research strategies.
As this research was divided into five major phases and each phase is grouped
with number of activities. According to each phase requirements, a combination of
different research strategies and methods were used as explained below:
The First Phase - Case Study, Grounded Theory and Exploratory Studies: To
identify existing problems and future industrial needs, an extensive literature survey has
been performed in order to characterise future agile manufacturing systems. In parallel
to this, industrial visits were made in one of the world's largest car manufactures i.e.
Ford Motor Company (Dunton Technical Centre, Basildon and Dagenham Engine
Plant, Essex, UK). As a result of industrial visits and related literature surveys, an
urgent need was recognised to develop open and generic solutions for new automation
systems design and development, with improved Iifecycle support and more advanced
virtual collaboration framework between globally distributed supply-chain partners. It
was noted that the current ramp-up periods and reconfiguration time for powertrain
assembly lines are too long and thus costly. In addition, the scope of virtual engineering
currently in different lifecycle phases of automation system is very limited due to
limitations in the commercially available general purpose engineering tools.
The Second Phase - Grounded Theory, Exploratory and Descriptive Studies: In
this phase modular approaches to design and build automation system were studied. In
particular the COMPAG research project findings were reviewed in detail for future
manufacturing systems within the automotive powertrain sector (section 4.1).
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Figure 3-5: Research Phases Overview
The Third Phase - Grounded Theory and Explanatory Methods: A new
methodology has been proposed for implementation of OMPAG proposals and
recommendations. Based on the existing vision for future automation systems design
and development, the aim and objectives of this research work have been detailed in
section 3-3. Meeting these objectives required:
• Study of the migration from existing practice to a more vendor
independent design/build environment.
• Specifying a lifecycle support realisation framework based on modular
configurable and collaborative automation systems, called in this
research "Configurable and Collaborative Automation Systems
(COAS)" with the support of new engineering tools.
• Assessment and measurement of the potential improvements in agility
and configurability based on this new vision.
Following the research aim and objectives, the idea of a CWC was introduced. In
the CWC, virtual models of machines can be produced, tested and validated and this
provides a better and faster communication mechanisms between all stakeholders. Also,
such concept can offer better utilisation of resources, lifecycle support and more virtual
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collaboration from all engineering partners. Furthermore, ewe alms to bring
engineering concurrency to support product, process and control engineering. Therefore
a new realisation model for eOAS is developed and described in the next chapter
section 4.3.
The Fourth Phase - Case Study, Grounded Theory and Experimental Cr;;imulation)
Studies: The ewe concept introduced was evaluated and validated. At this phase, the
current lifecycle management of automation system was modelled and compared with
the proposed new methodology for automation systems. This modelling was based on
ISO standards for enterprise integration and modelling.
The Fifth Phase - Explanatory and Case Study: Finally, the outcome of this research
was to develop and define in detail the concept of the ewe approach and consider the
potential for its future implementation within the automotive industry.
3.6 Potential Research Benefits
The integrated consideration of product and production system development within
the automotive sector offers the potential to enhance responsiveness, competitiveness
and ultimately agility. The translation of end-user requirement into a library of
configurable, reusable and executable virtual engineering components is a key facet of
this research. Such an independent library of components from supply-chain partners
and the new vision of ewe can cause innovation and bring advancement in the design
and build of assembly systems. These pre-defined and pre-validated components
selected from resource libraries only need to be put together at different reconfiguration
stages. Such an approach can also provide better technical support capabilities for
machine builders and control vendors e.g. via remote assistance for Iifecyc1e support.
In addition, an integrated environment can eliminate the current fragmented
technological solutions with better integration of cross enterprise applications via a
central repository of shared and protected data. The proposed ewe framework aims to
facilitate,
• Rapid reeonfiguration in production/assembly systems to manufacture a number
of different products.
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• Use of virtual engineering to facilitate prototyping and test production systems
before commissioning.
• The time required for all the engineering activities in automation system
development can be compressed, substantially saving cost and reducing
engineering effort.
• Possible reductions in the investment for new projects due to the developed
generic process capabilities i.e. resource libraries prior to product engineering.
3.7 Summary
This chapter has discussed problems and limitations present within existing
engineering approach to automation system design and development. In response, a
potential new approach is introduced to bring agility in manufacturing systems. A
structured approach is introduced to define and develop new automation systems i.e. the
"V" model and associated business/engineering management processes required to
maximise the operational efficiency of the manufacturing automation systems.
Finally, the research focus was highlighted; research issues were identified and the
chapter is concluded by a research methodology overview, summarising objectives and
potential research benefits.
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Chapter 4. Conftgurable and Collaborative Automation Systems
(COAS)- The Proposed Research Concept
4.1 Research Background
In recent years a potential breakthrough approach for a sustainable manufacturing
industry was initiated by a project named COMponent based Paradigm for AGile
automation (COMPAG). This research initiative was undertaken within the Wolfson
School of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering at Loughborough University and
was jointly sponsored by the Engineering and Physical Science Research Council
(EPSRC) and the automotive industry. The COMPAG project involved co-operative
activities amongst an international consortium of companies including the Ford Motor
Company Ltd, Jaguar cars Ltd and Mazda Motor Corporation (end users); Lamb
Techniccon, Johann A Krause UK Ltd and Cross Huller (machine builders);
Mannesmann Rexroth Group and Parker Hannifin Ltd (part suppliers); Echelon UK Ltd,
FDS Ltd and Hopkinson Computing Ltd (technology vendors).
The major goal of this project was to achieve a more efficient and robust design,
build, implementation and reconfigurability of automation system via a functionally
modular/component-based approach. Therefore within the COMPAU project different
key areas were identified and investigated in depth to improve efficiency and
modularity of automation systems, these areas are outlined below:
• Reconfigurability
• Virtual Engineering
• Concurrent support to product, process and control engineering
• Lifecycle support with the help of new engineering tools including remote
monitoring and maintenance
• Vendor's independent and open engineering environment
The research in this thesis was initiated based on the outcomes from the COMPAG
project and other existing research activities as illustrated on the len hand side of Figure
4-1. There was a strong desire to achieve standardisation in future automation facilities
and realise the potential benefits of PLM (e.g. the application of commercially available
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PLM solutions). Therefore in this research work, all these background areas were
studied including an evaluation on which of these area were key to establishing future
agile automation systems, (i.e. in terms of business and engineering process
management of automation systems).
Existing Research
COMPAG-Component-Based
Approach to Automation
Systems (by Loughborough
University)
Existing PLM Solutions/Team
Centre (by different
commercial vendors and used
by Ford)
Existing
Business/Engineering
Process Management to
Automation System (by Ford)
Existing System Evaluation
Metrics (by Ford)
Author's Research
Outcomes
Reall .. tlon Model for
COMPA~ ApPJOach·
COAl
COllaborative Work
CentrelPLM Piu.
Figure 4-1: Existing and New Knowledge Contribution
One of the major achievements of the COMPAG project at Loughborough
University was the development of "component-based configurable, modular
automation systems". However, prior to this thesis no realisation method or rigorous
business case had been established for this novel automation approach. In response a
new realisation approach and advanced collaborative framework has been developed
between the supply chain collaborators to integrate business and engineering processes
more efficiently with the aim of substantially reducing cost and time.
Achieving this required formal capture and representation of the relevant business
and engineering processes and knowledge for both the existing and new automation
systems. This has, 1) been carried out for the first time in the context of new
component-based configurable, modular automation system and 2) seen the adoption of
an end-user-oriented (e.g. Ford Motor Company) rather than a system integrator-
oriented view of the automation systems.
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In order to apply such a novel approach within the business context, a new
assessment approach was developed as described in section 4.5 to facilitate
measurement of the possible improvements made to current systems in terms of system
robustness, time, cost and physical resources (human resources).
4.2 Overview of Existing Business Approach
One of the important targets of this research work was to support key specific areas
mentioned in section 4.1 and expand the research into th area of business and
engineering processes management (discussed in chapter 3, section 3.3) for automation
system design, build and reconfiguration. This was carried out by formalising the
existing knowledge, identifying research problems and proposing new solutions. Thi
ultimately led to the development of new automation systems in the form of business
and engineering process models. Such future business/engineering process model (To-
Be) are based on a new realisation environment and more advanced collaborative
infrastructure to share the knowledge across the supply chain partners.
The existing realisation approach between supply chain collaborators for automation
system design, build and its implementation within the powertrain sector of automotive
industry is illustrated in Figure 4-2.
Figure 4-2: Ford's Existing Powertrain Assembly Systems Realisation Approach
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All new business requirements are planned and forwarded by end-user
"planning/business office" in the form of "new business case" for new automation
system development (e.g. design and manufacture of a new type of car engine). In
response to a new business case, the end-user "planning and feasibility" team contacts
the supply chain partners to start "simultaneous engineering" with the end-user domain
experts (i.e. process, control and program management engineers). Within such a
realisation model the existing collaborative framework for the Ford Motor Company is
shown in the Figure 4-3.
Figure 4-3: Existing Collaborative Framework Studied Between Ford and their Supply
Chain Partners
Using this mechanism of interaction during simultaneous engineering, Ford·
engineers .provide product design and related process requirements to the machine
builders and components suppliers. The final design of the production/assembly
machines is completed by the machine builders subject to approval by the Ford
engineering teams, which is also known as the program approval phase. Accordingly a
new machine system is built and a portion of it is partially validated by machine
builders before shipment to the end-user. Finally a new system is installed at the end-
, '
user site and commissioned by machine builders, and ultimately eompleted.at the final
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phase "Job l and launch". This final phase completion is subject to partial verification
and validation at component level, subsystem level and finally at system level for the
new machine system.
This business and engineering process described is typical for most Western
powertrain manufacturers with slight changes on the amount of in-house efforts at each
stage, depending on the percentage of work carried out by the end-user or its suppliers.
However, this mentioned approach has fundamental limitations. These limitations are
mostly caused by study and Simultaneous Engineering (SE) phase of powertrain
automation systems. Currently the impact of these limitations is realised after
installation, commissioning and launch phases as highlighted in Figure 4-4.
During planning and study phase the existing processes are entirely based upon an
individual's knowledge and ar e performed in more sequential manner. As a result
inadequate planning is often performed by domain experts at a system requirement
analysis stage (i.e. study and SE phase). This is due to the fact that there is no common
representation or visualisation of production/assembly machines throughout the
lifecyc1e. In addition, within the existing approach only 20 to 30% test and validation is
achievable at program approval stage, thus typically leaves a least 70 to 80% test and
validation to be carried out during job 1 and launch periods. As a consequence the
planned production ramp-up is seldom achieved on time and typically this causes long
and costly delays.
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Figure 4-4: Summary of Limitations within Existing Realisation Approach for Automation
Systems
Another weakness in the existing approach is that it does not enable supply chain
partners, in particular the end-user, to initially design, build and reconfigure the
automation system based on previous systems commonalities. 1 his is despite the fact
that every new automation project contains about 70% commonality with previou
projects. This could be due to the fact that there is no off-the-shelf independent and
generic solution and that most of the currently available engineering tools are too
general purpose. Therefore the translation and establishment of end-user requirements
into a library of configurabJe and executable virtual engineering modules/components is
a key facet of this research work.
4.3 Configurable and Collaborative Automation Systems (COAS)
The advent of globalisation rapidly changes global business plans within all
manufacturing sectors and in particular the automotive manufacturing sector. To deliver
agility through modularity and reconfigurability within the future of automation
systems, this research work has proposed and developed a new realisation
approach/concept called Configurable and Collaborative Automation Systems (COAS).
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Conceptually the application of COAS brings agility and reconfigurability via new
business and engineering process interactions for the powertrain automation systems.
The principle focus behind this new realisation approach is to primarily provide: 1)
reconfiguration, 2) collaboration, 3) visualisation and 4) lifecycle support for future
automation systems. The application domain of COAS includes integration of generic
library of modules with the use of new engineering services. These engineering services
are offered by new engineering tool. Initially with the application domain of COAS, up
to 100% virtual design, build and its validation and verification could be achievable
during study and simultaneous engineering phase of new automation systems. This is
one of the key differentiations between the existing and new realisation approach "study
and simultaneous engineering" phases. Such validation and verification requires less
engineering efforts due to new engineering services offered by the application domain
of COAS. This research concept describes a standardised way to design and construct
new automation systems in the form of business and engineering process models and
offer lifecycle support to new automation systems from its concept to launch. In
addition, the proposed business and engineering process models offers significant
improvement to the management of powertrain programs when a new variation of
engine is introduced to an existing line (known as 2nd Cycle). This is mainly due to the
reusability of the system components and re-configurability of system based on the
proposed engineering services.
Potentially within the application domain of COAS significant improvements could
be achieved as highlighted in the Figure 4-5. This includes improved robustness due to
early identification and resolving those specific issues which are currently realised and
fixed during launch phase. In result of improved robustness, significant time saving is
predicted during 1) planning and feasibility phase, 2) program approval to job 1, and
finally 3) ramp-up period. In addition, due to more robust planning and reduced time
less engineering efforts and engineering cost is predicted for the future automaton
systems.
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Figure 4-5: Aims of New Realisation Approach for Future Powertrain Assembly Systems
for the Automotive Industry
Figure 4-6 represents and supports major transformation/migration paths from
existing practice to a more integrated, concurrent and vendor independent engineering
environment. Fundamentally all new business requirements can be easily and quickly
managed by virtually defining, designing and building new automation systems during
the planning phases (i.e. Planning/Business office and study and simultaneous
engineering). To support such migration different steps prior to the actual building and
implementation of automation system are introduced during planning phases. These
steps are categorised into 1) pre-process steps and 2) in-process steps as shown in the
Figure 4-6. Initially pre-process steps (defines the step by step sequence of operations
required to build new engine and also to identify system level requirements) will be
carried out by end-user planning/business for any set of new business requirements. On
the other side in-process steps (identify and provide necessary functionality to meet
system, sub-system and component level requirements for the new automation systems)
will be carried out during the study and SE phase to meet program specific requirements
of new automation systems as highlighted in the Figure 4-6.
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Figure 4-6: Planned New COAS Realisation Approach for Automation Systems
The proposed pre-process steps are briefly described below:
1. Gold Standard Manufacturing Mechanisms Resource Library (MMRL):
Gold standard library (i.e. MMRL) of reusable, pre-defined and pre-validated
mechanisms, which can be easily and quickly reconfigured for any new business
requirements. These are the "ideal" and "generic" production mechanisms
defined and developed progressively over many years by powertrain
manufacturers, such as Ford.
2. Pre-Process Planning: Based on preliminary reconfiguration of the generic
gold standard mechanisms, end user planning teams can identify what actually
exists and what exactly is required to develop a new Bill of Process (BOP i.e.
the step by step sequence of new operations required).
Similarly the scope of each "in-process steps" is briefly described below:
1. Virtual Engineering & Assembly: After advanced planning, new program
specific mechanisms will be virtually designed and built by the supply chain
domain experts. Following the virtual engineering, the mechanisms can be
assembled with existing gold standard mechanisms to achieve component, sub-
system or system level requirements.
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2. Analysis & Optimisation: Detailed analysis and optimisation enable domain
experts to optimise components, subsystems and systems level requirements in
terms of their cycle time, kinematics and control behaviours of the kinematics.
3. Virtual Validation & Verification: The new realisation model can provide
capabilities to virtually validate and verify the detail design at component,
subsystem and system levels. This component of realisation model ofTers up to
100% verification for the new system prior to real implementation.
4. Virtual ME Jl: This component of the model enables domain expert teams to
virtually model the complete set of operations by allowing the work piece to
ultimately produce virtual manufacturing engineering Job I. Therefore this
component can establish a optimised bench mark for the physical Job 1 (i.e.
actual production).
S. Reliability & Maintenance: After the physical building and commissioning of
the new automation system, remote expert assistance can provide remote
maintenance support to provide more reliable production operations at any
globally located production site. Also the concept of Remote Expert Assistance
(REA) potentially facilitates remote reconfiguration of the assembly lines to
future business requirements (e.g. when introducing new products).
6. Cost & Physical Resources Analysis: In addition to the features mentioned
above, the proposed new engineering approach supports a module to
dynamically analyse and predict the cost and estimate the physical resources
required for new automation system development.
4.3.1 Collaborative Work Centre (CWC)
To support interaction between end user, machine builders, control vendors and
component builders a new collaborative framework is developed as illustrated in the
Figure 4-7. This framework is based on a proposed methodology called "Collaborative
Work Centre (CWC)".
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Figure 4-7: New Collaboration Framework between Ford & their Supply Chain Partners
The prime purpose of ewe is to support, hold and maintain vendor independent
generic and configurable building blocks of machine families prior to new "product
engineering". Based on the future needs of the automotive industry, ewe is being
developed for multiple facilities (proposed idea is to hold and support number of
different generic solutions) with minimum complexity, risk, lead time and minimum
skill level using advanced communication technologies. To meet such requirements the
ewe comprised of 1) product engineering (i.e. engine), 2) required generic solutions of
automation system in terms of gold standard Manufacturing Mechanisms Resource
Libraries (MMRL), 3) new engineering method (eOAS), 4) new engineering services
due to application of new engineering tool and 5) business and engineering process
work flows required to design and develop new automation systems as highlighted in
the Figure 4-8. Different aspects of the ewe methodology were investigated by the
author in this thesis as shown in the Figure 4-8. The main focus of the author's work
was on the realisation and evaluation of new engineering approach via business and
engineering process models. This included the accommodation of the new engineering
tools within the "To-Be" business process and the pilot definition of generic "gold
standard" libraries of mechanisms to improve reuse.
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Figure 4-8: ewe Existing and Future Scenarios
The research exploitation in all constituent of thi propo ed ewe methodology is
to integrate cross enterprise business/engineering processes with cross enterpri e
applications and with a central repository of shared and protected data. The exi ting ad-
hoc integration mechanisms are replaced by we to offer more service-oriented
support and collaboration within the supply-chain for future busines es. Therefore such
an environment can bring engineering concurrency and can investigate new design
alternatives prior to physical build and test of production/assembly machines.
A group of researchers at Loughborough University is investigating the realisation
and detailing the overall concept of ewe methodology. The main focus of this ongoing
research is on four key areas required to design and develop a new automation systems.
This includes, 1) control systems, 2) engineering tools, 3) development of standard
mechanism libraries and 4) manufacturing process lifecycle management of powertrain
automation systems as shown in the Figure 4-9. However in this thesis the major focus
was on the use of engineering tools and their evaluation within the business context of
supply-chain partners and in particular to end-user.
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Figure 4-9: Overall Research Overview and Original Work in this Thesis
As the migration from existing to new practice is ba ed on more dynamic, virtual
and new collaborative engineering approach i.e. COAS. Following the description used
in the "V" systems engineering to design and build complete automation system as
illustrated in the Figure 4-10, the COAS approach initially facilitates the defining and
building of new business/engineering processes for the system, sub-system and
component level requirements based on gold standard library of mechanisms. Secondly
it facilitates the physical building and implementation of the automation system. Finally
this approach leads to a new business/engineering process to construct, integrate, test
and validate new component, sub-system or system level requirements of the new
automation system.
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I_
Figure 4-10: Lifecycle Stages of Automation System
To implement the COAS approach, currently new engineering software is under
development by researchers at the automation group at Loughborough University.
This software is composed of a set of different tool modules e.g. system viewer,
element builder, component builder, system builder, path editor, system validator,
remote expert assistance and cost analyser). The specifications for these application
modules were defined as part of this research i.e. to identify the software
functionalities required to execute the COAS approach in, the real world. All
engineering activities required to' be fulfilled at system, sub-system and component
levels by d,ifferent supply chain user groups within the business context are
summarised and presented in Table 4-1. For further details see Appendix H.
\
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4.4 Evaluation Framework and Simulation Tool Adopted
The importance of enterprise engineering, integration and modelling in order to
understand, capture, formalise and model supply chain processes i.e. business and
engineering processes to design and build new manufacturing systems was discussed in
Chapter 2. To fulfil the desired goals and objectives of the organisation, business and
engineering processes are utilising resources (e.g. time, cost, human resources) to
enable the functionality of these processes. At the same time a lack of robustness (i.e.
risk in achieving planned automation system design) due to certain issues (e.g. in our
case categories of problems typically occur during say job I and at ramp-up periods) are
seen in these business and engineering processes, when organisations are not able to
achieve their desired key business goals. These issues and their risks need to be
modelled and assessed in order to identify, analyse and control them before they occur.
From the Ford Motor Company perspective six of the most common issues occurring
during the ramp-up period are identified, quantified and analysed in this research to
evaluate improvement on the sound design, build and implementation of automation
systems. The six common issues are 1) product design/derivative, 2) volume. 3)
machine design, 4) tooling design, 5), breakdowns, and 6) productivity assumptions
(complete discussion of these six issues from two different perspectives are presented in
Chapter 7, section 7.3.1).
Figure 4-] l , illustrates the evaluation framework established in this research work
to assess the new COAS approach in terms of their enhanced robustness and potential
improvement in time, cost and physical resources (human resources). Five major steps
arc highlighted in this framework:
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Figure 4-11: Evaluation Framework adopted for both "As-Is" and COAS Approaches
1. Evaluation requires capturing and formalising the knowledg of existing
business/engineering processes. Based on CIMOSA reference architecture,
all the major domains which are involved in establishing new automation
systems were captured.
2. Each domain was further broken-down into processes and where possible
into activities and roles of all supply chain collaborators were specified. Also
a number of different issues ("issues" refers to a group of problem
identified by end-user during the ramp-up period) were identified that
needed to be addressed and evaluated based on business and engineering
processes performance.
3. Based on expert's knowledge and experience, all the domains were
quantified (i.e. assigned a risk factor) against the issues identified in the
second step. The risk factor is defined by three parameters 1) Severity, 2)
Occurrence and 3) Detection. Severity refers to the impact on the system
when risk occurs, As an instance impact of cost and time, however in this
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research, severity is defined against different issues that are identified in
step_2. Similarly, occurrence means probability and is measured In
percentage of particular issues in the Iifecycle. Finally detection shows
ability to control specified issues. In addition cost, time and resources are
determined for each business/engineering process. This ultimately gives the
total cost, time and resources required for each domain.
4. At this stage of evaluation, theoretically total risk for each issue was
calculated by multiplying three parameters as discussed above (Risk =
Severity III Occurrence III Detection) and applying a mathematical probability
function to predict the robustness factor.
S. Finally after capturing and defining all business/engineering processes initial
input data i.e. robustness factor, time, cost and physical resources, a
dynamic/simulation model was developed using a commercial simulation
tool. Arena software was used in this research. This dynamic model provides
an assessment tool for the end-user to evaluate the existing and future
engineering approaches.
4.5 Assessment Metrics
The migration from existing practice to a new vendor independent machine
design/build environment based on the new research concepts was critically assessed
and evaluated by means of a comparison between the "As-Is" and "To-Be"
business/engineering processes. The evaluation metrics include four performance
measures i.e. robustness, time, cost and physical resources.
• Robustness Analysis
Robustness metric was introduced in this research to quantify the soundness of
the process design, which may be manifest as potential problems (i.e. issues)
during the project ramp-up period. Such an assessment approach is provided to
facilitate companies/program management, to understand weaknesses and
improvements in various phases of the life cycle from the existing approach to
the proposed future approach. Based on expert's knowledge and experience
those business/engineering processes can be identified and quantified which
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either need more planning, causing longer delays (time), expending more budget
(cost) or requiring more engineering resources (human resource).
• Time Analysis
Measuring "time" as a performance indicator has high priority for
companies/program management. The time estimation/quantification of business
and engineering processes can enable domain experts to identify which of the
business and engineering processes cause delays. Therefore in this research
work, this performance indicator (time analysis) illustrates the impact of new
visions on the project time or schedule in order to achieve successful
completion.
• Cost Analysis
Cost analysis provides cost estimation of new project/program to program
management/analyst, before its implementation. In this research work, this
performance indicator illustrates business and engineering process cost and
possible saving due to a new realisation model based on the COAS approach.
Due to limitations in the availability of information, this research had to focus
on costs associated with human resources only.
• Physical Resource Analysis
Resource analysis is also one of the important performance measures and is
required for evaluation at a strategic level of new business project. In this
research, this performance indicator provides an optimised number of
engineering resources (i.e. required number of human resource in each
engmecrmg group) to design, build and implement new business and
engineering processes for automation systems.
4.6 Summary
This research consists of five major phases as described in Chapter 3, and illustrated
III Figure 3-4. After the preliminary phases this chapter has specified in detail the
existing and potential new engineering approaches. In addition, an evaluation
framework has been established to describe the proposed evaluation methodology (i.e.
hased on rohustness, time, cost and physical resource analysis) for the As-Is and To-Be
systems.
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From this point in the thesis the remainder of this research is presented in three
major phases (i.e., phase III, IV and V as highlighted in the Figure 3-4). The phase III
describes the development of the "As-Is" business/engineering process models for
powertrain assembly systems. These models are then evaluated based on evaluation
metrics as discussed in Chapter 4 using dynamic simulation modelling. In the IV phase
of the research, the application of the proposed research concepts within the business
context of powertrain systems is introduced. These "To-Be" business/engineering
business models were again assessed based on evaluation metrics using dynamic
modelling. Finally in the V phase, the research concepts and results were analysed and
validated with industrial experts.
This chapter has described in detail the proposed research concept. The next chapter
of the thesis will discuss in detail capturing, modelling and evaluation of existing and
future business and engineering processes.
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Chapter 5. Capturing and Modellingthe Current Powertrain
Engineering Lifecycle
5.1 Introduction
To assure the necessary alignment of this research with industrial needs, a case
study was carried out for the Ford UK Motor Company, powertrain design and
manufacturing facilities as an industrial application. The important, aspect of this case
study was to redesign (i.e. reconfigure) business and engineering proce es via static
and dynamic modelling and to assess the potential improvem nt in agility that could
result from the adoption of a 11 w more collaborative engin ering approach i.e. OA
(discussed in Chapter 4). The management of newly reconfigur d busine sand
engineering processes could improve the mutual interaction b tween the Ford Motor
Company (as a customer), and its machine and technology builder (a supplier) during
the design, development, implementation and maintenance pha e of powertrain
assembly lines for new engines.
A three step approach was used (shown in Figure 5-1) to under tand, capture and
formalise the existing and potential new business and engine ring proce es for more
robust, agile and re-configurable automation systems.
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Figure 5-1: Three Step Approach for Case Study
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As discussed in section 2.7 (Chapter 2), an enterprise modelling approach has
been adopted in this research to capture and formalise system interactions.
Fundamentally the aim of enterprise modelling is not only to present a complex process
structure of the corresponding organisation but also to identify and propose possible
improvements within systems. In light of this, a lifecycle view of the powertrain
assembly machines (e.g. automation systems) was developed in detail using the ISO
19439 standard for the enterprise modelling approach. Initially, based on the three step
approach, modelling objectives were set to capture the current system (As-Is) business
and engineering processes. This capturing of informationlknowledge includes all the
lifecycle phases of the automation system (i.e. from business office to manufacturing
system launch). This approach was also repeated for the new envisaged automation
systems (i.e. To-Be see chapter 6). The second step was to develop static or conceptual
models by formalising the captured knowledge as a set of static diagrams in compliance
with CIMOSA (ISO 19439:2006 standards) architecture. At the final step, these static
models ultimately led to dynamic modelling (i.e. simulation) for experimentation and
customisation and to allow evaluation via the assessment metrics as was discussed in
Chapter 4.
Similarly, these three steps were performed to redesign the business and
engineering processes based on the requirements of the new engineering approach i.e.
COAS. The validation of existing and future states was carried out via data analysis,
simulation results and finally with industrial experts as illustrated in the Figure 5-1.
5.2 Problem Context at Ford Manufacturing Facilities
Ford's engine production lines are state-of-the-art industrial application for
complex engine assembly operations. The lines typically include various combinations
of production resources such as machines, conveyors, human operators etc. The
realisation of a new project for powertrain assembly lines requires very signiticant
engineering competencies, a lot of time and high investment cost. For instance, the total
time required for designing, building and commissioning of a new engineering project
(i.e. design to manufacture of a new generation of engines) is between 4 to 5 years.
Multiple end user program teams arc involved to coordinate thousands of parallel
engineering activities with supply chain partners.
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During this case study, Ford's DVM4 (Dagenham Plant UK) engine assembly line
also known as "Tiger assembly line" was considered as the case study as shown in
Figure 5-2.
Figure 5-2: Ford Powertrain Assembly Line
This assembly line was installed and commissioned in 2007 with over £130
million investment for a capacity to produce 575,000 mixed products per year (a
combination of 1.4 & 1.6 diesel engine architectures) in three working shifts five days a
week. The line is pulsed every 27 seconds (i.e. its cycle time) to produce 120 jobs per
hour. Krause a global automation machine builder was the primary supply chain partner
involved in the design and development of the Tiger assembly line including conveyor
and work stations. The fully automated stations include robots supplied by ABB another
global automation robot vendor. The expected useful life of this assembly line is
approximately 7-10 years, but during this period the system is expected to be
reconfigured several times. This is due to the fact that today the automotive industry is
facing a very competitive and turbulent environment. In response, robust and cost
effective reconfigurable automation systems are now a prerequisite. To be more
responsive Ford's senior management has realised that the 7-10 years usage life of the
installed production facility (i.e. Tiger Assembly line) is too long for the initial set of
products (i.e. 1.4 8? 1.6 Tiger engines), therefore senior process engineers are currently
looking at reconfiguration parameters to accommodate a new generation of engines.
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Based on numerous visits and study of two different industrial sites (Dagenham
and Bridgend UK) and time spent with different business and engineering domain
experts, a set of key requirements were identified:
1) To create and support a vendor independent environment and to reduce time,
decrease budget and enhance robustness for the planned 150-200worldwide new engine
programs within the next 15-20 years.
2) To gain competitive advantage by developing more integrated business and
engineering processes to enable more efficient changes in automation systems.
3) To achieve 100% verification and validation before program approval (Le.
authorisation for manufacturing)
4) To achieve faster ramp-up and enable remote expert assistance for maintenance
and services.
Figure 5-3 shows a typical layout of an engine assembly plant. Typical
automation systems consist of work stations and a transport system i.e. Conveyors that
link together the various assembly stations. A conveyor carries pallets with loaded raw
engine blocks which are then moved onto different workstations distributed along the
transport system. At different workstations various engine parts are assembled e.g.
pistons, connecting rods, cylinder head etc, to a engine block. Sensors and mechanical
stops are used throughout the transport system to track the pallets and direct them down
different conveyors according to information stored in each respective pallets data tag.
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Figure 5-3: Typical Layout for a Powertrain Assembly Une [59]
5.3 Business Process Overview
Business value is realised by delivering new manufacturing programs more
robustly, at a lower cost with efficient utilisation of time and resources during th
design and engineering. Therefore the first task of thi research work was to gain an
understanding of existing business and engineering processes to design and develop
new automation systems. In particular the design and implementation of typical
powertrain automation systems involves the design of mechanical, electrical, control
systems. It also involves their manufacture, installation and commissioning by the
machine builders and control vendors at end user sites.
It was observed that these complex engineering processes are currently made
possible due to the end user's extensive direct involvement. It was also noticed in visits
and interviews that there was currently no formal representation of knowledge and that
the existing teclmiques were based on simple flow charts. Therefore suitable modelling
approaches i.e. CIMOSA (ISO 19439:2006 standards), as a formal process
representation method has been identified to represent the knowledge which ultimately
enables the development of simulation models. This also allows the evaluation of
existing and future robustness, time, cost and resources for the automation systems.
A graphical representation for CIMOSA model has been developed by the
Loughborough University MSI Research Institute [129]. The modelling approach
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comprises of different diagrams and describes a system from various points of view.
These include 1) Context diagram, 2) Interaction diagram, 3) Structure diagram and 4)
Activity diagram as shown in Figure 5-4.
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Figure 5-4: Extended Version of CIMOSA Abstraction Mechanisms [129]
The purpose of the context diagrams is to differentiat between CIMO A and
non-CIMOSA domains. The domains to be modelled are known as IMOSA domains,
with sub-decomposition into Domain Processes (DPs). After the selection of domains,
an interaction diagram was developed to understand the relationship between domain
processes with their inputs and outputs in terms of the flow of material, information and
control. During the next step, structure diagrams are developed in which the domains
processes are further broken down in to activitie expressed as business processes. Each
business process is further broken down into enterprise activities (EA). Finally the
activity diagram shows the time sequence of the business, engineering process sand
interaction between enterprise activities.
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Based on the requirements of this research, a number of new modelling constructs
were defined and added to the existing Loughborough approach as shown in Figure 5-4
(the last five modelling elements). These modelling elements are the manufacturing
mechanisms resource library, milestones, generic bill of process, program bill of
process and process definition editor. These are in addition to twelve basic sets of
modelling constructs used to represent the different processes within the enterprise.
These are named as activity, events, information, human resources, physical resources,
finance, external links, the flow of resources or material, flow of processes and alternate
flow of process [3, 129].
5.3.1 Capturing Existing Automation System Business and Engineering
Processes
As mentioned before, during the industrial site visits the aim was to understand
and capture existing rigorous business and engineering processes from concept to
launch phase of a new powertrain assembly project. In order to capture and model these
processes, a complete understanding of the "V" system engineering model was
developed as adopted by the Ford Motor Company (see section 4.3.1 Chapter 4). After
capture and formalising the system knowledge, the key issue was to establish
relationships between business and engineering domains (i.e. business and engineering
processes required to design and develop a new automation system) and the "V" model.
Figure 5-5 illustrates the business and engineering process domains relationship with
the "V" system engineering. Potentially all these domains have significant impact on the
successful design and build of new automation systems.
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These business and engineering domains illustrated by Figure 5-5 are defined according
to their specific job requirements and are briefly described below:
1) Planning & Business Office is the initial domain of business and engineering
processes to develop a new business case against new product requirements
set by the product engineering domain. This domain is participated by a wide
range of groups e.g. finance, advanced research groups, product and
manufacturing engineers.
2) Program Management is responsible for leading all manufacturing teams
throughout the program lifecycle and also to resolve all manufacturing
concerns and feasibility issues. In addition program management is
responsible for publishing powertrain development completion reports and
confirm launch readiness.
3) Program Planning & Feasibility IS to develop in detail new program
production strategies and to set manufacturing targets. It also starts
communication (Le. Request for Quotation) with supply chain collaborators
to make advance preparation for simultaneous engineering and ultimately to
get approval from the board of directors.
4) Program Engineering is responsible to provide and support all the lower
level technical specification e.g. new process requirements, machine types
and cycle time. In addition it facilitates the preparation (refurbishing) of the
manufacturing site for new facilities implementation.
5) Manufacturing Facilities Build is the domain to physically build a new
system when a new order is placed by the end user. In addition it is used to
carry out statistical studies by end user expert teams, after 1si run-off and
tryout phase at machine builder sites.
6) Installation and Commissioning after building and shipment to end user site,
the focus of this particular domain is not only to install and commission new
facilities by the machine builders and control vendors but also to verify the
new installed machines. In addition the plant staffing plan is revised and
implemented by the end user program management.
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7) Running Rate and Quality Test is the domain to perform capability studies
after different production trials to achieve required QCWF3 standards, as set
by planning and business office.
8) Job 1 & Launch is the final business and engineering process domain. The
purpose is to achieve the ramp-up period with the continuous support of
program engineering domain and is concluded by lesson learned activities.
Within the business and engineering domains, different milestones from end-
user perspective are introduced to assure successful completion of new
automation system from concept to launch phases. These milestones are
checkpoints on the "V" system engineering at different lifecycle stages as
illustrated in the Figure 5-5. These milestones are:
a) Program Start (PS): The program mission and product vision arc
confirmed, corporate strategies and plans are defined and make them
compatible and consistent with new product assumptions.
b) Program Strategy Confirmed (PSC): To set program strategic targets and
guidelines, a milestone called PSC is used. The main purpose is to make
new programs compatible with standard Affordable Business Structure
(ABS), which provides a planning framework that guides development
of vehicles that are affordable for the customer and end user (Ford Motor
Company).
c) Program Target Compatibility (PTC): The purpose of PTC is to align
new program strategic targets with attributed targets called QCWF
(Quality, Cost, Weight and Function). Also update the ABS with
program targets and assumptions.
d) Program Approval (PA): At the completion of simultaneous engineering
with the supply chain collaborators an important milestone called PA is
used. PA places the target agreement with supplier after final approval
by board of directors. After program approval, ABS and QCWF arc
3 QCWF is a detailed benchmarking document to assist the program teams to select best alternative
engineering concepts for system/sub-systems designs and their respective quality. cost, functional
performance and weight and vehicle attribute information.
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confirmed and become objectives for the new program. Also preliminary
activities for mass production are initiated.
e) Development Completion (DC): After Program approval, DC is the first
step to verify the detailed design of a system and sub-system level
requirements as performed by machine builders and control vendors.
This is authorised by a senior program management (end user).
f) Program Sample Warrant (PSW): The purpose of PSW is to produce a
specific number of new engines to perform running rate test (i.e. run at
correct time and sequence) on each machine.
g) Engine Jobl (EJI/JI): This milestone is the final checkpoint to start an
official production of new products (i.e. engines) starts. Also prime focus
of this milestone is to achieve rate of climb (ROC) as set by program
planning and feasibility domain.
The importance of all these milestones and checkpoints within the business
context was realised during the data capturing phase of this research. Therefore
these milestones play a vital role in the correct execution of the simulation
models.
5.3.2 Static Models (AS-Is Approach)
The overall context diagram for the new automation systems (i.e. Powertrain
assembly line is illustrated in the Figure 5-6 using a CIMOSA (ISO 19439:2006
standards) modelling approach. The purpose of the context diagram is to represent the
modelling domain and differentiate between CIMOSA and Non-CIMOSA (i.e, the
domain that was not included in this research) domains. Within the scope of this
research three CIMOSA domains were considered: I) Planning and Business Office
(OPI), 2) Manufacturing Engineering (01'5) 3) Machine Builders/OEM (01'6) as shown
in the Figure 5-6.
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Figure 5-6: Overall CIMOSA Context Diagram with Decomposition of DP5
From an end user perspective, after "planning and busine office (DP!)",
"manufacturing Engineering (DPS)" is entirely responsible to design and build new
automation systems (this is the section responsible for the facilities that will
manufacture the new engine product). The DPS sub domains relationship has already
been defined and established with "V" system engineering as illustrated in the Figure 5-
5. Every new automation systems project starts interaction among different sub domains
of "Manufacturing Engineering (DPS)", triggered when the Planning and Business
Office (DPI) reaches to a milestone called "Program Strategy Confirmed (PSC)". At
PSC a new business case is delivered by DP] to sub-domains of manufacturing
engineering DPS.
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New business cases are developed by a wide range of groups participation e.g.
advanced research group, finance, brands, product and manufacturing engineering.
During DP) different major activities are performed to develop hardware proposals,
cost status (investment cost), application plan i.e. new deliverable cycle plan and
volume. After preliminary approval by a board of directors, this new business case
becomes an input to the "Program Planning & Feasibility (DPS.2)" domain as illustrated
in the Figure S-7.
Initially OPS.2 is responsible for investigation and gathering information for a
new program (Le. new manufacturing system targets and settings requirements) and
delivering this information to important business and engineering domains "Program
Management (OPS.) )". The prime focus of OPS.) is to make a new program work-plan,
for example program delivery time and cost (cost studies are performed based on
previous projects). This new program work-plan is delivered to another business and
engineering domain called "Program Engineering (DPS.3)". DPS.) is responsible to
lead all manufacturing groups, resolve manufacturing concerns and publish approved
milestones including approval for financial status (long lead funding) fin the complete
project. Therefore 01'5.) starts in advance of DPS.2 after initial input from DPI and
finishes when lesson learned and launch readiness activities arc confirmed and
achieved.
In addition to parallel communication within DP5.) and DPS.2, a team from
"Program planning and feasibility (DPS.2)" starts communication of a new specification
package i.e. new product and process requirements with the "Machine Builders/OEM
(DP6)". This communication process is called "SE supplier selection (8PS24)" as
shown in the Figure 5-7. In response to such specification package, the "Machine
Builders/OEM (DP6)", identify new system requirements e.g. cost models and system
level design. Based on information provided by the machine builders, the BP524
nominates potential new suppliers and sends a "letter of intent" to these suppliers. This
letter of intent is an official invitation to the machine builder and other suppliers to start
important business processes called "Simultaneous Engineering (SE BPS2S)" within the
"Program Planning and Feasibility" domain as illustrated in the Figure S-7.
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After delivering a new program work-plan by "program management" to "program
engineering". senior process and automation engineers from program engineering also
receive new product (engine) drawings from the Drawing Management System (DMS).
Accordingly senior process engineers design new processes and ultimately develop new
process flowcharts. Therefore initially a revised machine type. cycle time for each machine
and cost estimation based on the required new processes are proposed by "Program
Engineering (DPS.3)". Also DPS.3 is used to develop the initial line concept. station
concepts and to some extent physical mock-ups (for ergonomics) to calculate required new
cycle times (pulsed time for each station) to meet the desired volume set by "planning and
business office (DP1 )". Based on the new process flowcharts "Control Engineering
(BP535)" develop new machines or equipment control strategies based on proven systems
and common practices before BP525. This information becomes an input to the important
business process "simultaneous engineering (BPS2S)". The complete set of process
modelling diagrams including DPS.3 is presented in the Appendix A.
After higher level interactions during BPS25 with supply chain partners (i.c,
machine builders and control vendors), an important milestone is met known as Program
Approval (PA). Before program approval due to detailed interactions between end-user and
machine builders a new system and sub-system level requirements are identified and to
some extent initial component level design is performed. In this milestone. two important
documents ABS (Affordable Business Structure) and QCWF (Quality. Cost. Weight and
Function) are confirmed and then become objectives for the new project.
Finally the target agreements are placed with suppliers and preliminary activities for
mass production are initiated. This agreement is known as .. t si order" and is placed to
"machine builders (DP6)" to design and build new assembly machines. The duration for
completion of DP6 is approximately one and a half years. During this time period machine
builders design, build and assemble new machines and then partially commission them to
verify the sequence of operations and other parameters. Such trial events are known as Isi
run-off and tryout phase and are placed inside the premises of machine builders. At this
stage end user witness teams (groups of people used to verify all built machines) visit the
machine builders. All machines are individually built and commissioned at the vendor's
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site before being sent to the end user. At this stage section of the final production system is
installed and tested. Mainly witness teams along with machine builders are responsible for
verifying every single component (e.g. actuators, sensors) for all the built machines as well
as for installed sections of the production system. This verification also includes safety and
ergonomics issues at an individual component level as well as at sub-system (i.e. machine)
level. However due to the lack of availability of engineering tools and virtual verification
(currently this verification is achieved by witness teams at the machine builders, based on
expert judgement and experience) witness teams are not able to verify all the thousands of
new built machine components (e.g, sensors, actuators) for an entirely new facility until
they are installed and commissioned. As a result only 40-S0% validation of components is
achievable by the witness teams. After these visits, problems are rectified and issues are
resolved. Also documents are signed for down payment of up to 90% of total machine
costs. Finally all newly built machines are shipped to the end user to start "installation and
commissioning DP5.5". The time interval between tryout and shipment is usually two to
three weeks.
In the "installation and commissioning (DP5.S)" domain, the machine builders
contribute with highly skilled commissioning teams and new equipment management
information documents (i.e. recommendations and instructions)", Af ter installation,
commissioning teams follow standard procedures to commission the new equipment. In the
first phase of commissioning all the safety checks arc verified like emergency stops, guard
doors etc. In the second phase of commissioning several issues such as software interfaces,
controls (PLC) and data tagging systems (to give instructions to machines in order to select
specific programs for the next coming parts) are checked and any issues resolved.
At the end of DPS.S, the most important domain called "Running Rate and Quality
Test (DP5.6)" comes with an important milestone known as Part Sample Warrant (PSW).
The purpose of PSW is to produce a specific number of new products (e.g, 300-S00) only
to perform machine running rate tests (i.e. run the machines at correct time and sequence).
50% of these newly produced products are the sent for the quality tests. According to Ford
4 It was noticed during the case study that at this stage no maintenance documents or manuals arc provided by
the machine builders to end user (Ford).
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internal studies it has been reported that at the PSW stage typically only 70% of new
systems are able to validate.
After completion of PSW, the last domain of the new powertrain project is started,
known as "Jobl and Launch (DPS.7)". The focus of DPS.7 is to achieve Rate of Climb
(ROC) i.e. to run the line at its designed capability rate. Finally "program management
(DPS.I)" is responsible to publish a powertrain development completion report in the
business process "lesson learned BPS74" and confirm launch readiness (launch readiness is
a milestone for the vehicle plant to confirm new engines are shipped after 100% testing).
5.3.3 Dynamic Models (As-Is Approach)
The third step as illustrated in the Figure S-I was to develop dynamic (i.e. simulation)
models in order to investigate the robustness, time, cost and physical resources associated
with the existing and new business and engineering processes required to design and
develop a new automation system. It was understood that the Ford Motor Company is
intending to invest in different simulation techniques to improve the system efficiency.
Major emphasis is placed on discrete event simulation to model manufacturing operations,
ergonomic simulation to simulate behaviour of humans (for shop floor operations as well as
for vehicle passengers) and Finite Element Analysis (FEA) for stress analysis. All these
simulations are performed using different simulation packages. IIowever so far there is no
simulation tool adopted within the Ford Motor Company to assess the robustness of the
business and engineering processes required to design and develop powertrain assembly
systems. Therefore the focus of simulation within this research is to address four key
performance measures of business and engineering processes as shown in the Figure 5-8.
The determination of these key performance measures using simulation techniques is not
only to facilitate improvements in the complex systems like powertrain assembly systems
but also to assist "what-if scenarios" (e.g. reconfiguration of assembly lines for a new set of
requirements). This makes organisations more responsive and ultimately can enable
significant cost and time savings by addressing all these issues in early stages of the
program lifecycle.
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Figure 5-8: Key Performance Measures for Simulation Models
In order to assess the robustness of processes, all the information, data and rnodell ing
parameters required were captured to develop the system simulation model. This simulation
model was built using Arena commercial software. In addition an interface has been
developed using standard excel worksheets between the simulation tool and static models
to dynamically execute the modelling parameters as were captured in the CIMOSA based
static modelling. This allows the end-user to define a new set of requirements and predict
the real performance of the new program.
Based on the CIMOSA modelling framework described in Chapter 2, the business
processes have four different views (i.e. functional view, information view, resource view
and organisation view), which define every business and engineering process including
their inputs and outputs. To design, bui Id and execute the simulation model in this research
all these views are categorised into two "objects" called "Functional Objects" and
"Behavioural Objects". Functional objects are those objects which are either inputs Or
outputs for each business and engineering process, which mayor may not be dependent on
other processes functional objects (e.g. flow of information, physical resources, events etc).
On the other hand, "Behavioural Objects" describe the logic or sequence of processes (i.e.
to define process logically either to make sequential or concurrent). Furthermore both
functional and behavioural objects within the Arena software were defined and assigned by
input/output variables to execute the process.
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In addition the Arena tool upport the quantitative analy i (e.g. probability
functions and random generation of entitie ) a required in thi research to mea ure and
compare existing and future approach metric. Importantly, Arena software supports both
hierarchical structure and modular element, which are required for complex manufacturing
systems to analyse different segments of the ystem independently. For in tance Figure 5-9
illustrates part of the simulation view using Arena oftware for eight different bu ine and
engineering domains as discussed in the section 5.3.2.
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Figure 5-9: Simulation Model Overview
The representation of each business and engin ring domain within the Arena
software enables easy model understanding and modification due to labelling consistency
which was maintained based on the CIMOSA static models (i.e. context, structured and
activity diagrams). Figure 5-10 illustrates modelling and execution of domain processes of
"Program Planning and Feasibility (DP5.2)" within the Arena software environment.
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Program Planning & Feasibility (DPS.2)
Figure 5-10: Simulation Model for DP5.2
In this research the imulation approach for busine and engine ring proces es i
different in nature from the conventional discrete event imulation, thi i becau e mo t of
the business and engineering proce e are admini trative in nature and need flow of
information at the right time and place. The location of discrete event imulation i ba ed
on the flow of materials between the proces e (work tation ). A xplained in th tatic
models "Planning and business office (OP I)" develop new bu ine s case which become an
input to the "Program Planning and Fea ibility (OP5.2)". Within OP5.2, bu ine proce e
named BP521, BP522 and BP523 are illustrated in the Figure 5-10. The e are executed
using functional and behavioural objects to make available information regarding new
program planning and feasibility to another domain "Program Management (OP5.1)".
Similarly based on this information business proce BP524 (E upplier election) i
executed to start communication with anoth r bu iness and engineering domain' machine
builders (OP6)". Similarly all the eight domains were modelled in a simulation
environment to execute the complete automation syst 111 (i.e. from concept to launch), more
details for each domain simulation are pre ented in Appendix ~.
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5.4 Evaluation Metrics for Existing System
To assess and compare the existing and future business and engineering processes,
evaluation metrics were defined as discussed in the Chapter 4. These business and
engineering processes are quantified for each performance measure of the evaluation metric
during the capturing and modelling phase of this research work. This quantification is
based on robustness, time, cost and physical resources required for each process. In
addition such statistical quantification is documented using a standard spreadsheet (i.e.
excel sheets), this supports the integration between static models and simulation tools. This
complete set of statistical data is shown in Appendix C and D, however a brief view of this
statistical data captured for each evaluation metric parameter is described in section 5.4.1.
5.4.1 Robustness (Risk Assessment)
During data capture and modelling six of the most commonly occurring issues were
identified during the program planning, design and approval stages of the new automation
system. These issues were I) product design/derivative, 2) volume 3) machine design 4)
tooling design 5) breakdowns and 6) productivity assumptions as shown in the Figure 5-11.
These six issues are required to be addressed during program planning and design but due
to unavailability of advanced generic, configurable and collaborative engineering solutions
these issues are not properly considered. As a result all six issues cause a lack of robustness
in the remaining Iifecycle phases of the automation system, in particular up to Job 1 and
Launch (when all the required human resources and facility requirements arc fully
operational). Currently all these issues typically occur during the ramp-up period (Job 1 and
Launch), when the expected outcome is not achieved. To determine robustness, all these
issues were assessed in terms of their probabilities of occurrence and are measured as a
percentage. For instance issue 2 (i.e. volume) having probability of occurrence 70% within
the domain process OJ>1 as shown in the Figure 5-11.
In this research the robustness analysis is based on the collected statistical data from
expert's knowledge and experience. The real impact of each issue on different domains was
quantified using "severity", "occurrence" and "detection" techniques as shown in the
Figure 5-1 I. This data was documented after great effort in numerous brainstorming
sessions with the end-user experts. Some of the example data for all six issues in domain
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process DPI are shown in the Figure 5-11. Similarly all these six issues were quantified in
the remaining seven other domains and are presented in the Appendix D.
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Figure 5-11: Risk Analysis Data Capturing View
Based on data captured using standard excel sheets, simulation models were
developed to support the determination of an average robustness in two different scenarios.
The first scenario was the determination of average robustness for each domain (e.g. DP I,
DP5.1 etc) by considering probabilities of all six issues within each domain. The econd
scenario was to determine and analyse accumulative robustness for each issue based on the
probabilities of that particular issue in eight different domains. For instance issue 2 (i.e.
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volume) having probability of occurrence in DPI, DP5.1 .... DP5.7. Using Arena software, a
simulation model was developed for these two different scenarios. Arena software
facilitates random generation of a probability factor associated with each issue, which gives
an opportunity to predict existing and future robustness at a domains level as well as for
any particular issue level.
Running the simulation model replication time was defined by these two different
scenarios. This replication time for simulation models is used to perform processes
randomly many times (Le. experimentation) to predict the real probability of each issue. In
the first scenario the replication number was 10 times, while for the second scenario the
replication number was 25 times. These two replication lengths were chosen after many
simulation runs using different replication parameters. The results obtained from these two
sets of replication parameters (i.e. I0 times and 25 times) were analysed and verified by the
domain experts. Finally results obtained from these two different replications were linked
to Excel spread sheets to analyse the results using graphs and chart techniques. The
complete discussion on results is presented in Chapter 7.
5.4.2 Time
The relationships between the business and engineering domains and the "V"
system engineering define the estimated start and finish time for each business and
engineering domain. Using CIMOSA structured diagrams all eight domain were broken
down into processes and where possible into activities. which ultimately gives opportunity
to develop activity diagrams.
Based on activity diagrams the duration for each business and engineering process
was determined and documented using excels sheets as shown in the Figure 5-12. In order
to execute and finish every single process in the simulation models a time variable list was
developed. For instance T_BP521 is the execution variable for BI>52I with a completion
time of 60 days. The development of this time variable list in a standard Microsoft Excel
sheet is to allow the user to easily define the execution time for every process individually.
This ultimately gives opportunity to analyse independently any particular domain for
different time scenarios using a simulation tool. The complete list of time variables is
presented in Appendix C.
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Figure 5-12: Time Analysis Data Capturing View
5.4.3 Cost
Another quantitative view of the static and dynamic modelling is to analyse the
required engineering cost of each business and engineering processes to accomplish their
specific tasks based on their durations. This costing can be performed on the required
individual process as well as for the domain level, which ultimately determines finance
required for new automation system design and development. However in this research due
to lack of availability of data and time limitations the cost analysis i based on required
human resource cost for each business and engineering process, Again this costing data was
captured and documented using Excel spread sheets to enable users to easily define new
cost statistics for different scenarios within simulation models. For instance Figure 5-13
shows that the program management engineer (PME) is the resource responsible for
business process "BP512" and its estimated cost per hour is $40. Similarly all the resources
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are defined for each business and engineering process for the entire eight domains and are
documented (see Appendix C).
The use of simulation modelling tools for costing is an assessment method used to
investigate the initial investment cost due to the percent involvement of each human
resource for their assigned process. Based on cost estimations for each resource or resource
group allows a determination of investment cost required for new program development.
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Figure 5-13: Cost Analysis Data Capturing View
5.4.4 Human Resources (Man Month)
Different engineering groups are involved from an end-user (Ford Motor Company
UK) perspective to design and develop new automation systems. Based on the evaluation
metric parameters (i.e. robustness and time), it is vital to analyse the required number of
physical resources in the existing (As-Is) and new approach (To-Be). Therefore using a
static modelling technique each engineering group or combination of engineering groups
are identified, which are required for each domain and in particular for individual business
and engineering processes. Figure 5-14 illustrates assigned engineering groups far domain
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process "Program Management (DPS.I)" known as "Program Management ~ngineer
(PME)" and their percent availability within the specific process.
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Figure 5-14: Physical Resource Analysis Data Capturing View
One of the key performance measures of a simulation tool was resource
determination. The capturing of resources per process on Excel sheets allows simulation
tools to establish and optimise the number of resources required for each domain when a
new program is to be developed.
5.4.5 Limitations in Existing Approach
Ford's powertrain management has introduced different milestones or check points
on the "V" model as shown in the Figure 5-5, to align design and build of powertrain
assembly plant with vehicle assembly plant. These milestones are further mapped with
business and engineering processes in order to assure successful design and development of
new automation system across the supply chain. Currently after PS milestone, DP 5.1,
DPS.2 and DPS.3 domains are initially responsible to carry out major design activities and
to confirm PA milestone. During detailed capturing and modelling of existing approach
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(section 5.3.1) it was realised that initially the scope of design and verification of new
system is very limited before PA. As a result, major design and validation activates are
carried out by machine builders and control vendors after PA and are finally approved by
Ford's powertrain management. In fact major design validation activates are carried out
after installation and commissioning. This present methodology for design/built is causing
fundamental limitations and difficulties in the service, reconfiguration, integration and
optimisation of machines, in particularly in the face of rapid and often unpredictable
business changes. The major bottlenecks in the existing approach are:
• Sequential nature of the detailed engineering design of automation system
provides little chance of concurrent engineering in order to shorten the lifecycle .
•• Currently performing test and verification at the end of the design phase presents
risk of very costly rework on design and build.
• Lack of a repository system to store and reuse design mechanisms and
manufacturing process modules results inefficient reuse of existing engineering
knowledge.
It is envisaged that to address these limitations. there is a need to migrate from
existing powertrain systems design and development approach to new engineering
approach.
5.4.6 Migration Path
Based on the above discussion, it has been realised that there is a need to migrate to
new engineering approach as illustrated in the Figure 5-15, for future powertrain assembly
systems within the automotive industry. Primarily, such new engineering approach
encompasses a set of desired attributes:
• New business and engineering process models to accommodate unforeseen
business changes.
• Set of new engineering applications to perform more robustly virtual design.
build and optimisation of assembly machines prior to actual build and
commissioning.
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• Infrastructure to reuse standard libraries of mechanisms. This can facilitate all
the supply chain partners to reuse best machine design practices acquired
from previous powertrain assembly programs.
• New engineering skills are required during early phases of lifecycle to support
3D virtualisation of new assembly machines and to perform simultaneously
mechanical, electrical and controls system designs and analysis.
• New collaboration and integration mechanisms between supply chain
partners.
• Assessment method to analyse migration path from As-Is to To-Be approach.
To address these requirements, a new configurable and collaborative engineering
approach has been proposed and developed in detail (Chapter 6) for future powertrain
assembly systems.
Current
System
Proposed
Figure 5-15: Migration Path & Desired Attributes for New Engineering Approach
5.5 Summary
This chapter has presented a three step approach to develop a comprehensive case
study at manufacturing facilities of Ford Motor Company UK. An important relationship
was highlighted between business and engineering domains (this research focused area) and
"V" system engineering adopted by the Ford's powertrain management. Further all the
concerned business and engineering process domains.were decomposed systematically into
sub domains required to design and develop new automation systems.
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The knowledge acquired by all concerned domains was captured, modelled and
discussed in detail in section 5.3.2. Finally all the business and engineering processes were
quantified and documented in terms of their robustness, time, cost and resources.
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Chapter 6. Applying COASto Powertrain Engineering Lifecycle
6.1 Introduction
The main focus of this chapter is to examine the application of the COAS approach to
the design, build and implementation of powertrain assembly lines at Ford Motor
Company, UK. In order to apply COAS, new business and engineering processes are
proposed and defined within the different lifecycle domains of the automation system. To
design and develop new processes, a three step approach was carried out to capture, model
and assess possible improvements as illustrated in the Figure 5-1 (Chapter 5). The concept
of COAS is fundamentally based on collaborative and reconfigurable generic solutions.
Such generic solutions are based on gold ' standard predefined and pre-validated
mechanisms. The libraries of such gold standard mechanisms can provide a more mutually
shared vendor independent environment. Furthermore new business and engineering
processes for COAS can integrate supply chain collaborators efficiently to reconfigure the
automation systems easily, quickly, more robustly and at reduced cost.
6.2 Gold Standard Manufacturing Mechanism Resource Libraries
(MMRL)
Today it is increasingly important that manufacturing facilities should have both
operational flexibility and reconfigurability in order to accommodate unforeseen business
changes. As stated earlier in Chapter 3, every new powertrain assembly line project
contains 70% commonalities with previous projects. To utilise these commonalties, one of
the key objectives of this research work was to consider production machine (i.e. engine
assembly machine) commonalities with existing projects and to categorise them into
common mechanisms for the development of gold standard Manufacturing Mechanisms
Resource Libraries (MMRL). Such reusable mechanisms should have the ability to be
reconfigured easily and quickly according to any new business requirement.
5 The word "gold" is used within the context of automotive industry and refers to well established and
reusable mechanisms maintained and updated after lesson learned.
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A "mechanism" describes a unit that could be functional, control, or structural to
meet specific process tasks e.g. part move, bolt run down etc. In this research mechanisms
decomposition was viewed from three different perspectives, namely: function, process and
mechanism detail, as briefly described:
1. Functionality describes the physical operation to be performed by the
mechanisms. Therefore from a functionality view, mechanisms are
categorised into II functional elements i.e. testing, gauging, robot, sensor,
lubrication, joining, tooling, translation, grasping, transport and fixtures.
2. Process means what steps are required by the mechanism to perform the
functions (e.g. lift, rotation etc.)?
3. Detail means to consider the mechanism at a very specific level e.g. looking at
the control logic aspects, geometrical, hydraulic, pneumatic and electrical that
combines to fulfil the mechanism function.
The left side of Figure 6-1 shows an example of an auto engine front covert.
workstation for mechanism decomposition. The degree of mechanisms commonality
between stations on engine assembly lines was investigated at globally distributed but
similar powertrain assembly plants (i.e. Dagenham (UK), Bridgend (UK) and Lima (US).7
During decomposition each mechanism was represented with its identity number. The right
hand side of Figure 6-1 shows a tabular presentation of decomposed mechanisms with their
names, functions and illustration. However Appendix I shows a complete list of
decomposed mechanisms for engine assembly lines.
6 Name given to workstation
7 This portion of research was carried out in collaboration with the CECA researchers in Loughborough
University.
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1
Function Illustration# ID Mechanism
Name
YAxis
Translation
2 YAxls
Translation
3 Rotate Part
4 Clamping Unit
5 Stop Solenoid
Figure 6-1: Sample of Mechanisms Decomposition Process (Appendix I for further details)
The proposed concept of W facilitate advanced gen ric and p n (v nd I'
independent) manufacturing solutions prior to product engineering.
of MMRL is the creation of experienced knowl dge repo itory
nt
de ign build and
implementation of new automation system . As a re ult the propo d ncept of A has
significantly changed not only the exi ting way in which busine and engin ering
processes are carried out but also makes proce se more agile, reconfigurable and robu t. In
order to justify and apply the COA realisation approach (a di cu ed in hapter 4) thi
research provides a roadmap to streamline the bu iness and engine ring proces es across
the supply chain collaborators and assess the potential improvement.
6.3 Static Models for NewVision (To-BeApproach)
As mentioned in Chapter 5 (section 5.3.2), after initiative had been taken by the
planning and business office (DP1) to start a new program, the manufacturing engine ring
(DPS) is entirely responsible for managing the design and development of new automation
systems from an end-user (e.g. Ford) perspective. In order to introduce the new OA
vision the overall CIMOSA (ISO 19439:2006 standards) context diagram for domain
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process "manufacturing engineering (OP5)" is illustrated in the Figure 6-2. In the proposed
To-Be model, all the business and engineering domains have the same definitions as tho e
defined and discussed for As-Is approach in hapter 5. However the application domain of
COAS has re-defined the scope of all bu ine and engineering proc e due to availability
and maintainability of generic solutions requir d for new automati n y tern. A a re ult
major emphasis was on OP1, OP5.2 and OP5.3 a hown in the Figure 6-2. It wa
envisaged that changes on these domains will impact rnor ignificantly n th overall
project management. This can be reali ed by adequate planning at arly tag f th
lifecycle as well as requiring more concurrent approach s bctwe 11 product and
manufacturi I1gengineeri ng.
Figure 6-2: CIMOSA Based Context Diagram for Manufacturing Engineering Domain of COAS
As discussed, "planning and business office OP!" delivers new bu ine ca e to
"program management OP5.!" and "program planning and feasibility OP5.2' which i
developed by a wide range of group's participation including forward planning and
feasibility team. Based on the gold standard librarie of mechani m (i.e. MMRL a
discussed in section 6.2), "forward planning and feasibility" team can identify what
commonalities exist between the previou project and what exactly i required against new
product engineering. Using such comrnonaltie DPI can design, develop and deliver
generic bill of process (GBOP i.e. step by step sequence of new operations required for a
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new generic product design (such as engine design). Later on completely developed GBOP
along with other sets of information (e.g. new business case) becomes an input to the other
domains of the automation system including "Advanced Program Planning and Feasibility
(DPS.2)" and "Program Management DPS.I" as illustrated in the Figure 6-3.
As the creation, availability and maintainability of MMRL offers advanced
manufacturing solutions prior to product engineering. therefore after preliminary
development of GBOP by "planning and business office (DPI)", DPS.2 can start early
interaction with supply chain collaborators (machine builders). In the To-Be approach such
interaction for new program planning and feasibility starts well before the PSC (Program
Strategy Confirmed) milestone, while in the existing approach this was only possible after
the PSC milestone. Therefore in the "To-Be" approach DP5.2 is called "Advanced Program
Planning, Feasibility and Engineering". For more robust planning and designing of new
automation systems another two milestones are introduced in addition to six milestones that
were discussed in Chapter S. These new milestones arc:
a. Before Program Approval (BPA): To confirm early and verify new program
planning and feasibility status with goals and targets established by planning
and business office (DPI). This midterm confirmation and verification (i.e.
between PS and PA) also includes investment cost approval from the board of
directors (BOD).
b. Virtual Design I (VD I): This milestone is to achieve 100% virtual design of
program specific mechanisms. which typically includes 30% design of new
mechanisms and 70% reconfigure of library mechanisms utilised from the
existing gold standard mechanisms. In VD I. virtual verification is not only to
perform components and sub-systems mechanical designs but also to design
and confirm their control behaviours. Furthermore, complete sets of
operations are virtually verified by allowing raw work piece (i.e. engmc
block) to ultimately produce virtual manufacturing engineering Job I.
In the proposed model, in order to communicate with a number of different
suppliers and to select one of them, a new business and engineering process is introduced
called "advanced SE BP52A" (see Figure 6-3). Based on the preliminary work carried out
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by DP) to design GBOP, "SP52A" start communication with suppliers (Le. request for
proposals). In response ditTerent machine builders can otTer their generic solutions to
design and build new automation systems along with their cost models as illustrated in the
Figure 6-3. In parallel, once new business cases along with new generic bill of process
(GSOP) is completely developed by DPI is ultimately being delivered to domain process
"Advanced Program Planning, Feasibility & Engineering DP5.2". As a result BP521,
BP522 and BP523 start working together to develop new program planning and feasibility
recommendations and are finally delivered to the "program management DPS.I" as shown
in the Figure 6-3. Note the new process models references virtual engineering tools, detail
of which can be found in Appendix H.
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In order to manage and analyse the proposed vendor's specific solutions, an
important new business and engineering process has been introduced, called "Process
Definition Editor (POE) Engineering (BP52B)". This is used to support and provide
additional information required by "BP52B" and "BP52A", another two important
processes are also proposed known as "productivity BP52C" and "program approval cost
study BP52D". Originally both new processes "BP52B" and "BP52D" were part of
"program engineering DP5.3", but due to availability of advanced solutions and required
expertise from "Program Engineering DPS.3" to visualise and analyse the existing generic
solutions, these processes are introduced within the "Advanced Program Planning.
Feasibility and Engineering DP5.2" domain.
Initially the scope of the "BP52B" was to look at the generic solutions offered by
the different supply chain collaborators and make assessments about the potential new
machine builders. Such assessment decisions are then conveyed to "BP52A". In parallel
"BP52D" start studying cost models provided by the machine builders and attain initial
approval if required from planning and business office or the board of directors. Therefore
in the "To-Be" approach another milestone is introduced at the completion of "BP52A"
called as "Before Program Approval (BPA)" as illustrated in the Figure 6-3. This is due to
the fact that in the existing approach there are no milestone or check point to confirm the
investment cost as well as to confirm and verify objectives and targets established by DJ>I.
Typically the board of director's give the final approval for new programs after
simultaneous engineering (SE) completion. Current experience of late approval by board of
directors causes major changes in the program (change from auto workstations to manual
work stations due to change in investment pian). which results in long delays and more
rework.
After preliminary feedback by "BJ>52B" and "BP521)" to the "Advanced SE
(BP52A)" and successful confirmation of "BPA" milestone. "Advanced SE BP52A" a
release "letter of intent" and is sent to potential new machine builders along with the
required concept level design for the new mechanisms. At the same time. business and
engineering process "BP52C" receives optimised layouts which are prepared by the plant
and facility engineering (OP5.3) to calculate the optimised number of working hours to
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achieve production targets established by DP I. A high level of technical expertise is
required for "BP52B", therefore different engineering groups (i.e. process and automation,
control and virtual engineering) from end-user are responsible to carry out "BP52B". Based
on the available end-user and machine builders generic manufacturing mechanisms
resource libraries, these engineering groups (end-user) can identify and establish sub-
system level requirements and can design new elements, components using new
engineering toolkit modules (i.e. element builder, component builder and system builder) as
shown in the Figure 6-3.
The official invitation (i.e. letter of intent) to machine builders is the indication to
start preparation for important business and engineering process called "Simultaneous
Engineering (what if analysis) BP524". This intimation includes development of new
advanced versions of mechanisms for "81'524", based on more matured concept designs for
new product (i.e. engine) provided by the end-user (Ford Motor Company) to the machine
builders with a letter of intent. Another important input required for "SE 131'524" is the new
program timing plan along with Long Lead Funding (LLF is a document describes
complete project costing) delivered by "Program Management UP5.1". Both a new
program timing plan and long lead funding are developed based on output from business
processes BP521, BP522 and BP523.
The proposed first task or objective within To-Be approach for business and
engineering process "SE BP524" is that both end-user and machine builders develop
mutual understating on common terms (i.e. what percentage of mechanisms exist and what
percentage of new mechanisms are required) for new programs. The outcome of such
understanding is in the form of an agreed list of "program specific bill of process" (i.e.
PBOP). After agreed PBOP, further investigation is carried out to identify new sub-system
and component level requirements by machine builders, control vendors and end-users. For
successful completion of business and engineering process "BP524", three new enterprise
activities are proposed and defined. These activities were believed to be carried out towards
vital contribution towards quality, reliability and efficiency of the planning and execution
of new automation systems. These three activities are briefly described below:
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a) New Sub-system design (EA524I ): The prime focus of "EA5241" is to fulfil
the system level (i.e. facility level) requirements by identifying and
performing new sub system level (machine or station level) design. While
each sub-system is composed of a different group of components.
b) New Component Level Design (EA5242): The prime focus of "EA5242" is
to fulfil sub-system level requirements by performing new component level
design. While each component is composed of a different groups of
elements. At this stage of lifecyclc control vendors also becoming part of
this SE process along with their control components libraries.
c) Virtual Validation & Verification (EA5243): After design completion of
new elements, components and sub-systems, virtual validation and
verification is possible due to a newly available engineering toolkit as was
discussed in the Chapter 4. Such virtual verification and validation can allow
it to successfully achieve this new milestone i.e. VD I.
The key difference between the "To-Be" and "As-Is" approach is that at this stage
of Iifccycle (i.e. VOl) all the mechanical, electrical and control design will he completed
and nearly all the elements, components and sub-system level requirements will he verified.
Whereas in the "As-Is" approach after program approval all the major design activities
were carried out. As a result in the "To-Be" approach, once "I st order" is placed by the end-
user to the machine builders after PA and VD I, is the confirmation to start physical
building of new mechanisms. After PA and VDI, a complete set of static models on the
remaining IifecycJe domains (i.e. DP5.4, DP5.5, DP5.6 and DP5.7) are presented in thc
Appendix B.
However to fully understand new engineering tool functionalities within the
different lifecycle domains of automation systems, a self explanatory now diagram is
developed in this research work as illustrated in the Figure 6-4. This now diagram
describes step by step design and implementation of new automation systems. This diagram
also illustrates the components defined for a software toolset required to develop such a
system. To realise the real potential benefits of the proposed approach (as described earlier
117
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in section 6.3), simulation models were developed and are presented in the remainder of
this chapter.
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6.4 Dynamic Models for New Vision (To-Be Approach)
Dynamic modelling is adopted as a driving tool to predict and analyse changes prior
to real implementation of the To-Be approach. Therefore one of the most important aspects
of this research was to develop and deliver an assessment method (i.e. simulation models
and data analysing). The prime vision behind the adoption of the new approach was to
allow Western automotive industry and in particular the Ford Motor Company UK to
accommodate multi dimensional changes in the design and development of automation
systems. Also this new approach, more importantly, addresses the ramp-up period which
typically causes long delays. In addition, dynamic modelling facilitates understanding of
complex systems and supports analysing the impact of such changes in the systems.
Figure 6-5 illustrates part of the simulation model developed for the "To-Be"
approach using Arena commercial software. To apply COAS, all the eight domains were
formalised by the static model and were modelled in the simulation tool by defining new
business and engineering processes. In developing these simulation models the prime focus
was to maintain complete consistency between static and dynamic models for users and
developers in order to easily understand and communicate from static to dynamic models
and predict the real performance of the system. As one of the essential features within the
process modelling approaches such as CIMOSA is a hierarchical support structure and re-
usability of modelling constructs used to develop enterprise models. In response, simulation
models using Arena software arc designed in several levels (sub-models), which
correspond to the hierarchical structure and allows re-usability of modelling modules.
Furthermore, to achieve this within the simulation environment. variable modules were
used to define input/output for each business and engineering process. These variable
modules allow developers and users to define or assign any process input/output as a
configurable parameter. These variables include information. event. physical resource.
time, human resource and milestones. The key advantage of these variables is that once the
required parameters have become available to a specific process. it can be used to trigger
that process and other dependent processes (if any).
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Figure 6-5: Part of the Dynamic Modelling View for proposed Approach
In the simulation model, all variables (Le. information event, time or human
resource) are defined in a unique way to repre ent them with their concerned business and
engineering process. This uniqueness within imulation model is defined in such a manner
that they become consistent with 151M A m delling element a w re u ed in the
static models to define input/output for each proces . For in tance all the input or output
variables from the processes begin with symbolic letters (i.e. "INF "or "PR" or 'HR'
etc.), where INFO means information, PR mean physical resource and HR mean human
resource required for each business and engineering proce . uch yrnb lie letter clearly
indicate that processes are triggered by either INFO or PR or HR or with a combination of
all these variables. Another important feature was added to these symbolic letters to
indicate that when information, a physical resource or an event becomes an output from any
particular process, it then gives the next process number (as was given to each proce s in
the static models) to which it will become an input. For instance, INF 524 is the output
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from process "DP6" and is going to become an input to BP524. This clearly indicates
which output is becoming an input for a specific business and engineering process.
Furthermore the developed user interface based on these variables allows the user to run the
simulation model for different what-if scenarios (i.e. to change each business and
engineering process evaluation parameters, for example time, cost or resources etc). The
complete list of defined and developed variables for eight different domains to execute the
entire simulation model is attached in the Appendix C.
The built-in modular feature within the Arena software gives a better understanding
and analysis on any particular domain within the Iifecycle of powertrain automation
systems. To apply and accommodate COAS, a number of new business and engineering
processes are introduced within different domains. For instance in addition to existing
processes, seven new business and engineering processes are introduced within the
"Advanced Program Planning & Feasibility DP5.2". These new processes arc "Advanced
SE 8P52A", "PDE Engineering 8P528", "Productivity BP52C", "Program Approval
BP52D", "New Sub-System Design EA5241 tt, "New Component Level Design EA5242",
and "Virtual Validation & Verification EA5243". Similarly, as per requirements for To-Be
approach additional new processes are introduced in other domains. At the same time
certain existing processes are moved from one domain to another according to new
requirements. Using simulation modelling the impact of all new processes within different
domains was assessed, measured and compared with As-Is evaluation metric as was
discussed in Chapter 5.
Figure 6-6 shows a simulation view for one of the most important domains
"Advanced Program, Planning and Feasibility DP5.2" with an additional seven new
processes as mentioned early. As discussed in section 6.3 (To-Be approach static
modelling) in order to design and build future automation systems, a new business process
"Advanced SE BP52A" can communicate with the different supply chain partners. This
communication starts after preliminary work is carried out on GBOP by business processes
called "Develop new business case BP 13". In response within simulation modelling
"BP52A" is triggered by output variable called PRBP52A from "BP 13".
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Initially "BPS2A" generates and transfer this information to a number of
different suppliers (e.g. Cross Huller or Krause, etc.) by defining two variables called
"PRDP6A" and "INFODP6A". As a result different machine builders "DP6A" (DP6A
is a name reserved within simulation for different machine builders) offer their generic
solutions (INFOBPS2A) and cost models (PRBPS2A), which are received by another
new business and engineering process called "POE Engineering BPS2B". To manage
and analyse information once received from different suppliers both new processes
"BPS2B" and "BPS20" are automatically triggered.
After a number of considerations and analysis about supplier information both
processes (i.e. BPS2B & BPS20) release another set of information to BP52A. Based
on such information BPS2A issue "letter of intent" defined as "PROP6" ("letter of
intent" is classified as physical resource, therefore the symbolic letter "PR" is used) to
the potential new machine builders. Before releasing "letter of intent" to machine
builders, "BPS2A" also met new milestone introduced within the To-Be approach called
"Before Program Approval". This milestone confirmation within the simulation model
is defined by using certain scan condition signals. If the required signal is confirmed,
then the processes will automatically generate their outputs. Different scan conditions
are defined within the entire simulation to achieve all the milestones or checkpoints as
were defined on the static models.
Finally after the letter of intent, machine builders come up with a new set of
information to start simultaneous engineering BP524, within the simulation model this
new set of information is defined using two variables, one is called "INF0524" and
another is called "PR524". At the same time different internal domains, for example
"program management OPS.l" also give their input to start simultaneous engineering.
Once all the information required for BP524 is received from external and internal
domains, BP524 is then automatically executed. Similarly all the other seven domains
were modelled within the simulation tool to assess and compare potential benefits due
to the application of COAS. The complete simulation view on each domain is presented
in the Appendix F.
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6.5 New Approach Evaluation Metrics
Significant benefits are predicted by redesigning business and engineering
processes to design and build new automation systems. These benefits were assessed
based on the evaluation metric parameters as discussed in Chapter 4. The evaluation
parameters are robustness, time, cost and physical resources.
6.5.1 Robustness (Risk Assessment)
After the re-engineering of a business and engineering process to apply COAS,
all the six commonly occurring issues (see section 4.4) were again quantified using the
same methods and techniques adopted for As-Is approach. The motivation behind the
concept of this new vision was to provide adequate planning during early stages of the
lifecycle. In addition such adequate planning must also address all those six issues
which are typically resolved during ramp-up or launch phases.
Based on numerous discussions with academic and industrial experts! (Ford
Motor Company) for future automation systems with the application of COAS, all six
issues were individually reassessed against their severity, occurrence and detection. In
order to compare and analyse such reassessed issues with As-Is approach, simulation
models were again developed in two different scenarios (i.e. domain level robustness
and issue level robustness as discussed in Chapter 5). Following a comprehensive data
analysis, significant results were predicted with the application of To-Be approach,
particularly in planning and feasibility domains. For instance, robustness for DP5.2 was
increased from 50% to 92%. The complete discussion on robustness results and
achievements is presented in Chapter 7 of this thesis.
However, the evaluation framework for COAS as was discussed in Chapter 4
does not facilitate direct analysis on cost and time statistics due to all these six issues.
This would be considered as a future research activity. In this research the time, cost
and physical resource evaluation was carried out due to re-engineering of business and
engineering processes in order to apply COAS.
8 1) Dr. Leslie Lee: Program Leader and Project Coordinator lIee@ford.com 2) Andy Baker: Engineering
Supervisor responsible for the deployment for Virtual Engineering tools: ABAKER@ford.com 3) Steve
Williamson (Planning and Business Office): swiIli38@ford.com 4) Rolf Hom (senior process engineer)
rhom I@ford.com 5) Ban (B) Ngo (senior process engineer on machining line): bngo I@ford.com
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6.5.2 Time
Time saving was one of the major objectives of this research for Western
automotive industries. After re-engineering business and engineering processes to apply
COAS, all processes were rescheduled. This rescheduling in process timing is based on
two important considerations. One was generic solutions availability prior to product
engineering and the second was availability of a new engineering toolkit to utilise such
generic solutions in a more virtual and collaborative environment in order to design a
new system easily and more robustly.
In order to apply COAS, time comparison was made between As-Is and To-Be
approaches using dynamic modelling. From an end user perspective, time comparison
was made at three different places 1) Time saving from PA to Jl, 2) Average time
reduction in ramp-up period and 3) Reduction in overall project time. Due to application
of the new approach, an average five months time saving was predicted for PA to J 1 and
70 to 80 days time saving during ramp-up period. However the complete discussion and
explanation on how this time saving was achieved is discussed in Chapter 7.
6.5.3 Cost
Statistical cost analysis was the third important parameter of the evaluation
metric using simulation modelling. In this research for the sake of manageability, cost
analysis was limited to the cost of human resources assigned to each business and
engineering process. Thirteen different engineering groups are involved from an end-
user perspective (Ford) in eight different business and engineering domains to facilitate
the design and development of new automation systems. Reducing the investment cost
of any new program associated with all these engineering groups is one of the important
objectives ofFord's senior management.
Time reduction and increased robustness with the application of COAS is
encouraging, it may also lower the average cost of saving required for all these thirteen
different engineering groups. Simulation modelling allows the end user to reschedule all
business and engineering processes and make a direct cost comparison between
different scenarios (Le. according to their specific requirements).
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6.S.4 Human Resources
Resource estimation is also an important factor to make a decision on prior to
real implementation of a new approach. As new business and engineering processes are
proposed and introduced within different lifecycle domains of automation system due to
the application of COAS. Accordingly resources are re-assigned to all such processes
based on technical or managerial expertise required.
Simulation models are devised to optimise resource capacity for thirteen
different engineering groups. Finally a comparison was made between As-Is and To-Be
approaches based on what if scenarios. The complete discussion on resource
optimisation and utilisation is made in Chapter 7.
6.6 Data Capturing for As-Is & To-Be Approaches
During case study data capturing, its representation and their useful
interpretation was also key focus. Therefore, in this research the existing and future
approaches comparison was made on robustness, time, cost and resources (as discussed
in chapter 4). These four key performance measures were quantified during discussion
with key knowledge experts at Ford Motor Company, UK. The overview of captured
data is presented in Table 6-1, and is classified as real data and simulated data for "As-
Is" and "To-Be" approaches. As real data represents actual performance of business and
engineering processes in terms of robustness, time, cost and resource using current and
proposed new engineering methods to design and build new powertrain automation
systems. Furthermore, this real data is encoded with simulation models for their useful
interpretation and analysis, the obtained results called simulated data. Eight different
domains (i.e. DPI, DPS.l ... DPS.7) were focused to collect this real data during various
detailed sessions with domain experts at Ford and MSI researchers at Loughborough
University. Generally this kind of data (both real and simulated) is being classified as a
confidential data by Ford powertrain management.
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Key "As-Is" Approach "To-Be" Approach
Perfonnance Real Data Simulated Data Real Data Simulated Data
Models
Measures Validation/Credibility
Robustness Robustness Metric Estimate actual Robustness Metric Predict future
Quantification - Key performance of Quantification - performance of
Knowledge Experts current approach Key Knowledge COAS approach
at Ford Experts at Ford
Quantification of Estimate average Quantification of Predict average
Time Domain Process Domain Process Domain Process Domain Process
(OP) (DP) time based (DP) (DP) based on "
-Domain Experts on their existing -Author's their new process
-Company process timings Observation timings Evaluation of Method
Documents -Domain Experts Adopted to Calculate
-MSI Researchers -MSI Researchers Robustness Is Verified by
Resource (%) Resource Resource (%) Resource Academia Experts and
Resources availability for each estimation based availability for estimation based Results were Verified by
process - Domain on actual time each process - on new time Key Knowledge Experts
Experts & Company assigned to each -Author's assigned to each in the Ford Motor Industry
Oocume,nts process and % observation process and %
resource -Domain Experts availability of
availabilitv -MSI Researchers resource
Average cost for Cost estimation Average cost for Cost estimation t.
Cost each resource - based on % each resource - based on %
Domain Experts & resource -Author's availability of
Company availability" length observation resource "length
Documents of process" -Domain Experts of process" ,:1
average resource - MSI Researchers average resource
cost cost
• Real Data: Captured from Industry and Approved by Knowledge Experts -cc
• Simulated Data: Interpret Set of Information based on Real Data
,.
Table 6-1: Summary of Captured Data
Initially, business and engineering process models were developed for "As-Is"
approach based on ISO-CIMOSA modelling standards. This ultimately led to develop
activity based models (Le. actual time sequence of processes and activities) for eight.
different domains (Le. from program start to Job1 and launch). While capturing and
modelling required business and engineering processes, the author's also focused on
capturing their time, resources (human) and cost, in addition to quantification of
robustness in terms of severity, occurrence and detection as discussed in chapter 4. Such.
,
captured data is presented using excel sheets as per user requirements and is discussed
in chapter 5 and 6. '
As COAS approach IS characterised by introduction of new" business
engineering processes with proposed set of new engineering tools as discussed in'
chapter 4. This new engineering method is also modelled in great detail using ISO-
\
CIMOSA standards as discussed in chapter 6 and is quantified with key knowledge
.1
experts at Ford" and Academia (MSI Researchers). Using simulation models this real'
· ,
data for "To-Be" approach is validated during formal and informal discussion sessions
between author's and industrial experts. In addition set of validity tests for the
9 list of Key Knowledge Experts is presented in section6.S
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simulation models were also conducted to validate and analyse the real and simulated
data.
6.7 Summary
This chapter described in detail the application of COAS approach within the
powertrain sector of automotive industry. Initially two different aspects of COAS a)
gold standard resource libraries of manufacturing mechanisms and b) new engineering
services required for future automatons systems were discussed.
New business and engineering processes were proposed and discussed in section
6.3 to support the application domain of COAS within powertrain sector of automotive
industry. Additional milestones are established to confirm up to 100% completion of
design before program approval. Further dynamic models using Arena software were
developed to assess the impact of this new approach in terms of robustness, time, cost
and physical resources.
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Chapter 7. Results and Analysis with the Application of CO AS
7.1 Introduction
It is envisaged that the COAS approach introduced in this research provides
significant improvement in engineering and business values within the automotive
powertrain sector. These values are realised by delivering new manufacturing programs
more robustly, less costly and with efficient utilisation of time and resources. In order to
deliver such a new program, this research work considered four key performance
measures, which are required for successful design and completion of new
manufacturing systems within the focused domain. The performance measures are
robustness, time, cost and resources.
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss and analyse the predicted achievements
in detail brought by the application of COAS.
7.2 Industrial Need and Problem Overview
It was discussed that the time to market for the western automotive industry is one
of the crucial factors for survival in today's competitive era. In response the automotive
industry is looking for more advanced, collaborative, generic and open solutions to meet
rapid changes in market demands.
The application of this research has been carried out in one of the leading
automotive companies i.e. Ford Motor Company, UK. The key performance measures
have been examined against the end-user business and engineering priorities. One of the
top priorities for Ford is to establish a well integrated and proactive approach to the
manufacturing of powertrain automation systems which is active before product
engineering begins. The ultimate goal is to bring more agility within manufacturing
systems and enhance robustness whilst using less time, cost and physical resources. The
overview of the existing approaches within the automotive industry to design and build
new powertrain automation system is highlighted in the Figure 7-1.
As highlighted in chapters 3 and 4, there is lack of open and generic solutions to
automation. Current methods typically require the designing and building of new
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automation systems from scratch. Furthermore, existing sequential approaches (see
Figure 7-1) to design and build new automation systems leave verification to late in the
processes hence many fundamental problems may only emerge during implementation
and commissioning phases of new automation systems build.
Mechanical Build
(Machine Builder)
Figure 7-1: Comparison between As-Is and To-Be Approach
In response to such fundamental limitations within the existing approach, a to-be
approach has been proposed, designed and developed by the author in this research
work for future powertrain automation systems. The Figure 7-1 presents an overview
comparison between the two approaches. The new realisation model for the To-Be
system and required business and engineering processes have been discussed in detail in
chapters 4 and 6 respectively. This new vision potentially enables supply chain
collaborators to easily design, build and reconfigure future automation systems more
efficiently. This new vision offers complete lifecycle support (i.e. from concept to
launch) with less engineering effort and better process management across the supply
chain partners.
Chapter 7
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7.3 Predicted Results with the Application of COAS
The migration from As-Is to To-Be approach has been critically assessed,
measured and evaluated based on the following four key performance measures as
described below:
7.3.1 Robustness
In this research robustness refers to a metric to quantify the soundness of an
automation system design. A robust design will minimise typical design related
problems (referred to as "issues") during system design, build, testing, implementation
and launch phases. In other words, assessing robustness gives the opportunity for
program management to predict and improve the existing worst scenarios. Dynamic
modelling as discussed in chapters 5 and 6 for the existing and future approaches is used
as an assessment tool to analyse and measure robustness. During data capturing and
modelling with domain experts at Ford, it was observed that six issues of them most
commonly occur during any new engine program design and development. These six
issues are the primary causes for delays which ultimately result in increased production
costs (i.e., higher operational cost after Job1). These problem issues were categorised
as: 1) product design/derivative, 2) volume, 3) machine design, 4) tooling design, 5)
breakdowns, and 6) productivity assumptions as shown in the Figure 7-2. With the
support of simulation models these issues were viewed and analysed for the as-is and
to-be engineering processes: 1) identifying the most critical issues, 2) worst case
scenario domain due to a combination of six issues (eight different domains are
responsible for the design and build of new powertrain assembly systems as discussed
in Chapters 5 and 6).
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Figure 7-2: Comparison between Six Different Robustness Issues
7.3.1.1 Robustness Analysis of Most Critical Issues
The purpose of the first scenario was to determine the issues that had the worst
impact on the design robustness and therefore require more attention during the design
and development of new automation systems. Figure 7-2 presents comparisons among
these six different issues and clearly indicates that in the as-is engineering process
issues number 2, 5 and 6 have the poorest design robustness and therefore has the
greatest impact. With the application of the COAS process the robustness of the worst
impact issues 2, 5 & 6 are significantly enhanced from 23% to 87%, 61% to 95% and
48% to 92% respectively. The migration from the As-Is approach to To-Be approach is
predicted to enhance the robustness of all six key issues. The predicted robustness
results for all these six issues are described below:
Issue 1(Product DesignlDerivative): Product design/derivative defines the scope
of any new manufacturing program i.e. new range for a manufacturing program to
produce different kinds of new engines. This issue is closely associated with the product
engineering domain. As product engineering (DP4 Figure 5-6 "over all CIMOSA
context diagram", Chapter 5) is not considered in the scope of the static and dynamic
modelling in this research. However, based on interaction with end-user (Ford) experts,
it was realised that product engineering (design and prototyping of new engine) is very
mature in part due to the commercially availability of PLM solutions and their
supporting CAD/CAM tools. Therefore every new product/derivative on average has a
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high robustness (94%) in its design and prototyping as shown in the Figure 7-2, when
considering its probability/occurrence factor in eight different domains.
However, the application of eOAS provides an opportunity to help extend the
existing PLM concept from product engineering to manufacturing engineering (i.e. from
product centric to manufacturing system centric engineering). Primarily eOAS
facilitates open, configurable, collaborative and vendor's independent solutions to
provide lifecycle support to automation systems for any business requirement.
Therefore this concept needs to be further analysed in the future research by defining
product, process and resource relationships. In the author's research applying eOAS as
a part of ewe is a first attempt to outline a better engineering process for the design
and build of new automation systems. Future research however requires to define in
detail relationships between products, processes and resources to support the re-
configuration engineering process to fulfil new business requirements (e.g. successive
product changes). Therefore enabling such advanced manufacturing solutions prior to
product engineering and establishing detailed product, process and resource
relationships in the future can further enhance this robustness issue.
.. Issue 2 (Volume): Reconfigurable manufacturing systems are the most
appropriate solutions to react to today's turbulent environment by offering exact
functionality and capacity according to new business requirements. In this regard, the
application of eOAS is based on pre-designed and pre-configured modules or
components (physical as well as software/logical modules or components) to design and
build new automation systems with minimum engineering efforts and risks. Such
reconfiguration provides exact functionality and capacity (volume). Therefore the
ultimate outcome of such reconfiguration is not only to deliver its designed or targeted
volume but also to meet new market trends (i.e. to make automation systems more
scalable).
Initially volume (issue 2) is determined by planning and feasibility experts
during the study phase, but later changes in market demands could cause significant
impact on the pre-planned volume. These changes in the market demand are often only
recognised during the implementation and commissioning phases of the machine
lifecycle. Figure 7-2 shows that issue 2 has the worst scenario and is typically never
accomplished after jobl. As a result the robustness for this issue is only 23% in the
current system. In other word, only 23% of new projects achieve their nominal volume
within the time planned. Reduced robustness behind this issue is due to the fact that
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required advance, open and generic solutions to provide lifecycle support and
management in terms of reconfiguration of the powertrain automation systems do not
exist within the current approaches.
The application of COAS improves agility and re-configurability of systems and
therefore facilitates a more precisely planned volume (and enables its alternation during
the design and build phases), as well as the reconfiguration of existing systems to meet
new market requirements by designing and building the modified system more quickly
and robustly. The simulation model predicts significant reductions in manufacturing
lead times (discussed in section 7.3.2) and therefore enhancement in the robustness of
issue 2 from 23% to 87% is predicted.
~ Issue 3 (Machine Design): To design and build a new single machine, significant
engineering and management efforts are required. For instance it was reported by one of
the supply chain collaborators that more than 60 internal and external meetings are
required to design and build only one machine. Time required for one internal/external
meeting is more than two hours and typically all the supply chain partners needed to
design and build new automation system are globally distributed. In order to reduce
such engineering efforts, the application of the new CWC concept and COAS
engineering process facilitates more service oriented supply chain relations with better
business and engineering process management not only in designing new components
but also in sub-system and system level requirements. To facilitate such services
between supply chain collaborators new business and engineering sub processes and
milestones are introduced in different domains to meet component, sub-system or
system level requirements (more details are given in section 6.3, Chapter 6). Initially
these new processes are used to identify commonalties and to enable the selection of
resources from a gold standard library of mechanisms. Reuse of such libraries with the
support of the new engineering toolkit" allows end-user planning teams to deliver
Generic Bill of Process (GBOP is the step by step sequence of operations and
requirements to design new automation systems, as discussed in Chapter 6). In addition,
these processes are responsible for advance collaboration between supply chain
collaborators to understand exactly what exists and what is required to fulfil component,
sub-system or system level design requirements. This ultimately led to the development
of a program specific bill of process (PBOP). To support such a new engineering
10 The purpose and usage of this new engineering toolkit is described in Table 4-1 and Figure 6-4.
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environment, Figure 4-6 (Chapter 4) represents the major migration path from existing
practice to more integrated, concurrent and vendor independent engineering
environment to easily and quickly design and build new automation systems.
Based on the simulation model it is predicted that overall robustness caused by this
issue will increase from 85% to 95% as shown in the Figure 7-2.
• Issue 4 (Tooling Design): Proper consideration of tooling issues during early phases of
lifecycle can be made possible by the reuse of pre-defined and pre-configured tool
components in the virtual environment before actual build of new tool components.
Therefore by migrating to the COAS new approach more reusability of tool components
can enhance this issue robustness. Statistical analysis of the modelling results predicts
an increase from 60% to 63% as highlighted in the Figure 7-2.
.. Issue 5 (Breakdowns): Addressing and consideration of breakdown issues during early
phases of a new program is also an essential requirement for a successful powertrain
automation systems. More importantly, during commissioning and ramp-up phases
sudden breakdowns can disrupt the planned production targets. Also, there are
possibilities to reconfigure hardware or software for newly installed component or sub-
systems due to change in business requirements. Therefore this issue has two different
aspects.
Initially downtime of newly built machines during and after installation and
commissioning can be avoided or minimised by using a pre-defined and pre-validated
mechanisms of generic libraries. To support this, the author's has redesigned the
business and engineering process model to incorporate the use of such generic libraries
and Remote Expert Assistance (REA) support tools as discussed in chapter 6 section
6.3. Such redesigned processes can support virtual commissioning and validation prior
to physical build of new machines. This will not only increase the level of confidence of
the designers and builders but will also give less hardware/software faults after
installation and commissioning. Secondly using the REA module (Table 4-1, section 4.3
Chapter 4) offered by new engineering toolkit (this new engineering toolkit is part of
COAS, which is being developed by the MSI research group at Loughborough
University) can support remotely all sudden breakdowns and can also be used to
reconfigure components or system level requirements. This opportunity can
significantly enhance the robustness from 61% to 95%. Furthermore remote machine
monitoring can result in proactive remote maintenance which ultimately reduces
machine breakdowns and their associated losses.
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• Issue 6 (Productivity): Understanding the productivity issue during the planning
and feasibility phase is one of the key requirements for robust launch of new automation
systems. Currently this issue is not properly addressed within the existing approach.
One of the main reasons is that the current engineering approach does not facilitate
extensive use of a virtual design method and cannot validate the behaviour of the
overall system e.g. the resultant cycle time for integrated system. Currently system
validation only occur at the commissioning stage i.e. is carried out after the design and
manufacturing phases when the machine has been built. So any deficiencies require
significant cost and time to correct. System performance definition should be accurately
performed and analysed during planning and feasibility domains (DP5.2 and DP5.3) to
correctly predict cycle time!'. Therefore properly defined and visualised productivity
can potentially greatly improve robust launches to meet planned volume from a new
program. This will ultimately reduce launch time and minimise the production cost.
The application of COAS allows detailed system analysis, optimisation and
validation by enabling domain experts to optimise components, sub-systems and overall
system level performance not only in terms of their cycle time, but also including their
kinematics and control behaviours. In response, in this research a new milestone called
"VD1" (Virtual Design for Job 1) is introduced for 100% visualisation of new
programs. Theoretically when a programme passes the VD1, all planned functionalities
would have been tested and commissioned virtually. As expected, the model predicts
significant increase in the robustness for this issue, equivalent to 92% in comparison
with the existing value of 48%.
7.3.1.2 Domain Robustness Analysis
Another view on robustness analysis was to analyse the individual robustness of
each domain separately and to highlight the worst case scenarios (i.e. the cases that
make most impact on reducing the overall system design robustness). The importance of
this comparative analysis on domain robustness is due to the fact that thirteen different
engineering groups from an end user perspective are involved from program start to
lessons learned. Such comparative analysis between domains predicts the potential
weaknesses within the domains. As mentioned earlier, the design and build of a new
automation system was categorised into eight different domains. Analysis of domain
11 Cycle time define average pulse time between stations. Based on this productivity assumption are
determined to optimise plant capacity.
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specific robustness was carried out based on the six issues as discussed above. The
modelling results per domain are shown in Figure 7-3. Based on the simulation models,
it was realised that planning and feasibility domains (DP5.2 and DP5.3) have worst case
scenarios. These domains also have significant impact on DP5.7 (Jobl & Launch) by
extending ramp-up time and delaying the launch. Fundamentally this is due to the fact
that all the six issues are not properly addressed during the planning and feasibility
phases of new automation systems.
Robustness Comparison Between Domains
120.0 ,-------~------------ _
Figure 7-3: Domains Robustness Comparison
The potential for a more advanced, generic, configurable and collaborative
automation solution i.e. COAS to increase the robustness for all the domains was
investigated. To achieve this new business and engineering processes, new milestones
and usage of new engineering tools has been introduced within the different domains.
For instance, new processes are introduced in "Advanced Program Planning &
Feasibility DP5.2" domain to facilitate more robust planning (e.g. PDE Engineering
BP52B, Virtual Validation and Verification EA5243 etc.) as discussed in Chapter 6.
Based on the modelling results, it is estimated that robustness could increase in DP5.2
from 52% to 91%. Similarly DP1, DP5.l, DP5.3, DPS.4, DPS.S, DPS.6 and DPS.7 are
enhanced in their robustness from 74% to 87%,68% to 77%, 48% to 86%, 84% to 97%,
99% to 99.3%,89% to 94% and 60% to 96% respectively as shown in Figure 7-3.
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7.3.2 Time
Strategically time minimisation to design and build new automation system is
among the top priorities for Ford's powertrain engineering management. This is due to
the fact that delivering a new engine rapidly to market is of key competitive importance.
It is envisaged that the proposed research can improve the time to market
significantly, by reducing the time required to design, build and implement new
automation systems. Based on the simulation modelling techniques, time comparison
between "As-Is" and "To-Be" approaches was made from three different perspectives
according to the end-user (Ford) requirements. These include: 1) time saving between
program approval to Jobl milestones (this is the time period in which order is placed by
the end-user to machine builders to physically build, install and commission new
automation systems), 2) the ramp-up time (new engine official production starts to
deliver first shipment to vehicle plant), and 3) time reduction in overall project
completion (i.e. time from program start to lesson learned).
1. Initially time comparison was made between two important milestones called
Program Approval (PA) and Jobl (JI) as shown in the Figure 7-4. After applying
COAS using simulation models an average of 5 months time saving is predicted
between PA to Jl.
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Figure 7-4: Time Comparison for PA to J1
This predicted 5 months time saving is based on adoption of the research
concept and methodology as discussed in Chapter 3 and 4 in which different initiatives
were taken. The first initiative proposed a new vision of Collaborative Work Centre
(CWC) to support new engineering environment between globally distributed supply
chain collaborators. Such proposed CWC offers more service oriented relations between
supply chain collaborators as highlighted in Figure 4-7 (Chapter 4). Furthermore this
new vision requires less business and engineering efforts by holding pre-defined and
pre-commissioned hardware and software components as its core. It integrates the
outputs of other research at Loughborough. Providing new engineering software to
virtually design, build and verify new automation systems. To support this, novel
business and engineering processes are introduced before PA. Accordingly different
engineering groups are assigned to such new processes to accomplish their tasks. To
achieve greater design robustness and related requirements, two new milestones were
proposed called BPA and VDl· (Figure 6-3, discussed in detail in Chapter 6). VDl
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ensures that before PA all the program specific modules for the new program complete
in their design, analysis and verification. As a result after PA all the new mechanisms
need to be physically/mechanically built. In contrast in the existing approach major
design decisions and activities occur after PA. Furthermore, within the existing
approach end-user witness teams must visit machine builders to review sections of
newly built machines and sign-off shipment contracts to deliver the new system at the
actual site. Apart from the reviewing section of the actual setup, witness team are also
responsible for confirming 100% virtual integration between all the new built hardware
and software components. However due to lack of required purpose-built engineering
tools, end-user and machine builder teams are able to perform only 20% to 30%
validation. As a result major validation work remains to be accomplished during the
actual commissioning period. However, in To-Be (COAS) approach major virtual
validation can potentially be performed well before PA, finally witness teams can
perform 100% validation of all newly built components easily and quickly with the
support of a new engineering toolkit module called "system validate" (described in
Table 4-1, Chapter 4). Based on such significant changes in the engineering process of
the existing approach the simulation models predicted five months time saving between
PA to 11.
2. Another important time measure was to save time during the ramp-up period.
The ramp-up period starts at JobI milestone (Le. DP5.7). During the ramp-up period the
main target is to achieve "Rate of Climb (ROC)", which defines gradual volume
increases to reach the planned volume by the end of the ramp-up period.
As mentioned above significant enhancements in robustness during planning and
feasibility were predicted by addressing all six robustness issues with the help of the
new methodology. Such significant improvements can also make an impact on time to
completion for all the eight domains. In particular, improvements in DP5.7 (ramp-up
period) by over 40% as highlighted in the Figure 7-5, down to around 90 days.
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TIme Assessmentfor EachDomain
Figure 7-5: Time Comparison for Eight Different Domains
3. The third most important aspect of time assessment was the overall time
comparison between the As-Is and To-Be approaches. As mentioned before eight
different business/engineering domains are responsible from an end-user perspective to
design and build a new automaton system. Reference to Figure 6-2 (section 6.3, Chapter
6), the application domain of COAS has shown a major impact on three important
domains i.e. DPI (Planning and Business Office), DPS.2 (Advanced Program Planning
and Feasibility) and DPS.3 (Program Engineering). However, the application domain of
COAS has also begun to re-defmed the scope of all other business and engineering
process domains (e.g. DPS.l, DPS.4, DPS.5, DPS.6 and DPS.7).
By implementing the COAS approach to new automation systems, a major
change has occurred in DPI and DP5.2 as discussed in Chapter 6 (section 6.3). The
COAS approach has enabled advance forward planning and feasibility teams in the DPI
to develop GBOP (Generic Bill of Process) based on advance and open generic
solutions (i.e. gold standard mechanisms). This GBOP defines the step by step sequence
of operations required for new engine build and also identifies system level
requirements. As a result, the use of the COAS approach enables the end-user and
machine builders to start communication much early prior to PSC milestone (i.e. around
32 month prior to job one, see Figure 6-3, Chapter 6). In contrast to the existing
approach this communication starts just before the PA milestone (around 22 month
prior to job one, Figure 5-7, Chapter 5). Therefore such advanced collaboration between
supply chain partners can significantly save time to end-user and potentially create new
business opportunities for machine builders and control vendors.
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To provide technical and managerial support in response to advance
communication between end-user and machine builders, a number of different new
business and engineering processes are introduced within DPS.2 (Figure 6-3, Chapter
6). Typically these processes were part of program engineering (DPS.3). Furthermore,
the application of COAS potentially facilitates the complete virtual design,
commissioning and validation of new automation systems before the program approval
(PA) milestone. To achieve this, a number of new processes (i.e. EAS241, EAS242,
EAS243) were introduced and defined as detailed in Chapter 6 (see Figure 6-3, section
6.3 of Chapter 6).
After successful achievement of the virtual design deliverable (Le. VD1) at PA,
confirmation is given to the machine builders and control vendors to physically build,
install and commission the new system. As a result, significant time savings based on
the simulation models are predicted. For instance Figure 7-6, highlights the comparison
between the As-Is and To-Be simulation models for manufacturing facility build
domain (DPS.4). The existing simulation model for DPS.4 shows that the time required
for work in this domain is 8 months, while the To-Be simulation model shows that, due
to the application of a new approach, the time required for DPS.4 is now 5.4 months.
Similarly all other seven domains were dynamically modelled to provide a time
comparison between the As-Is and To-Be approaches. Based on these simulation
models, 9 months time saving is predicted for complete project design and development
as shown in the Figure 7-6.
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Figure 7-6: Over all Time Reduction
7.3.3 Human Resources
The third important measure considered in this research was the utilisation of
human resource estimation and optimisation. Such optimisation is to allow program
management to work out the level of resources (business or engineering staff) for the
eight different domains required through the stages of the lifecycle from the thirteen
different engineering groups involved. Simulation models were devised to enable
dynamically required level of resources prior to real implementation of a new system.
Resources were assigned according to technical and managerial skills to every
single business and engineering process as captured and modelled using static
modelling techniques (e.g. CIMOSA -ISO 19439 Standard reference architecture was
used in this research). With the application of COAS, resources were re-assigned to
existing as well as newly introduced business and engineering processes within both
static and dynamic simulation models. Based on simulation modelling a comparison
was made for a required number of resources between the "as-is" and "to-be" models.
For instance the resource called "Virtual Engineer (VE)" required in the existing
approach is one, while in the To-Be approach three additional resources are required as
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shown in the Figure 7-7. This is due to the fact that an important new business and
engineering processes were introduced in DP5.2 called "BP52B". Note this new
allocation of resources was achieved through detailed discussion with the engineering
teams at Ford as detailed in section 6.5, Chapter 6. These processes require more
technical expertise from resources called "VE" during the planning and feasibility
phase. With the application of COAS all the engineering groups require a reduced
number of resources except the resource groups called "PME" and "VE" as shown in
the Figure 7-7.
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Figure 7-7: Resource Comparison between As-Is and TO-Be Approach
7.3.4 Cost
Analysing business costs is a very complex subject and predicting the exact
impact on costs when using the new business models may not be possible. However, in
parallel with the main assessment efforts, the business and engineering model was
extended to include partially the costs of human resources. The idea was to identify cost
of business and engineering processes due to different utilisation of engineering groups.
These engineering groups are responsible and involved from end-user perspectives to
accomplish each business and engineering process.
Thirteen different engineering groups were modelled in eight different process
domains to design and build new automation systems. These engineering groups are 1)
Business Office Team (BOT), 2) Program Management Engineer (PME), 3) Program
Feasibility Engineer (PFE), 4) Simultaneous Engineer (SE), 5) Control Engineer (CE),
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6) Productivity Engineer (PE), 7) Process & Automation Engineer (PAE), 8) Tooling
Engineer (TE), 9) Virtual Engineer (VE), 10) Plant Operational Engineer (POE), 11)
Plant Engineering Staff (PES), 12) End User Witness Team (EWT), and finally 13)
Gauge Engineer (GE) as shown in the Figure 7-8.
Cost of Engineering Groups
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Figure 7-8: Cost Analysis for Resource Groups
Cost analysis for different engineering groups is one of the important parameters
required to analyse existing and future approaches. The cost of engineering resources is
based on the time required to accomplish their tasks within business and engineering
processes. The calculation of resource cost is fairly complex as each business and
engineering resource typically contributes to a number of different engine programmes
and are only involved in certain phases of a project. Therefore simulation modelling is
used in this research to estimate and optimise such engineering costs associated with
each engineering group. The predicted impact on time due to the application of COAS
have made a direct impact on the engineering cost associated with all thirteen
engineering groups as shown in the Figure 7-8. The simulation model calculates the
time required for each group of the resources and compares them with the existing
system. An average cost per hour for each resource group has been estimated based on
information from Ford. The model predicts an average saving of $240,000, around 30%
per typical program is highlighted in Figure 7-9. Such cost saving are primarily based
on the availability and application of engineering tools which reduce the time and effort
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required to design, build, verify, commission, implement and reconfigure powertrain
automation systems. In addition the quality of the new automation system is enhanced
due to improved robustness which ultimately reduces the production costs.
Domains Overview in Simulation Modelling to Estimate Cost
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Figure 7-9: Engineering Cost Reduction per Program
7.4 Summary
This chapter has discussed and analysed all the predicted achievements realised by
the application of COAS within the industrial context. The first achievement was
quantification of the possible enhancement to robustness for typical issues faced by
Ford powertrain management. This achievement was analysed in two different scenarios
as discussed in section 7.3.1. Another significant achievement was quantification of the
time saved by adopting the new COAS business and engineering processes to design,
build and implement new automation systems. As the application domain of COAS
made possible to brought design and development of automation systems parallel to
product engineering. As a result 9 months time saving is predicted in a typical engine
programme overall. The impact of enhanced robustness and potential savings in time,
human resources and engineering cost has also been estimated and discussed.
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Chapter 8. Conclusion and Further Research Work
8.1 Introduction
This chapter summarises the work carried out within this research. The potential
benefits of the proposed research concept and its required evaluation framework are
included. This chapter is concluded with recommendations for further research work.
8.2 Overview of Major Research Elements
This research has focused on the engineering processes associated with the lifecycle
of automated powertrain assembly lines, as part of a larger ongoing research project at
Loughborough University in collaboration with the Ford Motor Company and their
supply chain partners. In recent years researchers at Loughborough University have
made significant advancements in the development of component-based configurable,
modular automation systems. However, prior to this thesis no realisation model and
rigorous business case had been established. In response, this research has investigated
a new business case to plan, design, build and implement new powertrain automation
systems based on this new approach to automation. This has been undertaken by
formally capturing, modelling and analysing the existing and future business and
engineering processes in order to design, build and implement improved powertrain
automation systems. Potentially this approach can be beneficial to all supply chain
partners (i.e. end-users, machine builders and control vendors) although this research
has focused on the role of the end-user.
Based on the reviewed literature and industrial visits made to the Ford Motor
Company, a detailed level of understanding was gained to design and build new
powertrain automation systems. It was realised that the existing automation system
design and build methods are extremely complex in nature and typically require 3 to 4
years from concept to launch. Thousands of business and engineering activities are
carried out between globally distributed supply chain collaborators to design, build and
implement new automation systems. Despite technological advancements, the existing
solutions are still fragmented and are typically implemented in a sequential manner.
Also, there is no well established and proactive engineering approach available to
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investigate design alternatives prior to building and testing of physical systems. In
addition the current methodology does not support easy and quick reconfiguration to
accommodate unforeseen business changes. Fundamentally this is due to the fact that
the engineering support for the management of powertrain automation systems
implementation is not sufficiently developed to cover the whole lifecycle. As a result,
the current ramp-up period and reconfiguration processes are too long and too costly
with very little design reuse.
In order to address these highlighted problems, a comprehensive case study has been
performed by the author to capture existing common practices in terms of business and
engineering processes adopted by the end-user, machine builders and control vendors.
The following main research objectives (RO) were setup in the beginning of this
research:
RO I) Capturing and formalising existing business and engineering processes and
their supply chain interactions.
R02) Introducing a new more parallel engineering environment between product
engineering and its required automation system design and process development.
R03) Capturing and modelling future engineering approach.
R04) Dynamic modelling to evaluate key performance measures for existing and
future engineering approaches.
ROS) Analyse and assess the impact of proposed engineering approach on existing
approach.
8.3 ResearchAchievements
In line with the above research objectives, this research carried out a
comprehensive study into the current problems with the development of automation
systems in Ford Motor Company and proposed a new approach to enhance the existing
engineering systems. Some of the research results achieved by this study are
summarised below:
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1) Addressing R03: Formal capture and representation of
information/knowledge for the business and engineering processes carried out for the
first time within the context of new "component based modular automation systems"
based on the end-user view (i.e. Ford Motor Company).
2) Addressing R02: Novel modification and enhancement of the "V"
system engineering model (Figure 4.10), as adopted by the Ford Motor Company in
order to fulfil the design and build requirements for new COAS based automation
systems. New "Virtual Design" milestone is defined for the end-user on the "V" model
to achieve successful design and completion of a new program. Further to this, these
milestones are now mapped within different Domain Processes (OPs). Previously there
was no established relationship between Domain Processes (OPs) and the "V" system
engineering model. From an end-user perspective eight different domains were defined,
which collaborate internally and externally in order to design and build new automation
systems. Therefore all the DPs were mapped by the author in accordance to the "V"
system engineering model as illustrated in Figure 5-5. The eight different OPs were
completely formalised as described in section 5.3.1 according to their specific task
requirements.
3) Addressing RO1& R03: An enterprise modelling approach was devised
by the author in compliance with CIMOSA-ISO 19439:2006 (E) standards in order to
capture and model the informationlknowledge acquired for the business and engineering
systems. One of the research objectives was to understand and capture interactions
between supply chain partners. Therefore it was important to breakdown all the DPs to a
high level of detail on "activity diagrams (a type of CIMOSA-ISO 19439: 2006 (E)
standard diagram)". For instance, Figure 5-6 illustrates part of interactions within
different domains. This interaction includes communications with supply chain partners
(e.g. machine builders and control vendors). The activity diagrams clearly demonstrate
exact collaboration between processes during different stages of the lifecycle as
illustrated in Figure 5-7. This Figure highlights part of the As-Is model, while all other
"As-Is" models being presented in the Appendix A. Similarly the To-Be models were
developed based on the new proposed research concept (i.e. COAS) discussed in
detailed in Chapter 6. A part of the To-Be models is presented in Figure 6-3, while all
remaining models are presented in the Appendix B.
4) Addressing R04: Simulation models were developed to dynamically
investigate four key performance measures as discussed in section 4.5 and highlighted
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in the Figure 5-8 for existing (As-Is) and proposed (To-Be) engineering models. This
allowed the end-user to understand and analyse a new program or any specific domain
of a new program in respect with the key performance metrics. Simulation models can
predict performance of the new program prior to real implementation. In addition, the
simulation models were programmed to parameterised and be used by the end-users to
assist with "what-if-scenarios", allowing users to reconfigure the business and
engineering processes for a new set of business requirements.
5) Addressing R04: A formal evaluation method was developed to assess
the application domain of COAS within the lifecycle phases of automation systems, as
discussed in section 4.4. All the DPs defined in this framework were quantified (and
validated by the end-user), this includes four key performance measures Le. robustness,
time, cost and human resources required to design and build new automaton systems.
The modelling results indicate generally in a considerable potential improvements on
the performance metrics. Some of the examples of results were discussed in section 5.4,
while complete sets of results are presented in the Chapter 7.
6) Addressing R05: The application of the COAS approach was proved to
be able to enhanced key performances such as system design robustness and
development time. Initially the system design robustness was analysed for As-Is and
To-Be approaches for two different aspects. The first aspect was to determine those
specific issues that had the worst impact during the design and development of new
automation systems. Another aspect was to highlight worst case domain scenarios (Le.
the domains that have the most significant impact on reducing the system design
robustness). All changes on the key performance measures were documented in detail in
the Chapter 7.
7) Addressing R02: The business and engineering processes defined for
COAS form part of a Collaborative Work Centre (CWC) envisioned by the author.
Within CWC one key research aspect is the decomposition of the existing powertrain
assembly lines based on the similarities between stations to develop "gold standard
libraries of mechanisms". Initial work on this decomposition was carried out in
collaboration of other researchers as highlighted in section 6.1 (chapter 6). Another
aspect of CWC was to highlight new engineering services needed to support these "gold
standard" libraries of reusable mechanisms within the business context of end-user and
other supply chain partners. Detailed understanding was gained about the new
engineering services needed to execute the COAS approach in the real world. A
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comprehensive specification document was developed to describe these new
engineering services and their usage within the different lifecycle phases of the
automation system. Table 4-1 (Chapter 4) provides an overview of this work, while the
complete description is presented in Appendix H.
8) Addressing R05: A link was established between end-user's business
requirements and software functionality to fulfil that requirement (see table 4-1).
Through business process modelling, the high level business requirements in the
focused domain was captured and interpreted in form of process capabilities for the To-
Be model. Accordingly, a set of functionalities were described for the application of
components needed to provide implementation of the COAS approach.
9) Addressing R04: An innovative method was developed to monitor and
measure changes on design robustness. Robustness is an important qualitative industrial
metrics to assess the soundness of an automation design based on the experiences of
domain experts. However, this research provided a dynamic modelling by which the
robustness can be accurately measured when various system parameters changes.
8.4 Contributions to the Knowledge
In the context of future agile manufacturing systems this research examines new
business and engineering process requirements for globally distributed supply chain
partners involved in the design, build and implementation of an innovative approach to
the powertrain assembly lines. To bring agility and reconfiguration and to provide
lifecycle support within powertrain sector of automotive industry this research targeted
research deliverables discussed in Chapter 3 and highlighted in Figure 8-1.
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./ Novel Business and Engineering Processes for the
design and build of automation systems
./ Quantification of robustness metrics within the
Powertrain sector of Automotive Industry
./ Collaborative Work Centre to support novel, shared
and
Industrial Benefits
./ Enhanced Robustness
./ Reduced Ramp~up Time
./ Reduced Over all Program Time
./ Reduced Cost& Resources (Human)
Figure 8-1: Research Deliverables and Contribution to Knowledge
Based on these research deliverables the contributions to knowledge from this work
have both academic and industrial impact as highlighted in the Figure 8-1 and
summarised below.
ru. COAS Realisation Model for Component Based Approach:
This research continued present research work on component based approach
by extending its scope to the business and engineering processes involved with the
development of automation systems within the defined industrial domain. In recent
years a component based approach to automation systems was proposed in COMPAG
research project as discussed in Chapter 4. Based on the findings of COMPAG research
project, the author's research has proposed a new realisation process model cal1ed
Collaborative and Configurable Automation Systems (COAS). The principle concept
behind the new approach is to provide primarily (re)configuration, collaboration and
visualisation support for the complete lifecycle of the automation systems. To support
COAS concept, Figure 4-6 describes a novel standardised way to design and build new
powertrain automation systems. The proposed COAS approach also potentially offers
significant improvements to the management of powertrain manufacturing programs
when a new engine variant is introduced to an existing line.
!!l New Business and Engineering Process Models:
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A new business and engineering processes were proposed required to
implement reusable component based approach within the powertrain sector of the
automotive industry. These pro cess models were quantified to realise the potential
benefits to be gained from this new engineering approach. The benefits of migration
from existing practice to a new a machine designlbuild process based on COAS has
been critically assessed and evaluated in terms of potential improvements in robustness,
time, cost and human resources. This research has predicted promising saving in
engineering costs, shortening the processes time and improvements in the reliability of
the design and operational robustness of production lines.
£1 Modelling Current and Proposed Business and Engineering Processes
and Supply Chain Interactions According to ISO Standardisation:
This research has developed formal static and simulation models by
considering business and engineering process management for As-Is and To-Be
approaches in great detail to easily understand and document complex powertrain
automation systems. This has been achieved by 1) knowledge elicitation 2) a formal
representation of this knowledge using static enterprise modelling approach in
compliance with ISO standards and 3) a dynamic modelling approach to enable the
development of a parameterised assessment tool to evaluate and compare existing and
future approaches. Furthermore, the simulation model was developed in a way that can
be utilised by the end-users to customise the model based on different instances of the
systems and perform what-if scenarios.
!U Innovative Approach to Evaluate Robustness:
This research has proposed and developed a formal approach to evaluate
robustness, which is an important quantitative metric introduced in the automotive
industry to measure correctness of system design. As a result, this research has proposed
an assessment method based on robustness metrics to predict the performance of
business and engineering processes before implementation. The comparative approach
adopted enables domain experts to quantify the robustness of a given system for
selected issues, as discussed in section 7.3.1. The approach was created in order to
provide a quantitative value to the likely benefits of moving from the "As-Is" to the
COAS engineering approach. Based on this analysis it was predicted, from the data
provided by the domain experts that COAS will result in improvements in robustness of
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42% in the planning phase and 35% in the launch phase. This enhanced robustness
results an average 9 months time (24%) saving in the overall program (i.e. from
program start to Job 1). In addition, an average 30% cost saving per program is predicted
due to 27% less required resources. However, the robustness model can also be used to
assess the reliability of the system design for any other changes that may be proposed.
£1 Specifying Migration Requirements for Automation System
Engineering:
A migration path is prescribed as required to migrate from existing engineering
approach to the new enhanced approach for the powertrain assembly system. In
addition, the process and simulation models have identified a set of engineering
requirements in terms of process changes, resource requirements (engineering skills and
software applications), changes in program time management, and an overview on the
cost of resources. These requirements assist decision making in migrating from the
current systems to the proposed eOAS business and engineering model.
n Collaborative Work Centre (CWC):
Vendor independent infrastructure is outlined to share knowledge/information
across the supply chain partners in a standardised format. This research has identified
and documented that available commercial PLM (Product/Process Lifecycle
Management) systems offer limited support for process engineering. In addition existing
commercial solutions are typically generic in nature and are dominated by the use of
general purpose engineering tools and paper based specifications. It has also been
identified that from a Ford powertrain process engineering perspective, existing PLM
systems are over complex, vendor dependent and poorly fit with the end-user needs. In
response, this research has proposed an outline concept for a novel, shared, vendor
independent machine design and development environment within a focused domain, as
described in section 4.3. A shared standard library of reusable, predefined and pre-
validated mechanisms is integrated to ewe, as discussed in section 6.1. Such a library
is expected to be developed and completed gradually as knowledge from more engine
programs is captured.
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8.4.1 Identified Problems in Research Approach
The application of COAS is expected to enhance significantly the existing
process of design and build of powertrain sector of the automotive industry. However,
due to the complexity of the automation systems design and development processes, the
following research weaknesses were identified while this research was conducted:
• In this research the scope of knowledge/information capture and
modelling was limited to domain processes called "planning and business office (OPt)"
and "manufacturing engineering (DP5)" as highlighted in the Figure 5-6. Systematically
"DP5" was further broken down into seven sub-domains to design and build
manufacturing facilities for new products (i.e. engines). However, all the captured and
modelled domains are directly or indirectly linked with other domains to share
infonnationlknowledge. The availability and accuracy of the required
knowledge/infonnation within the modelled domains and from those domains which
were not modelled were assumed to be available and updated as a new program
proceeds towards its launch. Based on this assumption, the possibility of slight variation
in modelling outputs was not considered.
• Due to time limitations the quantification of robustness metrics against
certain issues as discussed in section 7.3.t was only possible at the domain level, but
not at the individual processes. Therefore their effects, i.e., determination of the impact
of robustness for every single issue in terms of time, cost and resources was not
possible. Further research on extending the robustness models to the process level could
be beneficial.
• The cost of different engineering groups involved from program start to
launch was assumed based on their percentage involvement in each process.
Determination of the actual engineering cost of each business/engineering process was
not possible due to time limitations and availability of the costing data.
• The proposed engineering approach (i.e. COAS) is not yet implemented
in the industry by the time this thesis was completed. Indeed, full evaluation is possible
when this new system is fully implemented.
8.4.2 Final Conclusions
This research has considerably enhanced the body of knowledge in the field of
design and development of assembly automation systems by capturing and modelling of
business and engineering processes to enable the application of component-based
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approach in this domain with a proposed new set of engineering processes and tools.
This innovation has led to new processes to enable the enhanced design and
construction of automation systems in a more integrated, concurrent and vendor
independent engineering environment.
In addition to the research achievements mentioned in section 8.3, the author
draws the following conclusions based on his personal experiences gained from
working with this sector of industry during this research work.
• An investigation of existing problems occurring during the lifecycle
phases of the powertrain assembly systems was an important aspect of this
research. On the basis of this investigation, it is concluded that major bottlenecks
exist during the design and planning phases of powertrain assembly systems
lifecycle, which in turn have a negative impact on the manufacturing and
assembly phases. Due to a lack of robust design and planning, currently long and
costly delays are typically faced by Ford's powertrain management during the
launch of a new engine program. The new process models developed in this
research have the capability to provide enhanced lifecycle support, in particular
during the design and planning stages by enabling the use of predefined and pre-
commissioned libraries of mechanisms. Therefore it is envisaged that significant
improvements in these two important phases may be expected through this new
approach.
• Due to the market pressure to reduce product time to market, many of the
engineering phases have to be carried out concurrently. For instance, the
manufacturing process design and planning activities have to be initiated while
the product design phase is still being carried out. In fact, up to a four week
overlap was observed in a number of new engine programmes between these
activities. Inevitably, changes in product design will influence the process design
and planning, and traditionally this leads to expensive process re-design. This
extra cost for redesign is typically anticipated and is embedded into the original
investment costing. The research has shown that the new engineering approach,
based on reconfigurable modules can significantly reduce the cost of this
redesign activity.
• The traditional five to ten year production plan for one type of product is
no longer applicable in this sector of industry. Current and future engines are
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designed on the basis of a six to nine months production period before design
modification as the market demands. Therefore the production systems need to
be responsive to accommodate the new product rapidly. Redesigning the
production facilities for a new product is known as second cycle reconfiguration
in this industry. Second cycle reconfiguration was not analysed in this research
due to time constrains. However, it is expected that the proposed engineering
approach can make significant saving in this phase of the production life cycle,
due to the application of reusable components and process knowledge.
• Based on author's experience during this research with world leading
automotive manufacturers (Le. Ford and its supply chain partners) it was
concluded that to maintain market competitiveness, the design-to-market time
for new products should be significantly shorter and considerable cost saving
needs to be made during the design and manufacture of production facilities. It is
also concluded that virtual construction, test and validation of systems prior to
build is now identified as crucial, because delays due to engineering changes in
untested designs can no longer be afforded and designs need to be reused more
efficiently. Since the profit margin in this business is in a range of a few hundred
pounds for each product, this leaves a very tight margin for error in the design
and development phases. Furthermore, it is understood that potentially there is
around 70% commonality in production facilities between succeeding
generations of production systems for a given engine type. However, only 30%
of production system components are effectively reused, as highlighted by this
research. The proposed application of predefined and pre-tested system design
components is potentially able to increase the reusability of design knowledge to
near 100%. Although, the initial development of these libraries requires high
investment cost, significant effort and time, based on author's discussions with
the domain experts within the automotive industry, it is concluded that once such
libraries are developed and become in frequent use they will significantly reduce
the investment cost required for new powertrain assembly systems. This
capability will enable the automotive industry to produce new products at low
production cost.
• In addition, the current skill level required to manage manufacturing
process design planning and build is very high, in particular when new changes
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must be accommodated within an existing system. In this regard, this research
has proved (via simulation results validated by domain experts) that the
implementation of the proposed engineering applications requires significantly
less engineering skill, as a significant design knowledge is held within the reuse
libraries. Furthermore, the proposed engineering application tools enable
concurrent design and development of mechanical and control systems as
opposed to the current sequential approach.
• An important investigation of this research was to study the current
engineering environment and highlight its shortcomings across the supply chain.
As a result, this research has reported many shortcomings and limitations exist in
the current engineering environment. This includes the current vendors'
dependency, fragmented engineering solutions, ad-hoc mechanism to provide
lifecycle support and non-standardised sharing of informationlknowledge. To
tackle all these difficulties this research has outlined a new vision of ewe to
address an urgent need for a vendor independent design environment and
elimination of inconsistent sharing of document information across the supply
chain. However, the significance of the ewe concept still requires its realisation
and implementation across the supply chain partners.
• The need for 100% test and validation of powertrain assembly systems
prior to their installation and commissioning was highlighted as an important
requirement in this research. The existing industrial practice to perform physical
test and validation late in the engineering processes often requires major and
very costly system redesign and build as product design changes occur. To
address this problem, new milestones and a set of new engineering processes are
introduced (see chapter 6) to facilitate early virtual integration and
commissioning of pre-defined and pre-commissioned mechanisms. This allows
the virtual investigation of design alternatives and also enables up to 100%
virtual validation of new system prior to building and testing of physical
systems.
• The new approach enables the end-user to more effectively capture
engineering knowledge within the process work flow, which can be reused on all
future engine programmes with significantly lower investment cost.
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Table 8-1, presents general review of research achievements against set of
research objectives.
Research Goals Research Achievements
RO I: Develop "As-Is" business and Detailed process work flow models have been developed and verified with domains experts in
engineering process models. order to understand existing problems and limitations faced by powertrain assembly systems.
R02: Exploit new engineering environment • A new vision of CWC is introduced based on standard reusable libraries of mechanisms.
to bring agility and reconfigurability and to • A new engineering method (COAS) is developed and tested for Ford Motor Company,
achieve up-to 100% virtual design and UK.
validation before actual build. • Comprehensive specification document developed for set of new engineering tools and
their use by different resource groups during different Iifecycle phases.
R03: Develop "To-Be" business and Detailed new business and engineering process work flow models have been developed and
engineering process models. verified in order to introduce new engineering method i.e., COAS.
R04: Develop dynamic models to investigate Comprehensive simulation models have been developed based on static models to
performance measures. dynamically investigate robustness, time, cost and resources.
R05: Evaluation & Discussion between "As- Studied implications of migration from existing to COAS approach in terms of:
Is" & "To-Be" Approaches. · Necessary change to their business and engineering processes
• Potential to improve the robustness of the resultant system
• Potential to improve efficiency and greater collaboration across the supply chain.Table 8-1: Research Objectives and Achievements
8.5 Recommendation for Further Research Work
The COAS business and engineering process model for the design and build of new
powertrain automation systems as implemented by the author has already been partially
trialled within the powertrain management group of the Ford Motor Company UK. A
full engineering case study is now highly desirable within the powertrain sector of
automotive industry to implement COAS on a future engine program. The core concept
driving this research was to deliver agility and re-configurability within automation
systems via new engineering services with reusable libraries of mechanisms. In
response, this research has documented new business and engineering processes in
detail capable of bringing greater agility and re-configurability to powertrain
automation systems. Further work is however needed in the following focused areas:
• The research to date has been principally centred at the end-user. From the
author's viewpoint, there is a strong desire to now expand the core·concept
of this research within the business context of other supply chain partners as
highlighted in the Figure 4-3. This will help to identify their detailed
business needs and to understand their approach to the design and build of
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powertrain automation systems. In addition this will provide a greater
insight into the overall effectiveness of the COAS approach.
• A large body of further research is needed to extend the proposed idea of a
Collaborative Work,Centre (CWC) particularly in the following two areas:
1. To study the new roles of the supply chain partners (end-users,
machine builders/integrators and controls vendors) and their service
relationships.
2. To study and develop appropriate knowledge-based systems to
integrate products, processes and resources together with
engineering tool support.
• Particular attention is required to consider the costs and deployment efforts
needed in developing a generic Bill of Process (BOP) via "gold standard
libraries of mechanisms" within the powertrain sector of the automotive
industry. In particular more detailed work is now needed to quantify the
effect and model the business/engineering processes for the creation and
maintenance of such "gold standard" libraries.
• The main focus of this research was to design and develop reconfigurable
assembly systems within the powertrain sector of the automotive industry
by capturing and modelling relevant business and engineering processes.
New research could usefully study the application of the COAS approach to
assembly systems in other manufacturing domains.
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Appendix A:Static Modelling (As-Is Approach)
The purpose of this Appendix is to present sets of static modelling diagrams based
on CIMOSA reference architecture. These diagrams formally illustrate and document
existing practices adopted by the Ford Motor Company, UK to design and build new
powertrain automation systems. These modelling diagrams led to development of
simulation models to calculate existing business and engineering process robustness,
time, cost and resources as discussed in Chapter 7 of this thesis.
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Appendix B:Static Modelling (To-Be Approach)
The purpose of this Appendix is to present sets of static diagrams developed to
apply the proposed research concept (COAS) to the design and build of future
powertrain automation systems at Ford Motor Company, UK. These static diagrams led
to the development of simulation models by which a comparison with current practice
could me made and potential improvements in terms of robustness, time, cost and
resources highlighted. See Chapter 7 of this thesis for detail.
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Appendix C:Data Capturing
This appendix presents data captured for existing (as-is) and future COAS (to-be)
approaches. Eight different domains and their business and engineering processes were
captured in terms of their required time, resources and cost. This captured data was
achieved in numerous discussion sessions with domain experts" of engine assembly
lines at Ford Motor Company, UK. These data are representative of a typical engine
program and are based on the requirements of the "Tiger" assembly line (see section 5.2
for further details).
12 1) Dr. Leslie Lee: Program Leader and Project Coordinator llee@ford.com 2) Andy Baker: Engineering
Supervisor responsible for the deployment for Virtual Engineering tools: ABAKER@ford·com 3) Steve
Williamson (Planning and Business Office): swilli38@ford.com 4) Rolf Hom (senior process engineer)
rhom I@ford.com 5) Ban (B) Ngo (senior process engineer on machining line): bngo l@ford.co_m
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As-Is Business/Engineering Processes (DPl)
Process Name Resource/Process
BPII 0.5
T_BPI2 140 0.5
T_BPI3 Business140 0.5
40BPI4 T_BPI4 Business Team (BOT)120 0.5
To-Be Business/Engineering Processes (DPt)
40
40
40BPII T_BPII 140 Office Team (BOT) 0.5
T_BPI2 80 Office Team (BOT) 0.5
T_BPI3 80 Business Office Team (BOT) 0.5
T_BPI4 Office Team (BOT) 0.5
Table C-1: Captured Data DP1 (As-Is & To-Be Approaches)
40
40
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As-Is Business/Engineering Process (OPS.1)
Process Resource/Process
Name
EA5111 0.05
EA5112 Time_EA5112 25 Program Management Engineer (PME) 0.05 40
EA5113 Time EA5113 25 Program Management Engineer (PME) 0.05
EA5114 Time_EA5114 25 Program Management Engineer (PME) 0.05 40
EA5115 Time_EA5115 900 Program Management Engineer (PM E) 0.05 40
BP512 Time_BP512 25 Program Management Engineer (PME) 0.05 40
BP513 Time_BP513 30 Program Management Engineer (PME) 0.05 40
BP514 Time_BP514 30 Program Management Engineer (PME) 0.05 40
BP515 Time_BP515 25 Program Management Engineer (PME) 0.05 40
To-Be Business/Engineering Process(DPS.1)
Resource/Process
EA5111 0.05
EA5112 Time_EA5112 25 40
EA5113 Time_EA5113 25 Program Management Engineer 0.05 40
EA5114 Time_EA5114 25 Program Management Engineer 0.05
EA5115 Time_EA5115 Program Management Engineer 0.05
Time_BP512 25 0.05 40
Time_BP513 30 Program Management Engineer 0.05 40
14 30 Program Management Engineer (PME) 0.05 40
BP515 Time_BP515 25 Program Management Engineer (PME) 0.05 40
Table C-2: Captured Data for DP5.1 (As-Is & To-Be Approaches)
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As-Is Business/Engineering Processes (DP5.2)
Process Resource/Process
Name
BP521
BP522 T_BP522 60 Program Planning & Feasibility Engneers (PFE) 40
BP523 T_BP523 60 Program Planning & Feasibility Engineers (PFE)
40
BP524 T_BP524 50 Program Planning & Feasibility Engneers 40
DP6 T_DP6 60 Machine Builders (MS) 0
EA5251 T_EA5251 30 Simultaneous Engineering (SE) 30
EA5252 T_EA5252 140 Simultaneous Engineering (SE) 30
EA5253 T_EA5253 40 Simultaneous Engineering (SE)
30
T_EA5254 40 taneous Engineering (SE) 30
EA5255 T_EA5255 40 Simultaneous Engineering (SE) 30
EA5256 T_EA5256 20 Simultaneous E) 30
To-Be Business/Engineering Processes (DP5.2)
Process
Name Resource/Process
BP521 Program Planning & Feasibility Engneers (PFE)
BP522 T_BP522 40 Program Planning & Engneers (PFE) 40
BP523 T_BP523 40 Program Planning & Engneers (PFE) 40
BP52A T_BP52A 30 Program Planning & lity Engneers (PFE) 40
BPS2B T_BP52B 60 Process & Automation, Control, & Virtual Engg 30
BP52C T_BPS2C 25 (PE) 30
T_BP52D Simultaneous Engineering (SE) Of
BPS24 T_BP524 30 Simultaneous Engineering (SE) 30
EA5241 30 Simultaneous 30
EA5242 T_EA5242 30 30
EA5243 T_EA5243 30 Engineering (SE) 30
BPS244 T_BPS244 30 Simultaneous 30
BP5245 T_BP5245 30 Simultaneous Engineering (SE) 30
DP6A _DP6A 25 Machine (MS) 0
DP6 T DP6 30 Machine Builders 0
Table C-3: Captured Data for DP5.2 (As-Is & To-Be Approaches)
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As-Is Business/Engineering Process (DPS.3)
Process o.,,,."~~ '''',' .f;;1'!Name
(Days) Jj~ Resource/Process i;~
Productivity
BP5321 T_BP532I 120 Productivity Engineer (PE) I 30
BP5322 T_BPS322 120 Productivity Engineer (PE) I 30
BP5323 T_BPS323 120 Productivity Engineer (PE) I 30
BP5324 T_BP5324 120 -IUUULO'; '"Y Engineer (PE) I 30
Process & Automation Engineering
BPS331 T_BP533I lOO Process & Automation Engineer (PAE) I 30
BP5332 T_BP5332 lOO Process & Automation Engineer (PAE) I 30
BPS333 T_BP5333 lOO Process & Automation Engineer (PAE) I 30
BP5334 T_BP5334 lOO Process & Automation Engineer (PAE) I 30
BP5382 T_BP5382 300 Plant & Facility Engneer (PFE I) I 30
Tooling
BP5361 T_BP5361 ISO Tooling Engineer (TE) I 30
BP5362 T_BP5362 150 Tooling Engineer (TE) I 30
Gauging
BP5371 T_BP537I 80 Gauging Engineer (GE) I 30
BP5372 T_BP5372 80 Gauging Engineer (GE) I 30
Control Engineering
BP535 T_BP535 200 Control Engg I 30
Virtual Engineering
BP534 T_BP534 30 Virtual Engineering I 30
Table C-4: Captured Data for DP5.3 (As-Is Approach)
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To-Be Business/Engineering Process (DPS.3)
BP5331
Process & Automation Engineering
T_BP533I
T_BP5332
Process
Name
Productivity
BP5321 T_BP5321
BP5322 T_BP5322 80
BP5323 T_BP5323 80
Productivity Engineer (PE)
Productivity Engineer (PE)
Resource/Process
30
30
30
100 Process & Automation Engineer (PAE) 30
BP5332 30
Plant & Facility Engineering
Process & Automation Engineer (PAE)
BP5381 30T_BP538I 100 Plant & Facility Engneer (PFE I)
BP5382 T_BP5382 200 Plant & Facility Engneer (PFE I 30
Tooling
BP5361 30T_BP5361 120 Tooling Engineer (TE)
BP5362 T_BP5362 120 Tooling Engineer (TE) 30
Gauging
BP5371 30T_BP5371 80 Engineer (GE)
BP5372 T_BP5372 80 Gauging Engineer (GE) 30
Virtual Engineering
BP534 T_BP534 Virtual Engineering
Table C-S: Captured Data for DPS.3 (To-Be Approach)
30
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As-Is Business Processes (DPS.4)
Process
Name
EA5411
EA5412 T_EA5412
EA5413 T_EA5413
BP542 T_BPS42
BP543 T_BP543
BP544 T_BP544
ResourcelProcess
30140
120
40
35
25
Component Builder (CB)
Control Vendor (CV)
End user Witness Team (EWT)
Ford Team (FT)
Machine Builder (MB)
To-Be Business Processes (DPS.4)
Process
Name
EA5411
EA5412 T_EA5412
EA5413 T_EA5413
BP542 T_BP542
BP543 T_BP543
BP544 T_BP544
ResourcelProcess
80
80 Component Builder (CB)
80 Control Vendor (CV)
25 End user Witness Team (EWT)
25 Ford Team (FT)
25 Builder (MB)
30
30
30
30
30
30
Table C- 6: Captured Data for DP5.4 (As-Is & To-Be Approaches)
Process
Name
BP551
As-Is Business Process (DPS.S)
EASSI2 T EASSI2 30
Resource/Process
30
BPS22 T_BP552 20 Plant Engg 30
Process
Name
BPS51
To-Be Business Process (DPS.S)
Resource/Process
EAS512 T_EASSI2 20 MB&CV 30
BP522 T_BP552 20 Plant Engg 30
Table C-7: Captured Data for DP5.5 (As-Is & To-Be Approaches)
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As-Is Business Processes (DP5.6)
Process
Name
BP561
BP562 T_BP562
BP563 T_BP563
BP564 T_BP564
40
Resource/Process
BP562
T_BP563
40
50
Manufacturing Engineering (ME)
Plant Engg
Plant Engg
To-Be Business Processes (DP5.6)
T_BP562 20 Engineering (ME)
Resource/Process
30
30
30
30
BP563 20 Engg
BP564 25 Plant Engg 30
Table C-8: Captured Data for DP5.6 (As-Is & To-Be Approaches)
As-Is Business Process (DP5.7)
Process
Name
BP571
BP572 T_BP572
BP573 T_BP573
BP574 T BP574
30
Resource/Process
30
20
Plant Engg
Plant Engg
PME
30
30
30
Process
Name
BP571
BP572 T_BP572
BP573 T_BP573
BP574 T_BP574
BP575 T_BP575
To-Be Business Process (DP5.7)
20
Resource/Process Resource Costlhour
30
20
20
20
Plant Engg
Plant Engg
PME
Table C-9: Captured Data for
System Engineers
(As-Is & To-Be Approaches)
30
30
30
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Appendix D: Robustness Data Capturing
This Appendix presents data captured for robustness metrics devised in this
research for the existing (as-is) and future (to-be) approaches. Eight different domains
were quantified for six typical issues in terms of their severity, occurrence and
detection. This quantification was achieved through detailed discussion with the
engineering teams13 at Ford Motor Company, UK. These data are representative of a
typical engine program and are based on the requirements of the "Tiger" assembly line
(see section 5.2 for further details).
13 1) Dr. Leslie Lee: Program Leader and Project Coordinator lIee@ford.com 2) Andy Baker: Engineering
Supervisor responsible for the deployment for Virtual Engineering tools: ABAKER@ford.com 3) Steve
Williamson (Planning and Business Office): swilli38@ford.com 4) Rolf Hom (senior process engineer)
rhom I@ford.com 5) Ban (B) Ngo (senior process engineer on machining line): bngo l@ford.com
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AppendixE
Appendix E:Simulation Models (As-Is Approach)
This Appendix illustrates the "as-is" dynamic simulation models developed for
eight different domains to analyse their time, resources and cost. The required
information was captured during visits to Ford Motor Company and is documented in
Appendices A and C.
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AppendixF
Appendix F:Simulation Models (To-Be Approach)
This Appendix illustrate the "To-Be" dynamic simulation models based on
application of COAS approach and developed for eight different domains to analyse
their time, resources and cost. The required information was captured during visits to
Ford Motor Company and is documented in Appendices B and C.
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AppendixG
Appendix G:Robustness Models
This Appendix presents simulation models developed to dynamically quantify
robustness metrics for the As-Is and To-Be approaches. The required information was
captured during visits to Ford Motor Company and is documented in Appendix D.
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AppendillH
Appendix H:Storyboard on New Engineering Services
This Appendix presents a comprehensive storyboard document developed by the
author from detailed discussion with the tool developers and domain experts at Ford.
This storyboard highlights: 1) the new engineering services and potential users, and 2)
to identify and provide necessary functionality to meet the system, sub-system and
component level requirements for the new automation systems. This storyboard led to
refinement of the functionalities of the engineering tools and other software applications
required to support the new business models.
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Appendix I
Appendix I:List of Decomposed Mechanisms for Engine Assembly
lines
This Appendix illustrates a set of decomposed mechanisms for engine assembly
lines. This work was carried out in collaboration with the CECA group at
Loughborough University and is expected to form a part of the CWC realisation.
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#10 Illustration
4
6
Mechanism
Name
Function
Lifts both the part (20mm) by clamping the
mounting plate to achieve a clamped in process
part that is zeroed in 3-D space.
YAxis
Translation
YAxis
Translation
Rotate Part
Clamping Unit
Lifts both the part (550mm max) and mounting
to achieve a clamped in process part that is
zeroed in 3-D space.
Rotate at raised position requires allows a part
to be turned +l- 225 max before being returned
to the pallet base.
Clamps the part mounting in order to allow
either Cl translation operation or to allow
gauging or tooling to engage on the part
knowing that it is zeroed in 3D space.
Stop Solenoid Stops pallet base on the conveyor.
Friction Roller
Conveyor
Turntable
Data Tag Read
Write Unit
Read or Write date to RFtag to enable
positioning/traceability/tracking etc.
7
8
ZAxis
Translation
Friction roller conveyor
Turn table 90/180/275 allows pallets to be
taken offline or redirected with the minimum
shop floor footprint.
Z-Axis part translation and mounting to achieve
a clamped in process part that is zeroed in 3-D
space
218
10
Part Turning
Unit
Rotates part mounting through 90/180/275
deg.
Releasespallet lock allowing rotation of part on
pallet.
Appendix I
13
Pallet Unlock
Turning Unit
Pre-stop
solenoid
Gripper
Pre-stop solenoid
Graspsthe mechanism mounting in order to
allow transportation in Yaxis, Z axis
Lifts both the part (550mm max) and mounting
to achieve a clamped in process part that is
zeroed in 3-D space.
Nut runner slide translates tooling too and
from the work piece in the z-plane. (running
down engine front cover)
16 Gantry Gripper Locksand Grips the engine front cover ready to
Unit move into position.
YAxis
Translation
Nut-Runner Z
Axis Slide
17 Front Cover Locates the engine front cover so that the RTV
Locate sealant can be applied.
Nut-Runner Backing out main bearing cap bolts
CapCracker
tooling
Not yet classified
Verifies that the engine front cover is in the
20 Part Monitoring correct position for the RTVsealant to be
applied.
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YAxis Run Down (R/D) main bearing bolts,
Nut Runner B/O tooling fixed with engine raised to work
position.
Pallet Turntable
Confirms the position/orientation of the pallet
Position
24 adapter in order to allow a tooling/gaugingInterrogation
operation.
(Pre-stop)
Pallet Conveyor Confirms the position of the part/pallet on the
25 Position (Pre- conveyor in order to allow a tooling/gauging
stop) operation.
Pallet Turntable Confirm s the position/orientation of the
26
Position (stop) part/pallet turntable in order to allow a
tooling/gauging operation.
Pallet Turntable Confirm s the position/orientation of the
27
Position (stop) part/pallet turntable in order to allow a
tooling/gauging operation.
28 Robot ABBRobot (EXCLUDINGENDEFFECTOR)moves
tooling to work piece with 6 DoF.
29 Locator Unit Locates the engine block enabling the
mounting adapter plate to be mated to it.
Turn Table Confirm s the position of the part in order for30
Interrogation the adapter plate to be mated.
Nut Runner R/D
Robot End effecter for R/D spark plugs.
Spark Plugs
RTVApplication
End Effecter
End Effecter to an ABBrobot applies sealant
along pre defined path
YAxis Run Down (R/D) main bearing bolts,
Nut Runner R/D tooling fixed with engine raised to work
position.
~ ....
~ ....• ••••••
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Toque Turn Test Torque Turn Test
34
36
Nut Runner
Unit
Tip Up Gripper
Horizontal RID engine adapter mounting bolts
before engine is positioned on the pallet.
EndStop
HMI
Pallet mounting for engine front cover, rotates
the cover through 90deg.
ZAxis Conveyor EndStop
Human Machine Interface to allow human
control of the machine.
Tooling to align
Main Bearing
CapsMBC
Tooling that aligns the main bearing caps
Verify Thrust
Washers
Nut Runner
Unit
Reflecting Light
Scanner
Nut Runner
(Robot
Mounted)
Nut Runner
(Robot
Mounted) + Nut
runner dummy
Verification ofthe thrust washer position.
Horlzontallv aligned Atlas Copco nut runner for
RID engine side bolts
Verification of part presence (Robot Mounted)
Robot end effecter nut runner, used for RID
CAM cap bolts
Robot end effector nut runner + dummy nut
runner (used for running down con rod caps).
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Counter.
Measuring
Device
Nut Runner
Slide Unit
LeakTest Unit
Not yet classified
Slide Unit at 4Sdegto the ZAxis, transports nut
runner tooling to workface (RID Cylinder Head)
Test the oil system for leaks
50
X-AxisManual
Station Guide
Unit
Oil Filling End
Effecter
Angle of
Rotation
Interrogation
Manual Nut
Runner
Manual TTl
Test Unit
Over head transport device used for
manoeuvring semi automatic machines
End Effecter on an ABBRobot that allows the
engine to be filled with fuel.
Manual nut runner
Manual TTl
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Appendix J: Publications
1. Published and Presented in 4th IFAC Conference on Management and Control
of Production and Logistics, Romania, 2007.
LIFE CYCLE FRAMEWORK FOR MODULAR CONFIGURABLE AUTOMATION
SYSTEMS
(1)lzhar VI Haq·, (I)Robert Harrison, (I)Radmehr P. Monrared, (I)Andrew A. West,
& (Z)Leslie J. Lee
(I)Department of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering, University of
Loughborough, Loughborough, Leicestershire, LEI I 3TU, UK
Tel: +44-1509-227682, Fax: 44-1509-227648, E-mail: I.Haq@lboro.ac.uk
(Z)Global Manufacturing Control Strategy
Ford Company, USA, E-mail: Lleel@ford.com
Abstract: Despite the technological advancements within the last few decades in
computer aided design and manufacturing systems, the existing solutions are still
fragmented and typically target only small fragments of the production lifecycle. The
engineering support required for the design and lifecycle management of
manufacturing systems is not sufficiently developed. In particular there is no
established integrated approach to support the lifecycle of manufacturing automation
systems.
Automotive industry is one of the world's largest manufacturing sector, more
effective service based approaches to lifecycle support are now needed as an integral
part of manufacturing systems in order to effectively support rapid product or process
change in a global business context This research paper presents a lifecycle support
framework for the development of new modular automation systems in order to bring
greater agility to the manufacturing system using a collaborative work centre concept
and also to investigate the new supplier relationships resulting from using a modular
approach. Copyright ©2007 IFAC
Keywords: Lifecycle support, Collaborative product development, modular approach,
configurable automation system, automotive industry.
1. INTRODUCTION
Today global business environment is changing very
quickly. The product lifecycle shrinks while product
variety and complexity increase and profit margins
decrease, and therefore the operation of
manufacturing firms become more difficult (Molina,
et al., 2005). Traditional centralised manufacturing
systems are not able to meet such requirements
(Harrison and Colombo, 2005). Significant changes
have been made in recent years to enterprise
strategies and manufacturing paradigms, particularly
for companies wishing to remain globally
competitive in volatile markets. A number of
concepts emerged such as t he agile manufacturing
enterprise, virtual enterprise, extended enterprise and
the so called next generation manufacturing
enterprise (Tian, et al., 2002). Such new concepts
refers to the application of new models,
methodologies and information technologies with the
goal of preparing manufacturing companies to
become more competitive in a global and networked
environment (Molina, et al., 2005).
In response to ever increasing business needs, highly
flexible and agile manufacturing systems are needed
to accommodate unforeseen business changes (Nof,
et al., 2005). This innovation is needed in all
manufacturing sectors and especially in the
automotive sector. The operational domain in the
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automotive industry is moving progressively from a
mass production to a mass customisation philosophy.
To become more responsive in the global markets,
automotive industries need reconfigurable
manufacturing systems with faster ramp-up, remote
assistance and better lifecycle support.
Within the automotive industry the Ford Motor
Company is one of the world's largest manufacturers
involved with globally distributed suppliers for their
production/assembly systems develop ment. Rapidly
changing global business plans are now the norm
across the automotive industry including Ford. Thus
end-users require more agile manufacturing strategies
to remain competitive in terms of cost, quality and
time to bring new products to the marke t. A new
methodology is urgently required for automotive
production/assembly lines to introduce new products
(e.g. new engine varieties) onto existing
production/assembly setups. This requires better
collaboration between shop floor, business level and
supply partner systems during the many lifecycle
phases of production/assembly lines.
In this context next generation collaborative
automation systems require a lifecycle collaboration
framework, to efficiently support the lifecycle phases
of automotive production systems and to enable more
competitiveness in terms of time, quality and cost.
2. COLLA BORA TION FOR LlFECYCLE
SUPPORT
Business success is the ability to identify the needs of
the customer and quickly develop products to fulfil
the customer desires at low cost with the shortest
delivery time (Tseng and Piller, 2003). This success
of manufacturing companies is not merely a
marketing and sales problem, nor solely a design
problem or manufacturing problem. It is rather a
collaborative product development problem
involving all Iifecycle issues of product fulfilment
(Jiao and Helander, 2006).
Today companies do not possess all the knowledge
and resources for product development therefore
relying on other organisations. In response to this the
research community developed a solution know as
"Collaborative Product Development". The
collaborative product development system is "an
Internet based computational architecture that
supports the sharing, transferring knowledge and
information of the product Iifecycle amongst
geographically distributed companies to aid the right
engineering decisions in a collaborative
environment" (Rodriguez and Ashaab, 2005).
Highly flexible and responsive operations to meet the
customer expectations can be achieved through
collaborative and cooperative manufacturing
strategies. Such strategies need support of suitable
technologies to share information according to agreed
mechanisms and rules that should cover the entire
product Iifecycle (Bilbao, et al., 2004).
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Today only innovative products differentiate
themselves from others while being affordable,
reliable and early to market. Such holistic products
with supporting services are limited by information
gap during the different phases of product Iifecycle
(Kiritsis, et al., 2003). The collaborative product
development can cause innovation during different
Iifecycle phases with a primary goal to integrate
knowledge, technologies and resources amongst all
the stakeholders.
However higher level collaborations need new
business models i.e. Product Lifecycle Management
(PLM) to connect people, processes and data
(Sharma, 2005). PLM is a new integrated business
model (Kopacsi, et al., 2007), with the aim to
streamline product development and boost innovation
in manufacturing. It will also manage all the
information about an enterprise throughout the
product Iifecycle (Sudarsan, et al., 2005). PLM
enables collaboration between enterprises. It has been
recognised that current PLM implementations are
document oriented, with no customisable data models
and facing many inter-enterprise integration
difficulties (Aziz, et al., 2005).
The highest level of collaboration based on web
based services with standard industry process
followed by industry players allowing virtual
collaboration, real time information processing and
real time process integration (Sharma, 2005).
Figure I illustrates PLM as a business approach and
collaborative framework requirement during generic
view of product Iifecycle phases. In a novel business
area, networked companies can be more competitive
by improving their after sale service, product
maintenance and recycling (Kiritsis, et al., 2003). For
customer satisfaction service and' maintenance are
important practices to maintain product and process
quality. Fault recovery, self maintenance and remote
diagnostic features allow manufacturing and process
industries to develop proactive maintenance
strategies to guarantee the product, process
performance and ultimately eliminate system
breakdowns (Lee 2002). Lifecycle support opens
BUSINUS APPROACH PROOUCT UFf CYCLE MANAGfMENT
ICOLLAlIOIIAnVE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
FRAMEWORK USING fNGINURING TOOI.5
,?7
/'
Fig.l. Generic Lifecycle View of Product Development
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new paradigms during product development such as
Service Engineering as highlighted in figure I.
Business changes in all manufacturing sectors,
particularly in automotive sector can be achieved
when appropriate manufacturing systems are
designed and built accordingly including
reconfiguration, faster ramp-up and Iifecycle support.
Therefore an urgent need for more collaboration
between globally distributed manufacturers and
supply partners using PLM for lifecycle support of
Production/Assembly setups in automotive industry.
3. LlFECYCLE SUPPORT FRAMEWORK FOR
CONFIGURABLE PRODUCTION AUTOMATION
SYSTEM
Business plans in automotive industry are changing
very quickly, traditionally the business plans were
designed for 10 to 15 years but today's needs are for
6 to 9 months. Without effective and continual
product development and lifecycle support, business
will be surpassed by low cost providers or by
competitors. To meet open and new market windows
in highly dynamic markets to become more
responsive, companies have to reduce their
development cycle time (Schulz and Fricke, 1999).
For rapid response to ever changing market demands,
the western automotive industry is under pressure to
shorten production lifecyc1e time when introducing
new engine models. The time taken by western
automotives to design a new engine model, build
production lines and commence mass production is
typically about 42 months while the Japanese take 36
months (Harrison, et al., 2001and Monfared, et al.,
2003) and this differential remains today.
This research study forms part of a larger research
project at Loughborough University in collaboration
with Ford Motor Company with particular objectives
to improve interactions between Ford (end-user), its
machine builders, control and machine component
vendors throughout the lifecycle in order to reduce
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the time to introduce new product to be manufactured.
In recent business studies on global issues related to
the automotive industry, Ford has envisaged that the
way forward for improving their current engine
manufacturing business should include the
employment of advanced collaborative automation
services, better integration amongst the core business
and their suppliers. The study has also emphasised
the use of modular design structure, Internet-enabled
design, through inspection and better maintenance
services.
For unforeseen business changes to be realised
decisions are not enough, manufacturing systems are
required that can be quickly and cost effectively
reconfigured.
Today many shop floor control systems within the
manufacturing sector are operating based on the
Computer Integrated Manufacturing (elM) concept,
with a non modular automation system structure.
Largely sequential activities are adopted to develop
such automation systems. Late verification of control
systems, increase in ramp-up time, production setup
utilizations, expensive and long the reconfiguration
times are major disadvantages of this approach.
New business trends need innovation to enhance the
current automation system development approach. To
enable efficient configuration and robust operations a
new modular designibuilt approach has been
developed by Loughborough University as illustrated
by figure2. The proposed approach enables reduction
of the product Iifecycle via using predefined and pre-
commissioned softwarelhardware components. This
new approach has significant potential to bring agility
within the manufacturing system with reduction in
cost and time, easy re-configuration and early
verification. However a Iifecycle support framework
is required to adopt such as modular approach for
production/assembly setups driven by business goals.
Automation System Development
. Traditional Build: Largely sequential with a
major bottleneck during commissioning
-Late application verification .
'----~TI~-
New Approach: Pre-designed modules
that can be rapidly built with minimum
engineering effort and risk
- Lower costs
- Easier· project management
Time
_ .._._ __ _- _._-_._ _ ..__ ..-_._ ...•......... _--_._._.__ ._-._.__ .._ ..__ _. __ __ .-_..-.
Fig. 2. Lifecycle View of Automotive Production/Assembly Development
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An example of the current collaboration framework
to design and build production/assembly setup
between the end-user and suppliers is shown by
figure3. Using the current framework for
collaboration, Ford engineers provide product design
and related process requirements to the machine
builders and components suppliers. The final design
of the production/assembly machines is completed by
the machine builders subject to approval by the Ford
engineering teams.
(
' '"'''j' .•~
Ford
~~ /COIllPnll},,,, ~"'_!Iir
Component Control
Builders Vendors
~ /
~----_.//
Fig. 3. As-Is Collaboration System
To support the activities of engineering partners
during different phases of Iifecycle mostly ad-hoc
integration methods and mechanisms are currently
employed. There is no common representation or
visualisation of production/assembly machines
throughout the lifecycle. As a consequence, the
current production machinery design and build
process are inflexible and the current support for
reconfiguration and ramp-up time of
production/assembly is too costly and time
consuming (Monfared, et al., 2002 and Harrison, et
al.,2004).
Therefore there is a need for an advanced
collaborative framework between end user, and
supply partners for lifecycle support of
production/assembly design and development using a
new configurable and modular automation system
approach.
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4. PROPOSED TO-BE ADVANCED
COLLA BORA TIVE FRAMEWORK
A systematic approach with Iifecycle support is
required to support the design a families of products
during the production/assembly setups that can
accommodate new market trends and evolving
technology innovation. The proposed "Collaborative
Work Centre" for interaction between end user (e.g.
Ford) and suppliers (e.g. machine builders, control
vendors and component builders) is illustrated by
figure4.
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Fig. 4. Advanced Collaborative System
This Collaborative Work Centre is being developed
for multiple facilities with minimum complexity, risk,
lead time and minimum skill level using web based
technologies. Furthermore a new methodology for
supply chain and Iifecycle support using configurable
automation systems is being developed. Figure5
provides more detailed view of the proposed
"Collaborative Work Centre" concept. Based on the
future context of the automotive industry needs, the
Collaborative Work Centre comprises of a
Manufacturing Mechanism Resource Library
(MMRL) and Manufacturing Facility Database
(MFDB). The generic repository of MMRL and
MFDB is categorised into product features, resource
features, process templates (including business
process templates) and factory or plant layout.
END USER (FORD COMPANY)-
COLLABORATJ:V
Product
&
Machine
Ufe Cycle
Database
Manufacturing Mechanism
Resource Library
Manufacturing FacUIt.y
Database
MACHINE BUILDERS, CONTROL VENDORS & COMPONENT
BUILDERS •
5uppliel-
Fig. 5. Proposed Framework for Lifecycle Support
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To bring agility and save time, the MMRL is
composed of building blocks of machine families to
accommodate highly dynamic product features. The
proposed configurable and modular automation is a
pre-requisite for modular machines and ultimately for
production/assembly setups. Also to reduce the
production/assembly setup times it is necessary to
validate manufacturing processes, equipment and
control systems contained within the MFDB.
5. SYSTEM ENHANCEMENT USING
COLLABORATIVE WORK CENTRE
Integral consideration for product and production
system development in automotive industry needs to
enhance the current manufacturing systems for more
agility and lifecycle support. The end user (Ford) and
suppliers (machine builders, control vendors and
component builders) can interact through advanced
Collaborative Work Centre using web based
technologies. The web access of Collaborative Work
Centre to end user (Ford) for virtual design and built
of production/assembly setups can bring
advancements in the manufacturing systems,
knowing the capabilities of machine builders and
control vendors for lifecycle support. Also machine
builders and control vendors can be in better position
to market their products for multiple facilities.
Taking all these aspects into account a new approach
for configurable automation system can fulfil the
requirements of future manufacturing systems, with
consideration of lifecycle phases (e.g.
implementation, testing, ramp-up and operation
phases).
The MMRL and MFDB need lifecycle collaborative
framework between globally distributed end user
(Ford) and suppliers under the umbrella of PLM. The
integration of cross enterprise processes with cross
enterprise applications and central repository of
shared and protected data can eliminate fragmented
technological solutions.
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The advent of globalisation changes rapidly
businesses, manufacturing practices, organisational
structures and information structure. Development of
production/assembly setups across their whole
lifecycle is the key business factors for the
automotive industry. The agile automotive enterprise
need most effective framework for their core
businesses to redesign for significant modifications.
The agility as a business approach for automotive
industry can be achieved with business system
integration to bring flexibility, re-configurability and
lifecycle support between globally distributed
manufacturers. The proposed Collaborative .Work
Centre with Web based modelling framework alms to
bring,
•
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Rapid re-configuration in production/assembly
setups to manufacture different products.
Use of virtual engineering to facilitate
prototyping and test of production systems
before commissioning.
Efficient use of remote maintenance and training
To bring assembly vision in terms of strategic,
lean, agile and flawless execution.
New supplier relationships resulting from using a
modular approach.
•
•
•
•
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A new vision for the automation systems engineering for automotive
powertrain assembly
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Pressure on the powertrain sector of automotive industry is mounting as market demand for
higher variety and lower cost automation systems increases. To maintain the market
competitiveness, design-to-market time for new products should be significantly shorter and
considerable cost saving needs to be made during the design and manufacture of production
facilities. Virtual construction, test and validation of systems prior to build is now identified as
crucial because engineering changes due to untested designs cannot be afforded any longer, and
approved designs need to be reused more efficiently.
In this article, the authors report research collaboration between Loughborough University and
Ford Motor Company, to improve the current business and engineering model used in the
powertrain industry. The current problems are highlighted and corresponding industrial
engineering requirements are specified. The existing end user and supply chain interaction
models are captured and a new business and engineering interaction models are proposed to
address the requirements. A set of engineering services required for the new interaction models
is described and an evaluation approach to identify the impact of the new model on the current
enterprises are explained. In addition, an overview given on the research findings on the
predicted impacts on the current businesses based on a set of evaluation criteria.
Keywords: Automation system, Powertrain, process and simulationmodel, Engineering services
Background
According to a survey carried out in 2008 (SMART 2008), global automation market is worth around £180
billion with an average estimated growth of7.8% annually (prior to the current economical downturn). Factory
automation takes 38% of this market and of which £62 billion is the size of the European market in automation
systems for control and monitoring sectors. These typically include application design, simulation and
modelling, manufacturing, installation and maintenance.
However, global automation industry is changing rapidly. The product lifecycles shrink but demands for product
variety and complexity increase and therefore profit margins decline (Molina et al. 2005). This industry is also
facing the advent of globalisation businesses, manufacturing practices, organisational and information structures
are changing rapidly. Companies are moving from traditional methods, where in-house development teams
typically work at a single site, to completely outsourcing or using specialised designed teams working from
multiple sites.
For rapid response to such ever changing market demands, the automotive industry is under pressure to shorten
production lifecycle time, for example when introducing new engine models in a powertrain sector. The time
taken by western automotive firms to design a new engine model, build production lines and commence mass
production is typically about 42 months while Japanese firms take around 36 months (Harrison et al. 2001;
Monfared et al. 2002; Haq et al. 2007). Also it has been recognised in the automotive industry that 6 months
delay for the launch of a new product such as motor vehicle or large subassemblies e.g. transmission units, will
cause a significant reduction of its profit margin (Lee et al. 2007). However, the existing state-of-the-art
approaches to manufacturing automation systems are facing fundamental limitations and complexity to
reconfiguration, integration with supplier chain systems and optimisation. Because of a traditional hard-coded
deterministic approach to the logical control of most production automation systems, it is too rigid and inflexible
1Corresponding author
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to enable efficient configuration and robust operations (Harrison and Colombo 2005), which is in particular
importance when existing plant is being upgraded or a new production system is being installed.
Therefore, the migration from today's control and management strategies to more flexible, intelligent
manufacturing systems is one of the most difficult tasks facing this industry today. It is envisaged that a more
proactive engineering approach and life cycle support to automation systems is required to facilitate highly
flexible and agile manufacturing systems capable of providing easier and configurable design, installation,
commission, and maintenance (Harrison et al. 2006).
This article summarises ongoing research efforts on development of a new approach to the Powertrain sector of
western automotive industry in particular Ford Motor Company. The research team in Loughborough
University, in close collaboration with Ford Motor Company as a major European automotive manufacturer and
its leading automation machine/component builders (e.g. Krause, Schneider Electric, Bosch Rexroth), is
investigating a solution for improving the current engineering approach to design and development of powertrain
programs.
Product Lifecycle Management
Business changes in all manufacturing sectors, particularly in the automotive sector can be more effectively
achieved if appropriate manufacturing systems are able to support reconfiguration, faster ramp-up and better
Iifecycle support (Haq 2009). Such change is not only limited to the technical systems but it is also essential to
extend it to the organisation and employees to achieve an adequate level of changeability. This transformation
process becomes an important business process that must be pre-planned and managed effectively (EIMaraghy
2005). To streamline product development and boost innovation in manufacturing by managing all the
information about an enterprise throughout the product Iifecycle (Sudarsan et al. 2005), the concept of Product
Lifecycle Management (PLM) was introduced in 1990s as a business strategy to rapidly plan, organise, manage,
measure and deliver new product and services much faster and cheaper in an integrated way (Farhadand Deba
2005; Ming et al. 2005). The importance of PLM solutions has been realised by investment of over $2 billion by
different manufacturing companies, mainly automotive and aerospace companies (Sudarsan et al. 2005).
However, there is still big gap exists between the increasing demands from industrial companies and available
solutions from vendors e.g. using traditional product data management systems. The exchanging engineering
data with suppliers has proved difficult, slow and has geographic limitations. Flawed coordination among teams,
systems and data interoperability and complex approval processes are common (Ming et al. 2005; Ming et al.
2008). Furthermore, serious data interoperability issues exist because the PLM systems that company employs to
support its activities can be made of many components and each of those components can be provided by
different vendors (Shyam 2006). Current available engineering systems are considered too complex and general
purpose and are typically not focused on the user's specific needs. For instance providing a visualisation
environment to assist the end-user for concurrent design and validation of machine control and mechanical
layout is identified as an important engineering requirements needed by end-users (SOCRADES 2008). To
facilitate such requirements, different commercially available engineering solutions offers end-to-end Process
Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions and provide an environment to implement 3D models of production
systems with editing, testing and debugging of system control logic against 3D model (SOCRADES 2007). This
includes Delmia Automation developed by Dassault Systems (DELMIA 2009) and em-PLC developed by
Tecnomatix and Siemens as leading vendors (Tecnomatix 2009). In these applications, the implementation of 3D
model of production system (which leads to virtual engineering) is only possible from their proprietary CAD
packages rather than through standard 3D formats. Also their editing environment and user interface are quite
complex and unintuitive. Several training courses and a large amount of support is required to complete the
evaluation process, which reduces the effectiveness of these tools in a mixed/non-specialised skill environment
and in the early design phases. Furthermore, end users cannot modularise and reuse the design independently
from the vendors (SOCRADES 2008).
Within the automotive industry the design, development and implementation of a new production systems with
subsequent lifecycle support involves many globally distributed supply chain partners. This requires specific
engineering tools to enable virtual engineering and manufacturing activities to occur concurrently between
globally distributed supply chain partners. In recent years a potential breakthrough approach for a sustainable
manufacturing industry was initiated by a project named Component based Paradigm for Agile automation
(COMPAG 2004). The major goal of this project was to achieve a more efficient and robust design, build,
implementation and reconfigurability of automation system via a functionally modular/component-based
approach. In response different key areas were identified and investigated with their required new engineering
services in depth to improve efficiency and modularity of automation systems. This includes rccontigurability,
virtual engineering, concurrent support to product, process and control engineering, Iifecycle support and
vendor's independent and open engineering environment. Existing research at Loughborough had created basic
technology for a component based approach to automation with the proviSion of new engineering services. But
no research has been undertaken on the application of this approach in a user engineering and business context.
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This research paper is to summarise this prototype method and associated engineering tools and to devise novel
business and engineering processes to enable the component based approach to be applied in industry.
The research in this paper is based on going research projects at MSI Research Institute, Loughborough
University. The focus of these research projects is to develop methodologies and tools to support globally
distributed engineering of powertrain assembly machines. A major goal of this research is to achieve more
efficient machine design and reconfigurability using functionally modular, component-based approach to the
powertrain assembly systems. Similar to this research there are many research projects. For instance, NSF
Engineering Research Centre for Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems (NSF 2009), Radically Innovative
Mechatronics and Advanced Control Systems (RIMACS 2007), Model Driven Embedded Systems Design
Environment for the Industrial Automation Sector (MEDEIA 2009), Distributed Intelligent Sensing and Control
(DISC) for Automotive Factory Automation (DISC 2009) and Distributed IEC 61499 Intelligent Control of
Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems (IEC61499 2008). The mentioned research projects typically
investigated general life cycle management or very low level automation systems design, and do not
sufficiently address reconfigurability of manufacturing assembly systems in terms of their hard/physical and
soft/logical aspects. The focus of this research is to address existing and future challenges faced by powertrain
assembly systems within the automotive industry. This research aims to facilitate I) new engineering
environment to build and configure machines from reusable smart modules, 2) concurrent engineering between
product, process and control engineering to achieve up to 100010virtual design and validation of manufacturing
systems prior to build 3) offer lifecycle support from new set of engineering tools, 4) vendor's independent
environment and 5) provide support for globally distributed engineering teams within the supply chain of
powertrain assembly systems (i.e., remote monitoring and maintenance).
Problems facing powertrain sector
According to the European Automobile Manufacturers Association (ACEA), Europe is the largest vehicle
producer in the world with over 13 major automobile manufacturers, contributing significantly in the EU
economy (ACEA 2008). Ford Motor Company is one of the world's largest manufacturers of its kind with taking
around 15% of the European car market (Bekker 2009). Ford involves with globally distributed suppliers for
their automation systems design and development i.e. Powertrain Systems. With ever growing emphasis being
placed on global production systems, service and Iifecycle support has become an integral part of the
manufacturing system.
However, similar to the other leading players in automotive industry to maintain competitiveness, Ford is also
facing extreme pressure to provide more agile engineering system to enable rapid response to market changes
(Haq et al. 2007). Despite the extreme expertise available in this industry, the engineering systems are
fragmented and typically result in delays in production launch and therefore extending the ramp-up time (the
ramp up is the time required to get from the first day of series production to the point where it is able to
consistently run at the design speed, commonly known as maximum "jobs per hour - JPH") (Haq 2009). The
notion of modular and reusability of design and manufacturing is not new in this industry, nonetheless, the
infrastructure required to enable reuse of the past production knowledge is still not in place. Furthermore, it is a
common understanding that ability to rapidly reconfigure previous designs (e.g. customisation) must be
embedded into the engineering lifecycle, however application of various engineering tools used by hundreds of
suppliers, make it almost impossible for the end user (i.e. Ford in this research) to provide a consistent control
over the engineering development Iifecycle. Throughout the lifecycle of automation system, there is no common
representation/visualisation of engineering activities, between supply chain partners (Ong et al. 2006).
To demonstrate the magnitude of the above mentioned problems, which typically leads to delays in launch of a
new product or shutting down the production line, it suffices to mention that according to statistics captured by
this research work, 50% saving in the ramp-up time would typically save 20 million Euros in a typical European
production line, and every minute delay/malfunctioning in production line cost up to 6000 Euros for the end
users (Harrison and Colombo 2005).
Current approach to the engineering of powertrain automation
In a typical powertrain program, a new engine project starts with strategic planning and market study, which
leads to the identification of the product specification and the requirements, volumes, and fund approval.
Following several simultaneous engineering meetings with suppliers and machine builders, the machine
production lines are conceptually designed and manufacturing of lines is started at the machine builders' sites.
The machine builders carry out the detailed design, test and installation of machines, with frequent inspections
by engineers from the engine manufacturers. Machine builders also sub-contract machine components to
specialist component builders and concentrate on overall line design, line assembly and commissioning of the
mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, and control systems. Typically about 4 months prior to the completion of the
project, the machinery should be dismantled and delivered to the manufacturer sites for final tests and try-out
machining. Onsite engineers then perform a detailed examination of all production and assembly lines at the site.
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At the end of this stage (known as job 1) engine manufacturer is ready to produce the first engine and commence
the mass production. At the same time, the assembly lines are ready to assemble various engine components to
the engine block. The lines will be under constant inspection for several months to avoid problems related to the
training, machine adjustments and maintenance.
Conventionally the design activities by machine builders take place sequentially beginning with mechanical
engineering followed by electrical, hydraulic and control engineering activities, as illustrated in figure I. In the
existing approach, the product specifications are typically interpreted by process engineers to produce a suitable
machine configuration with process cycle charts written to specify the necessary timing of machine movements,
which are later interpreted by programmers to produce structured control software. Associated operator interface
screens and machine diagnostics and monitoring applications are finally added (Harrison et al. 200 I; Harrison et
al. 2006). As a result, the design activities of hardware and control system remain isolated from one another and
their verification can only be carried out during commissioning after build, which ultimately causes a longer and
more costly ramp-up period.
POlVertrain Life cycle
Strategic Planning
Market Study
Concept Design
Installation and
Commissioning
Figure I : A convectional sequential approach to the development of automation systems
Despite the significant developments in the domain of assembly system design there is still a lack of well
developed assembly system engineering techniques and methodologies, also highlighted by different research
works (Harrison et al. 2001; Harrison et al. 2004; Harrison et al. 2006), for example: the existing state-of-the-art
automation systems are relatively effective but approach to design and build process is almost entirely sequential
and heavily segmented organisationally into different engineering disciplines.
This approach also has cost /quality impact later in the production phase of the machines Iifecycle. For example
if a change is required after several months of operation the engineers involved will be required to revise a large
/ ifnot all of the process in order to identify and limit the impact of the change on the machine.
Furthermore, end-user involves with a number of suppliers, and therefore dealing with inconsistent document
formatting and structures. It has been observed that translations to the end user required format has been a root
of many problems since there are (i) no common system representation, (ii) ad-hoc integration of engineering
partners using fragmented design tools, (iii) the machine control logic is only understood by specialists and (iv)
there is no modelling of machine operations. More comprehensive description of the existing system is
documented in (Monfared et al. 2002; Haq 2009).
Next-generation of automation design and build
The present global and competitive environment poses formidable challenges to global manufacturers including
the automotive industry. To facilitate and accommodate unforeseen business changes within the automotive
industry, a new proactive approach is required to design, build, assemble and reconfigure automation systems.
Such innovative approach would require promoting new technologies and engineering methods to: a) enable
engineering concurrency, b) investigate design alternatives prior to building and testing physical systems, c)
provide predefined and pretested design components (as well as physical components), and d) enable application
of virtual engineering at early stage of program design phases. Furthermore, such technologies and methods
needs to be sufficiently end user oriented to allow them as major investor on the systems to 'own the engineering
knowledge and be able to reuse the business and engineering knowledge for the future programs.
A component based approach to the development of automation system is illustrated by figure 2. Lifecycle
phases of automation system design and development and primary role of each supply chain partner are depicted
on the left hand side of the figure. During machine design, implementation, build and validation phases, existing
approach followed by supply chain partners is also shown in the upper right side of the figure 2. Based on ten
years of experience with world leading automotive manufacturers (i.e. Ford and its supply chain collaborators),
the Loughborough research group has recognised that this present methodology for design/built is causing
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fundamental limitations and difficulties in the service, reconfiguration, integration and optimisation of machines,
particularly in the face of rapid and often unpredictable business changes. The current engineering approach may
offer adequate operational performance due to well proven and established methods. However, it is not able to
cope well with new customer requirements and globally distributed manufacturing demands. The current
approach is typically dominated by the use of general purpose engineering tools and the continual
reinterpretation of paper-based specifications. Throughout the design process, few tools are available to integrate
and verity new design before actual building. Such sequential nature of the detailed engineering design of
automation systems provides little chance of concurrent engineering processes in order to shorten the life cycle.
Performing test and verification processes at the end of the design phase presents risk of very costly rework on
design and build. Moreover, lack of a repository system to store and reuse design mechanisms and
manufacturing process modules (known as bill of processes) causes inefficient reuse of engineering knowledge
collected from previous engineering programs.
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Figure 2: Proposed component based approach to the development of automation systems
A new modular approach proposed for the design and build of automation system is also illustrated in figure 2.
The vision is to decompose automation systems into standalone sub-systems and components in a generic
manner, which are configurable with a set of parameters and may vary based on specific applications. The
components include complete design for mechanic, electric, hydraulic, and control aspects, and are
commissioned fully in respect with the functionality defined for the component. Such predesigned and pretested
components (or a combination of some components and sub-systems) are to be stored in a library of reusable
mechanisms. In this approach the concurrency of design can be significantly improved, leading to compression
of program life cycle, with much reduced risk of design related malfunctioning due to the use of pretested
systems modules. This new approach facilitates early virtual integration and commissioning of pre-defined and
pre-commissioned mechanical, electrical fluid/software components. As a result less business/engineering
process management efforts are required and better Iifecycle support can be provided. Nevertheless, the
proposed approach to the design demands a set of advance engineering services such as comprehensive virtual
engineering tools (to develop and then deploy the library of mechanisms), a consistent approach to the system
design format across all supply chains, and a new business and engineering interaction model. In order to support
a new engineering environment between globally distributed supply chain partners, a new vision of a
Collaborative Work Centre (CWC) is proposed. The aim of CWC is to establish and maintain vendor
independent environment in the form of generic and configurable building blocks of machine families (i.e.
library of modules as highlighted in the figure 2) prior to "product engineering". Therefore CWC has significant
potential to bring agility within the manufacturing systems with potentially reducing the time, cost and resources.
The new approach can .also enhance the robustness of the system design, improving the responsiveness and
competitiveness of automotive industry.
Next generation collaborative and configurable automation systems (NGCCAS)
To deliver agility through modularity and reconfigurability within the future of automation systems, this research
work has proposed and developed a new realisation approach called next generation collaborative and
configurable automation systems (NGCCAS). Conceptually the application of NGCCAS brings agility and
reconfigurability via new business and engineering process interactions for the powertrain automation systems.
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Figure 3 illustrate realisation model based on NGeeAS approach. The principle focus behind this new
realisation approach is to primarily provide a) reconfiguration, b) collaboration, c) visualisation and d) lifecycle
support for future automation systems. The application domain of NGeCAS includes integration of generic
library of modules with the use of new engineering services. Initially with the application domain of NGCCAS
up to 100% virtual design, build and its validation and verification could be achievable during study and
planning phases called "simultaneous engineering" as shown in the figure 3. This figure describes a systematic
way to design and construct new automation system based on a more integrated, concurrent and vendor
independent engineering environment. However, complete business and engineering process models required for
NGeeAS approach are described later in this paper.
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Figure 3: Proposed next generation collaborative and configurable automation
Based on the future needs of the automotive industry, cwe is being developed for multiple facilities (proposed
idea is to hold and support number of different generic solutions) with minimum complexity, risk, lead time and
minimum skill level using advanced communication technologies. To meet such requirements the ewe is
comprised of 1) product engineering (i.e. engine), 2) required generic solutions 3) new engineering method
(NGCCAS), 4) new engineering services and 5) business and engineering process work flows required to design
and develop new automation systems. The existing ad-hoc integration mechanisms are replaced by ewe to offer
more service oriented support and collaboration within the supply chain for future businesses. Therefore such an
environment can bring engineering concurrency and can investigate new design alternatives prior to physical
build and test of production/assembly machines.
As illustrated in the figure 3 the proposed ewc can facilitate study and planning phase to manage virtual design,
build and validation of new automation systems for a new set of business requirements (e.g. a new engine) in a
virtual environment (prior to the physical build). The initial product of the study and planning phase will be a
validated virtual design for the complete assembly or manufacturing lines related to the new engine program.
The virtual design will then be sent to the machine builders for final detailed design, manufacture and
installations within the factory site. To support migration from existing to NGeCAS practice different steps prior
to the actual building and implementation of automation system are introduced during planning phases. These
steps are called in-process steps (i.e. step 1 to 8) as highlighted in the figure 3 originating from the end-user
requirements and will be performed by domain experts. Initially, it contains a standard library of reusable,
predefined and pre-validated mechanisms, i.e. predefined system components and bill of processes (BOP) that is
required to produce the components. Such library is expected to be developed and completed gradually as
knowledge of more engine program is captured. Based on preliminary reconfiguration of generic mechanisms,
end user planning teams can identify commonality of the new project in comparison to the past programs and
develop new process plan for the reuse of the existing system components and also develop new components and
sub-systems level requirements. This allows the program manager to make adequate planning at early phases of
the program. After planning, new mechanisms will be virtually designed and built by the supply chain experts
and integrated into the existing reused components. Following the virtual engineering, the mechanisms will be
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assembled with existing mechanisms available in the library to achieve component, sub-system or systems.
Furthermore, as part of the detailed design phase, analysis and optimisation services will enable domain experts
to optimise components, subsystems and systems level requirements in terms of their cycle time, kinematics, and
their control behaviours of the kinematics. This is proposed to be provided through a simulation services within
the machine design build phase (e.g. checking the components/system design integrity, conditions and interlocks,
and cycle time). The validation process (i.e. pre-commissioning) starts at the fifth "in-process step" as illustrated
in the figure 3. It is proposed that virtual engineering services are required to enable verification of assembled
components (and their associated sub-systems) to verify fully the new developed system prior to the real
implementation of physical system. At this stage, a set of engineering application capabilities are prescribed to
provide the virtual engineering services. Having completed the sub-systems verification, the complete
manufacturing and assembly lines should be virtually tested and commissioned. By completing this process a
new "Virtual Design JI (VOl)" milestone would be met. This new milestone is proposed to provide an approval
by the end user to authorise development of the physical systems.
The proposed CWC also highlights need for engineering capabilities to develop remote maintenance
infrastructure to allow machine and component builders to provide diagnostics, repair, and monitoring services
for the end user during the installation and after production launch. In addition, the CWC proposes a model in
parallel with the business model to constantly analyse (and predict) the program resources costs and time as it
progresses.
Furthermore, the proposed business and engineering model described as NGCCAS approach potentially offers
significant improvement to the management of the powertrain programs when a new variation of engine is
introduced to an existing line (known as 2nd cycle). This is mainly due to the reusability of the system
components and re-configurability of systems based on the proposed engineering services.
The new engineering model described above is being developed in conjunction with real industrial case at Ford
Motor Company, in the UK. In the remainder of this article a prediction on the implementation impact of the
new engineering model is discussed.
Evaluation of impacts on engineering processes
In a close collaboration between Loughborough University and Ford UK, following many industrial visits and
several brainstorming sessions, some of the more urgent user needs were realised as follows. The current ramp-
up period and reconfiguration of powertrain assembly lines are too costly and too long. The scope of virtual
engineering during different phases of automation system Iifecycle is limited due to the application of general
purpose engineering tools. There is a great difficulty in reuse of the knowledge from the past powertrain
programs. There is no efficient way to predict the cost and effort required for engineering changes (both product
and processes). Currently a manual estimating process is used, which is slow, labour intensive and at times does
not generate accurate study results. Verification of design can only be completed after build and installation, and
therefore they are very costly to change. There is no uniform engineering application available to the end user to
monitor, control and in later projects reuse the knowledge generated by globally distributed supply chain
partners involved with a powertrain program.
To develop the application ofNGCCAS within a real industrial environment, Ford Engineering centre at Dunton
Technical Centre, and Dagenham Engine Plant, in Essex, UK were targeted. It was envisaged that prior to any
recommendations for change, it is necessary to understand the' existing business and engineering processes and
be able to propose new NGCCAS approach in a form compatible with the end user business processes.
Figure 4 illustrates the three step approach taken to capture the existing processes for a typical powertrain
program for the end user and evaluation criteria/metrics defined to evaluate the required processes changes when
proposed migration is deployed as illustrated by figure 3.
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Figure 4: Enterprise modelling approach deployed in this research
As shown in the figure, definition of the end users' requirements constitutes the modelling objectives in this
research. The aim is to understand and subsequently compare the two engineering models based on a set of
criteria to enable prediction of the change impact on the existing engineering model. In general, Enterprise
Modelling (EM) approach has been adopted in this research to capture and formalise system interactions. The
aim of EM is not only to represent complex process structure of the corresponding organisation, but also to
identify and propose possible improvements within systems. EM provides a solid foundation for the capturing,
modelling and analyses of the business and engineering system. In this research, EM has been used in
compliance with specifications defined by two international standards, namely ISO-19439 and ISO-I 5704 2. The
existing processes were captured from the end user sites and formalised in form of a set of static diagrams
developed in Loughborough University (Monfared et al. 2002) in compliance with the CIMOSA modelling
architecture (ESPRIT 1993; Berio and Vemadat 1999; Mertins and Jochem 2005). The static models were used
to develop process simulation models, as both models share similar modelling constructs (e.g. process
decompositions, information and resource objects). The process simulation models facilitate customisation of
models based on different variables captured from the physical environment. Both process models and process
simulations have been undergone a vigorous validation process leading to the approvals from end users and
supply chain engineers. In addition, other standard validation approaches were also deployed, such as those
suggested by (Robinson and Bhatia 1995; Robinson 1997; Robinson 2006; Monfared et al. 2007). The NGCCAS
approach continues by designing a new business and engineering processes and supply chain interactions. The
proposed model is designed based on the end user requirements and engineering services required to meet those
requirements. The new engineering model is also subjected to the process modelling, process simulation and
validation steps. Completing the development of both business process and interaction models, the two models
are compared on the basis of end user most important business performance metrics, e.g. cost, time and
reliability of the design as engine program progresses. Finally, the process simulation models are customised and
the modelling results are analysed based on the evaluation criteria, to provide predictions on the impact of
introducing the new business model to the existing engineering systems.
CASE STUDY
Ford's DVM4 (Dagenham Plant, UK) engine assembly line, known as "Tiger assembly line" was considered as
the case study in this research, as shown in figure 5.
2 ISO 19439 - Enterprise Integration, Framework for Enterprise Modelling.
ISO 15704 - Industrial Automation Systems, Requirements for Enterprise - Reference Architectures and
Methodologies.
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Figure 5: Tiger assembly line, Dagenham Plant, Ford, UK
Ford's engine production lines at this site are state-of-the-art industrial application to complex engine assembly
operations. The lines typically include various combinations of production resources such as machines,
conveyors, human operators. The introduction of a new engine project requires significant engineering
competencies, time and budget. Multiple end user program teams are involved to coordinate thousand of parallel
engineering activities with supply chain partners. This assembly line was installed and commissioned in 2007,
with a substantial investment for a capacity to produce over 500,000 mixed products per year (combination of
various size diesel engines). Krause ™ (a global automation machine builder) was mainly involved as a supply
chain partner in the design and development of the Tiger assembly line including conveyors and work stations.
The fully automated stations with robotic arms were supplied by the ABBTM suppliers (another global
automation robot vendor). Assembly line illustrated by this figure consists of work stations and transport system
i.e. conveyors that link together with various assembly stations. A conveyor carries pallets with loaded engine
blocks which are then moved onto different workstations distributed along the transport system. At different
workstations various engine parts are assembled e.g. pistons, connecting rods, cylinder head etc. Sensors and
mechanical stops are used throughout the transport system to track the pallets and direct them down to different
conveyors according to information stored in each respective pallet
The expected working life of this assembly line is about 7 to JO years. However, in today's very competitive and
turbulent automotive industry, any assembly line with such long life is required to produce many different engine
variations. Therefore robust and less costly re-configurable automation systems are prerequisite.
Process Modelling
As discussed earlier, the process model is represented in form of a set of diagrams as enhanced CIMOSA
representation view (Monfared et 01. 2002). According to this approach, system processes are decomposed into
Domain Processes (DP), Business Processes (BP), and Enterprise Activities. Depending on the granularity of a
model, a system can be broken down into various combinations of these modelling constructs. The models are
represented in form of 5 different interlinking diagrams formalising context, structure, interaction, activity, and
process definitions.
The current business and engineering processes are captured and formalised in the manner described above.
Figure 6 illustrates a sample of the extensive engine program model developed in this research.
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Figure 6: Part of the process and interaction models developed for the current powertrain engineering system
The process model is developed from the end-user perspective in which "planning and business office (OPt)"
and "manufacturing engineering (DPS)" domains are responsible to design and build new automation systems
from program start to its completion. The "DPS" is further decomposed systematically into seven sub domains as
highlighted in figure 6. In order to capture and model rigorous business and engineering processes within all
eight different domains, a complete understanding of the "V" system engineering was developed as adopted by
the Ford Motor Company as shown in the figure 6. Different milestones from end user perspective are
introduced on this "V" model to assure successful completion of new automation from concept to launch. Theses
milestones are further mapped into business and engineering process domains. Therefore all the eight domains
are firmly linked with "V" model as shown in the figure 6. Further these eight domains are systematically
decomposed into activities and mapped with different milestones on the time scale as highlighted in the figure.
As an example figure 6 describes activities performed by DPI and DpS. 1 domains with their required inputs and
outputs. Initially a new business case is developed by DPlto meet future business trends, which 'ultimately
become input to sub domains of "DPS". This includes "program management (DPS.l)" and "program planning
and feasibility (DP5.2)" as shown. Based on a new business case "DP5.2" develops a comprehensive document
on "new program planning and feasibility" and delivers to the "DP5.l". In parallel "DPS.2" start communication
with different suppliers. In response machine builders proposed their new ideas and cost models. Finally a letter
of intent is issued to the selected supplier.
Program Management (DP5.1) starts when new business case is initiated by DP Iand finishes after completion of
Job t and launch period. Initially an important document called "new program work plan" and "long lead
funding" is developed and delivered by "DPS.l" to business process "Simultaneous Engineering (SE) BPS2S" as
highlighted in figure 6. Based on these documents end-user negotiates on time and cost for new program with
machine builders. During SE process detail level of understanding is developed to identify system and sub-
system level requirements. After detailed negotiations between end-user, machine builder and control vendors
program is approved by board of directors and "First Order" is placed by the end-user to machine builder.
Once first order is placed, machine builders start design and build of new assembly machines. At the same time
domain process "program engineering (DPS.3)" start preliminary activities for mass production. Typically new
machines are delivered to the end-user in 12 to 18 months time period. During this time these new machines are
partially commissioned and verified by end-user witness. teams in process called "1st run-off and tryout phase
(BPS42)" at the vendor's site. Finally all newly built machines are shipped to the end-user to start domain
process "installation and commissioning DPS.S". In this domain the machine builders contribute with highly
skilled commissioning teams to prepare new machines for a vital domain called "Running Rate and Quality Test
(DP5.6)". The last domain of new program is known as "job) and launch (DPS.7)". The main focus of this
domain is to achieve rate of climb (ROC) i.e. to run the line at its designed capability rate. Once ROC is
confirmed program management (DPS.l) publishes a completion report in the business process "lesson learned
(BP572)" and confirm launch readiness for the vehicle plant.
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Process Simulation
Process simulation modelling is used to measure and analyse performance of static process models. The process
simulation also allows customisation of the process model based on the operational parameters. The simulation
models analyse the process model over a period of typical powertrain program and measures key performance
factors and allow execution of "what if scenarios". It was envisaged that application of simulation model
provides sufficient capability to extend the static model to a dynamic environment and enable the end users to
customise the model for individual cases that ultimately assisted the validation of the models. However, other
approaches such as optimisation methods were also studied to provide support for analysing the key
performances, in particular, calculating the robustness factor. For this particular factor mathematical approaches
were embedded into the simulation model to provide both flexibility that simulation provides and accuracy in the
results.
Figure 7 illustrates part of developed process simulation within this research. In developing the process
simulation the prime focus was to maintain complete consistency between static process modelling and
simulation model in order to seamlessly integrate the key modelling constructs between the two models (i.e.
process and simulation models). As one of the essential features within the process models used in this research
is a hierarchical support structure and reusability of modellin~onstructs used to develop process models.
Similarly, the process simulation models (developed using Arena commercial software (Seppanen and Kumar
2002; Bapat and Sturrock 2003» were designed in several levels (i.e. sub-models) as highlighted in figure 7,
which correspond to the hierarchical structure and allow re-usability of modelling modules. Theses sub-models
represents eight different business and engineering process domains as illustrated by figure 6. Enterprise
knowledge captured for process modelling has different views (i.e. functional, information, resource and
organisation view). Such views are either defined as an input or output required for each business and
engineering process. To design, build and execute the simulation model all these views are categorised into: a)
functional objects, and b) behavioural objects. Functional objects are either inputs or outputs for each process,
which mayor may not dependent on other process functional objects (e.g. flow of information, physical
resources etc.). On the other hand behavioural objects describe the logic or sequence of processes i.e. to defme
process logically either to make sequential or concurrent flows. To utilise these objects within the process
simulation environment, simulation parameters (i.e. execution variables modules) were used to facilitate
populating and configuring the process simulation models for specific powertrain program. In order to facilitate
tracing and validation of simulation variable in such large and complex models, variables (e.g. information,
event, time or human resource) are defined in a symbolic way to represent their concerned domain processes. For
instance "INFO_BP43S" or "PR_EA21" represent information or physical resource object for certain business
process or enterprise activity. This approach also enables triggering simulation process based on preconditions,
which correspond to the business and engineering processes of the powertrain program. Furthermore, such
structured approach to the simulation design allows integration of the simulation models to (and from) other
engineering applications, such as existing project management tools, and central data repository system.
As illustrated by figure 7, the simulation process runs based on a set of default parameters suggested by the end
user for typical (semi-generic) programs. The users vary parameters and execute the model. In addition the
Arena tool supports the quantitative analysis (e.g. probability function and random generation of entities) as
required in this research to measure and compare future approaches robustness. In this research an innovative
method is developed to enable domain experts to quantify and predict robustness of a given system for selected
issues before implementation. For instance figure 7 illustrates comparison between existing and new NGCCAS
approach against those specific issues which were identified and quantified. Following execution of a number of
simulation replications, the modelling results are exported to external analysing tools to be compiled in a suitable
format (e.g. reports, comparison graphs, etc.).
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Figure 7: Snap shots of the developed simulation and analysis models
New engineering process and interaction models
Innovative engineering and interaction models are proposed to address a number of user requirements identified
at the earlier stage of this research. These include: development of design mechanisms libraries to facilitate
reusability, introducing new engineering services to enable consistent virtual design across the end user (and
supply chain) program life cycle, description for new supply chain interaction models to integrate the
machine/component builders engineering efforts in line with the end user activities, and provide more concurrent
design processes to shorten the overall program time.
Figure 8 illustrates part of the new engineering process model developed in this research. As partially appears in
the figure, libraries of pretested components, bill of processes, and design mechanisms are available to the end
user engineers at various phases of powertrain program. The required engineering services are interpreted into
engineering application tools required at each stage of the engineering model. The proposed models identify in
great details what application functionality (e.g. component builder or system viewer - see figure 8) is required
for each business process (BP's) and what engineering expertise (with what skill level) should use the new
engineering applications. The new model also specifies changes on the current process flow, information and
resource requirements for each process. Furthermore, it introduces a set of interaction mechanisms with the
supply chain (e.g. exchange of information, documents and the timing within the program life cycle) to
outsource certain part of the design process without losing control over the program management or the
knowledge ownership. Comparing the models illustrated by figures 6 and 8, it is clear that due to the application
of virtual engineering, more engineering activities can be completed concurrently, which will result in
compression of the program overall time. In addition, the new "Virtual Design I" (VOl) program management
milestone introduced in this research will represent the phase that theoretically the design of all processes and
facilities are completed virtually and tested fully (up to 100% as libraries are gradually populated). For further
detail on the proposed engineering model refer to (Haq 2009).
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Evaluation criteria
After deploying the new business and engineering approach, to predict potential improvement on powertrain
automation system, a number of evaluation criteria were identified based on the end user requirements. These
criteria naturally include cost and time. In this research domain, the cost and time of the design and
manufacturing processes and resources, and the cost of changes (due to errors, or design changes) are from
outmost important factors. However, there are unquantifiable factors that also have significant impact on the
program performance and are key indicators for the end users to evaluate an engine program design and build.
For instance, the correctness of the design at each stage of the design of manufacturing and assembly lines has
direct impact on the cost and time of engine program. A slight design misalignment at the early stages of the
program life cycle, may lead to a major costly and timely re-design or re-build during the test and installation. In
this research, an innovative method was developed to enable measuring and prediction of improvement on
design correctness at each phase of the life cycle. The "robustness" factor was introduced as new evaluation
criteria to compute (via simulation model) the potential improvement on the design correctness due to the
application of pre-defined/pre-validated system component approach. The robustness is defined as a risk factor
in achieving planned automation system design due to certain problems associated with design processes. A
robustness ratio is calculated based on multiplication of a) severity of impact on the production, b) frequency of
occurrence, and c) ability to detect and eradicate a problem at a certain phase of the life cycle. The design
problems during the production launch are categorised into 6 different groups. These problems initiate due to
inaccuracy in: I) product concept design, 2) time to achieve production volume, 3) machine design, 4) tooling
process, 5) predicted breakdowns, and 6) productivity assumptions. Different robustness ratios are calculated for
eight different domain processes modelled (see figure 6) for this case study. Based on the data captured and
analysed from the end users, quantified values were associated to each elements of the robustness (i.e. severity,
occurrence, and detection).
A robustness simulation model was developed to compute the robustness of each domain process based on
calculating the probability of each 3 elements of robustness ratio against the six groups of design problems.
The occurrence of the design problem in this domain was envisaged to have a uniform distribution due to the
nature of the domain processes. In addition consecutive design problems would accumulative impact on the
overall robustness. Therefore a cumulative discrete probability function was selected for calculating the
robustness.
The robustness ratio (RI) for each design problem group of one domain process is calculated by Rr = Sv·Oc·Dt
(i.e. Severity, Occurrence, and Detection). The probability of occurrences (POc) are calculated by the simulation
model based on distribution function of DISC(CumOcb XRepb.... CumOc,. XRepNJ.when X is the possible discrete
value and Rep is the range of the function. The range in this simulation model defined by the number of
replications of the simulation model and was set to 25 (larger number of replications has insignificant impact on
the simulation results). Therefore overall robustness (R) for one domain process is calculated by Rr .. P POe,
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which is cumulative probability of 6 different problem groups for one domain process. Similar approach was
taken to calculate the overall robustness related to one problem group against the eight domain processes.
For instance, it is unlikely to reach the nominal volume of engine production as originally scheduled. This is due
to many reasons at different phases of the design and build. In this example, according to the data captured from
domain experts, problems occurred in the "Program Planning and Feasibility" domain (OP5.2) have severity
(Sv) impact of 8 (out of 10) on achieving nominal volume. However at this phase of the engine program it
typically occurs on 60% of the cases (Oc) and can be detected (Dt) at this phase in 6 out of 10 cases. The
simulation model shows that robustness (R) of the system design at this domain is 52% that means there is a
48% chance that nominal volume will not be met as scheduled due to problems in OP5.2.
Predicted Results
The developed process models of the powertrain program highlighted problems areas in the current business and
engineering processes. The findings include lack of infrastructure and application tools to enable reusability of
knowledge (e.g. design and processes) and lack of ability for rapid reconfiguration of design after
process/product changes or following a 2nd cycle production plan (i.e. introducing new product to the production
line). These are represented in the process models as lengthy and expensive business processes, and also as
major delays on production launch. It was also realised that many of the process bottlenecks identified by the
developed models correspond with the initial business requirements set stated by the end users. This fact not
only validates the reliability of the modelling approach, but also highlights that end users understand their
current engineering problems as a whole, however they have difficulties in pinpointing the problems within the
context of their engineering life cycle and therefore unable to rectify them.
The new business and engineering process model prescribes an enhanced approach for managing powertrain
programs, which is predicted to improve some of the current problems. This should be possible though
integration of proposed new engineering services (and their application tools - see figure 8), and revised supply
chain interaction models suggested by this research. In addition, development of pre-validated design modules
and the library of reusable modules have key importance on the business process improvement.
The process simulation models led to an extremely detailed calculation and comparison of system specifications
before and after implementing the new business model. The modelling outcomes indicate very promising results
in terms of saving in engineering costs, shortening the processes, and improving the reliability of the design of
production lines (via calculation ofthe design robustness). The modelling outcomes are summarised in the Table
1.
Domain Proc ••• OP1 DPS.1 DPS.2 D"II~ 1'1"11." DPIi.1i DPU 01"11.7 Ilgnmc.ntImprov.mlntl
ExiStIng 74.1"- 88.1% ~.5% 48.9'1(, 84.8'1(, l1li.0% 89.4'" eo", Enhanced
Robustness Aooroacl1 Robustness (42%
NGCCAS 87.3% 77.1% 91,2% 87.0% 97.7% l1li.3% 94.0% 96.4% in planning & 35%
Aooroacl1 Launch phaSe)
EXiSting
(~)
906 355 (6:) 242 110 (6:.!) 1611 24% leSS TimeTime APDfoactl (Days) (Days) _(f:)mi (DayS) (Da~' Required ror every
NGCCAS 16:1 882 (~) 285 163 Cl5(Day$) 68 (DayS) 92 new powertrainAooroacl\ 10m) (D!ru (Daysl. (OIYS.1 program
Cost& 30% cost saVing per progrlllllS prellided due 10 27% less required resources (Detail of mUis are IlOl puIIIlSt1e<I due to confidentiality)
Resources
.3For mstance , some of the areas that IS predicted to be mfluenced heavily by the proposed approach are
"Program Planning and Feasibility- OP5.2", "Program Engineering - OP5.3", and "Jobl and Launch - OP5.7".
The modelling results predict 38% reductions on the length ofOP5.2, and 63% on OP5.3. Similarly, the process
DP5.7 is expected to initiate 5 months earlier than current approach (in a 42 month program). As a result overall
24% less time and 27% less resources can save 30% cost for future new powertrain programs. In particular,
resource group called "process and automation engineering" requires 37.5% less resources. However, an
increase in "Virtual Engineering" efforts by 3 times is predicted. Furthermore, the mathematical calculations
suggest significant improvement in overall design robustness. For instance, the robustness ratio in OP5.2 and
OP5.7 is expected to increase from 52% and 60% to 92% and 96%. This has been achieved with the proposed
new business and engineering processes, new milestones and usage of new engineering tools as highlighted in
the figure 8. This is a significant improvement on the design process, which has direct impact on time and cost of
the programs by avoiding reworks and changes.
However, to understand fully the impact of the proposed next generation collaborative and configurable
automation systems (NGCCAS), the new approach should be implemented within an industrial environment.
Preparation is being made to implement the NGCCAS approach within the Ford engineering centre during its
next major engine program in the UK. Initially, the new engineering model will be used in parallel with the
3 Further information on the modelling approach and complete modelling and predicted results are documented bV Haq
(Haq 2009).
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program management system to shadow the processes. This will enable a direct comparison of predicted results
with actual benefits of utilisation of engineering tools in real engineering processes.
CONCLUSIONS
Lack of agility and responsiveness to the market changes were identified as some of the existing problems with
automation industry. An approach to the next generation collaborative and configurable automation systems
(NGCCAS) was proposed to improve the current problems in the design and build of powertrain automation
systems. The developed approach proposes establishes link between business requirements and engineering
applications. It provides changes on the business and engineering processes within this sector of industry, and
describes new supply chain interaction mechanism. The existing enterprise processes were captured and
compared with a new model of the engineering paradigm. The comparison indicates considerable improvement
in the way current automation programs work. A set of engineering services combined as a collaborative work
centre (CWe) was defmed to be integrated in the current business and engineering model. Description for the
corresponding engineering applications and their potential implementation phase within the engineering life
cycle were briefly discussed. The use of enterprise modelling and process simulations was discussed to visualise
the current and the future enterprise processes, and enable detail analyses of various production scenarios.
On the basis of the modelling approach taken, it was predicted that the application ofNGCCAS approach should
enhance significantly the agility and responsiveness of automation system development. The new engineering
model is planned to be tested in a real industrial environment as part of collaboration between research group in
Loughborough University and Ford Motor Company, UK. This research to date has been principally centred at
the end user. However there is strong desire to expand this core concept within the business context of other
supply chain partners. This will identify their detailed business needs and to understand their current approach to
the design and build of powertrain automation systems. A large body of further research is needed to extend the
proposed idea of a CWC and to study new role of supply chain partners and their more service oriented
relationships. Particular attention is required to consider the costs and deployment efforts needed in developing a
generic bill of process i.e. libraries of mechanisms within the powertrain sector of the automotive industry.
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